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IMPOSES NO 'CONDITIONS'

WEAKER BUT RESTING COMFORTABLY
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Ike's Condition ;Uncerfairv

WASHINGTON (AP) -Army
doctors reported today, the condition of, former President
Dwight D. Eisenhower, struggling to overcome the latest of
recurrent heiart troubles, remains "guarded."
"His physicians consider that
the general's condition has not
worsened since yesterday but
that the eventual outlook remains guarded," said a morning medical bulletin from Walter Reed Army Hospital.
The term, "guarded ," means
In medical terminology the outlook as to whether a patient will
survive or recover is uncertain.
Brig. Gen. Frederic J. Hughes
Jr., commanding general of the
hospital who issued the bulletin,
told newsmen later the 78-yearold Eisenhower "appeared to
reach a plateau yesterday" in
his new episode with congestive
heart failure.
The hospital said Monday the

former president was reported
weaker but resting comfortably
after what doctors called then a
new "crisis."
John
Eisenhower, newly
named ambassador to Belgium,
arrived from New York Monday
night and visited his father.
Earlier , the two-time Republican president talked several
times with his wife, Mamie and
his brother, Dr. Milton Eisenhower, and President Nixon's
two daughters.
Brig. Gen. Frederic J. Hughes
Jr., Walter Reed commanding
general, referred to Eisenhower's present illness as a "crisis."
The new episode of congestive
heart failure—which is different
from a heart attack—follows
one March 15 and comes several
weeks after Eisenhower successfully underwent emergency
abdominal surgery. This recov-

ery from the surgery was briefly complicated by pneumonia.
Congestive
heart
failure
means one or more chambers of
the heart fail to empty adequately during the contraction.
This can lead to an accumulation of fluids in blood vessels
supplying the lungs, or other
parts of the body or both. This
congestion, which also impairs
the delivery of life-sustaining
oxygen from the lungs into the
blood stream, is also known as
"edema," or dropsy.
The initial bulletin Monday
said :
"During the past weekend
Gen. Eisenhower has grown
progressively weaker. The manifestations of the previously reported congestive heart failure
have increased, despite vigorous therapy. He is requiring
continuous oxygen and other
supportive measures. The gen-

eral has been sleeping for brief
periods throughout the day. He
ate his usual breakfast and has
talked several times with Mrs.
Eisenhower."
In a later bulletin they reported that he
¦¦ had had "a light supper." . "It goes without saying that in
a person of his age, each
successive crisis is a. drain on
his strength," Gen. Hughes told
'
newsmen.
Hughes was told that a private Washington heart specialist not associated with Eisenhower's case had voiced the
view after the first report from
the hospital Monday afternoon
that death was "inevitable"
from the latest episode.
"Death is inevitable for all of
us," Hughes said. But, he added, "This man has astounding
stamina and will to live."
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Thieu Ready to

Meet With NLF

WILL MEET WITH NLF
. ¦' President Nguyen Van
Thieu announced today in
Saigon his South Vietnam
government is prepared to
hold private meetings with
the N a t i o n a l Liberation
Front . (AP Photofax)

..

SAIGON (AP) — President
Nguyen Van Thieu said today
his government is prepared to
hold private meetings with the
National Liberation Front.
The South Vietnamese president imposed no conditions' on
such meetings and added that
he felt the Front, the political
arm of the Viet Cong, would
agree to such talks.
He told a news conference
such talks could be part of private discussions in Paris among
the delegations to the peace

talks there from South Vietnam ,
North Vietnam, the NLF and
the United States.
Thieu told questioners:
He remains hopeful of success
at the Paris talks.
This is not the time to talk of
withdrawing many of the 540,500
American troops in South Vietnam.
His government does not believe a resumption of the bombing of North Vietnam at this
time would be proper response
to the current Viet Cong offen-

Nixon to Ask
Surcharge Be
Kept for Year

WASHINGTON (AP) _ President Nixon will ask Congress
Wednesday to extend the 10 per
cent income tax surcharge for
another full year, hoping such
action -will help reverse the inflationary spiral.
This was reported today by
Senate Republican Leader Everett M. Dirksen and House
GOP Leader Gerald R. Ford
following their weekly White
House conference with Nixon.
Nixon will send Congress a
special message seeking continuation of the emergency tax and
outlining his plans to make the
federal budget a prime anti-inflation weapon.
The surtax now is scheduled
to end July 1. It took effect for
individual incomes on April 1
last year.
Ford told the newsmen that
many within the administration
believe "we have reached the
high water mark of inflation"
and that the annual increase in
living costs will taper off from a
1968 level approaching 5 per
cent to perhaps 3 per cent or
less this year.
Dirksen, however, said he
would await statistical evidence
that the inflationary tide has
turned and "I don't attach too
much significance to a figure as
such "

Nixon Calls for
Regulation of
Conglomerates

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon has called on Congress for laws regulating onebank holding companies in order to curb "the formation of a
relatively small number of power centers dominating the
American economy. "
In urging passage of a bill introduced Monday to place the
one-bank holding companies under federal control, Nixon said:
"Legislation In tliis nren Is
Important because thero has
been a disturbing trend in the
past year toward erosion of tho
traditional separation of powers
between the suppliers of money
—tho banks—and the users of
money—commerce and industry."
"This must not bo permitted
to happen ,'1 he snid, "it would
be bad for banking, bad for
business and bad for borrowers
and consumers."
The bill introduced on behalf
of thc administration is designed to curtail expansion of
operations by large banks into
unrelated fields ns well as to
end the invasion of the banking
industry by giant corporations.
Chairman Wright Patman of
tho House Banking nnd Currency Committee , author of a rival
bill he says Is tougher than the
administration 's, said hearings
on the measures will begin next
Tuesday.

Robert J. McCloskey said Monday "insufficient consensus"
among the United States, the
Soviet Union, Britain and
France is preventing a four-way
meeting.
At the same time, however,
some officials see progress in

the bilateral talks American
diplomats have been holding
with their Soviet, French and
British counterparts in an effort
to find a way to end the nearwar between Israel and the
Arab countries.
They say the Soviets and
French now agree that Israel's
withdrawal from the territory it
SAYS RAY TO
captured in the six-day war in
1967 need not mean complete
CHANGE PLEA
evacuation and that there can
SAVANNAH, Ga. W — be some border adjustments
James Earl Ray definite- where earlier boundaries did
ly will change his plea to not make sense.
innocent in the assassinaThe United States agreed retion of Dr. Martin Luther luctantly in February to hold
King Jr. and will have a the four-power meeting suggestnew trial, the head of the ed by the French, but insisted
National States Rights party on two-way talks among the
announced today.
four countries first to see if a
Edward R. Melds, NSRP full conference would be fruitchairman, said he made the ful.
announcement on behalf of
American
officials
were
J. B. Stoner.
doubtful of the value of the
four-power talks because they
felt only the United States and
the Soviet Union were in a posiFEDERAL FORECAST
- WINONA AND VK3NITY - tion to influence the two sides in
Considerable c l o u d iness with the Middle East.
chance of light snow early to- The Americans suspect tho
night. Variable cloudiness late Paris proposal was an attempt
tonight and Wednesday; a little to restore French influence in
colder most sections tonight. the area.
Locally a little warmer Wednes- American officials hoped the
day; low tonight 18-25; high recent Washington visit of Israeli Foreign Minister Abba
Wednesday 34-42.
LOCAL WEATHER
Eban would result in the formOfficial observations for the ing of a position the United
24 hours ending at 12 m. today: States can represent at the pro- Maximum, 40; minimum, 27; posed four-power gathering. The
noon, 27; precipitation, .03.
hope did not materialize.

WEATHER

Report Evidence
Of Water in
Mars' Atmosphere
PASADENA, Calif. Iffl —
Scientists studying light reflected from Mars report
"definite and conclusive"
evidence of water in the red
planet's atmosphere , indicating the possibility of
life.
Mars is so dry, however,
that only the driest deserts
ot Earth or peaks like Mt.
Everest compare.
Dr. Ronald Schorn of the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
said he is convinced after
five years ' observation there
is enough water in Mars ' atmosphere to fill a lake a
mile wide, a milo deep and
a mile long.
"If you took all the water
we found , and laid it out on
tho planet , it would be only
onc-l,OOOtli of an i n c h
thick ," he said Monday
night, "It still may not be
a great place to live hut
there's a chance of life
there. "
Schorn and Steven Little
of the University of Texas
m a d e their observations
through the flG-inch telescope
at McDonald Observatory nt
Fort Davis, Tex. Schorn
said the scientists photographed tho spectrum of
Mars ' atmosphere with infrared film. Tho spectograph photo showed tho
presence of water in tho
planet's cloud cover , ho
snid.
"There's hardly a place
on earth with that low a humidity reading," ho said.
"Thc only place I could
think of is tho top of Mt.
Everest. There'n more water on Earth's deserts than
on Mars ."
So tor, thero is no way to
measure whether some portions of Mars have more
water thnn others , he nald.

But with a new 107-inch
telescope now in use, the
scientists expect to look at
smaller regions of the planet.
"We'll be able to see il
this is localized — whether
some areas of Mars are
more capable of sustaining
life than others," the astronomer predicted.
Schorn said photographs
by the Mariner spacecraft
now approaching Mars will
help to solve that question.
Since 1948 scientists have
had evidence that the planet's white polar caps, which
change size wilh the seasons, consist of ice an inch
or two thick.

The Eban visit put American
differences with Israel into
sharp focus. It compelled Washington officials to make new efforts to keep the dialogue open
with the Soviets, on the one
hand, and to persuade Israel
that the four power conference
will not jeopardize its interest,

PARIS W!— A spokesman
lor the Viet Cong's National
Liberation Front said to<lay the front would have
mo immediate comment en
South Vietnamese President
Nguyen Van Thieu 's off«r
to hold private talks with
the front on the sidelines
of the Paris peace conference.

on the other.
Israel, Ehan stressed, wants a
settlement agreed upon by the
two sides, considering that the
only practical road to peace .
Eban minimized the danger of
a new war , insisting there will
be none. American officials are
less certaim. ¦

Huge Red
Rice Cache
Uncovered

FOR ABM SYSTEM

Armed Services
Committee Opens
Search for Funds

WASHINGTON (AP) - The ing nuclear arms.
Senate Armed Services Commit- The military procurement autee called in two top Army 'Offi- thorization is one of two major
bills that will serve as focal
cials today as it began hammer- points for showdown : y.pte___jjn
ing "out the"actual legislation to the-ABM later this year.' '
provide President Nixon with
The other is the military conhis proposed missile defense struction authorization hill.
system.
Former Secretary of State
Secretary of the Army Stanley Dean Rusk also joined the deResor and Gen. William C". bate today when he said the
Westmoreland, chief of staff , United States should continue
were leadoff witnesses on a pro- research and development on an
curement authorization bill that ABM but Jhold up final decisions
includes $900 million ior con- on deployment until finding out
struction of two sites and pro- what disarmament agreement
curement of 10 more for the is possible with the Russians.
Safeguard antiballistic missile Rusk spoke in a taped inter
view for IfBC's "Today " show
—ABM—system.

LEARNING BURGLAR'S TRICKS . . . A s police. Sgt.
Lou Reiter- looks on, a former burglar now working for the
Los Angeles Police Department, demonstrates how to pick
a lock for entry. Don Roberts, 29, is one of six ex-convicts
in the department's community relations program , They
lecture at the schools and club meetings, explaining how to
avoid narcotics, robbery, burglary and assault . (AP Photofax)

The committee, headed by
Democrat John Stennis of Mississippi, already has proved itself friendly to the administration's case for Safeguard in
hearings last week held mainly
to publicize the project.
Senate opponents will get
their chance to strike back
Wednesday when Deputy Secretary of Defense David Packard
appears before the Senate Foreign Relations disarmament
subcommittee in a continuation
of its sharply critical review of
the ABMi system.
The ABM issue is also expected to come up when Secretary of
State William ( P. Rogers appears Thursday before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee for his first public questioning on the new administration's
foreign policy.
The Foreign Relations committee and its disarmament unit
comprise the hard core of Senate opposition to deployment of
the ABM.
These critics argue the ABM
program would make it more
difficult to reach agreement
with the Soviet Union on limit-

directed the program in its
first year. "It's something
we needed for a long time."
Chief Tom Reddin, police
commissioners, Mayor Sam
Yorty and City Council also
endorse the program. A
City Council vote making
it permanent led to Civil
Service status for the men ,
and a second group of 11
is starting a year tryout,
hoping for similar jobs.
"When a police office r
talks about crime prevention , people listen but don 't
hear. When an ex-con talks
they listen, hear and ask
questions, especially t h e
kids ," says Donald L. Roberts, 29, with 20 felony arrests on his record. Ho is

Six Former Convicts
Become LA. Policemen
LOS ANGELES WJ - Six
former convicts, after a
year of proving themselves,
become fulltime members
of the Los Angeles Police
Department today.
With Civil Service status,
they are working as nonuniformed employes in the
department's c o m munity
relations division. Assignments may range from telling an audience of prosperous home-owners how a
professional burglar knows
a house is not occupied to
explaining to high schoolers
how smoking marijuana led
them personally to narcotics addiction and prison.
"They're simply great ,"
says Sgt. Lou Reiter, who

one of the new fulltime employes.
Roberts, a persuasive
speaker, says he and the
others have "managed to
prove that ex-cons can lead
a useful life, if given the
chance , and that the police
department isn't a machine
but an organization with a
heart."
Ti;e program didn 't start
as an ex-con program , but
one for . hard core unemployables. It turned out ,
however, that most applicants were men with records since, as Reiter puts
it , "no one is more of a
hard-core u n e m ployable
than an ex-convict,"

Hope Trudeau Is
Sold' on ABM

WASHINGTON (AP) - Officials hoped today that talks wilh
President Nixon have resolved
any doubts held by Canadian
Prime , Minister Pierre Elliott
Trudeau about tho necessity of
a U.S. missile defense system.
Trudeau arrived Monday to
discuss tho Nixon-proposed antiballistic
missile—ABM—program reportedly undecided
about whether to back tho system. Ho leaves for Ottawa tonight after more discussions
with American leaders.
No matter what Trudeau decides, ho is certain to face intensive questioning on tho matter
by his parliamentary opposition,
Last week critics expressed
fear that U.S. defensive missile
installations near tho border
Would cause radlonctivo fallout
ovor Canadian territory if they
ever had to bo used.

Trudeau rejected proposals
that he seek to have projected
missile sites in North Dakota
ond Montana moved further
south. He said he wns interested
in finding out Nixon 's rationale
for deciding to install the system and ln determining whether
it would be provocative or
would contribute to world
pence.
Aides disclosed that the ABM
issue was among topics covered
when Nixon and Trudeau met
privately Monday for 90 miwites
and later joined in a 45-reilnuto
session with other officials in
tho White House Cabinet Hoom.
Not all of the prime minister's
visit wns taken up with the somber business of diplomacy. At a
black tie dinner Monday night,
Nixon entertained his first official foreign guest with talk
nbout skin diving, one of Trudeau's favorite recreations.

Thieu expressed satisfaction
with the lines of communication
established with the new administration of President Nixon. Ho
emphasized that the government-to-government
relations
during Presiden t Johnson's tenure had been equally satisfactory, but he added that relations
were better in Paris with Henry
Cabot Lodge than with W. A-verell Harriman, the former chief
U.S. representative at the peace
talks.

NO COMMENT

No Progress on Big Four Conference

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
State Department says preliminary negotiations have failed so
far to produce the necessary
groundwork for a Big Four
meeting on the explosive Middle
East situation.
State Department spokesman

sive.

SAIGON (AP) — U.S, Marines sweeping along the Laotian frontier have made the allies' second biggest rice haul of
the war, enough to feed 8,000
Nerth Vietnamese troops for
three months, military spokesmen said today.
U.S. headquarters said tha
Marines of the 3rd Regiment,
participating
in
Operation
Maine Crag, found 600 tons of
rice about ll miles south of the
abandoned Khe Sanh combat
base. Officers said the seizure
undoubtedly would affect the enemy's ability to sustain an offensive in the aorthwest comer
of South Vietnam . Earlier this
week a significant North Vietnamese buildup had been reported in Laos, three miles
across the border.
Some 3,500 U.S. Marines and
South Vietnamese troops aro
participating
in
Operation
Maine Crag. Farther south ,
2,000 paratroopers of the U.S.
lQlst Airborne Division in Operation Massachusetts Striker are
sweeping through the A Shau
Valley, the biggest North Vietnamese base and staging area
in South Vietnam.
Spokesmen said both operations have accounted for mora
than 100 enemy dead in small,
sporadic fights , while U.S. casualties so far are 33 killed and
117 wounded.
Contact has Ibeen only sporadic, but headquarters said the
main objective of both sweeps is
to find and destroy enemy food
and war material that could bo
used in attacks on towns in tha
1st Military Corps area , including Qang Tri City, Hue and Da
Nang.
The Viet Cong spring offensive entered its 31st day today
with about 25 rocket and mortar
attacks reported during the
night. U.S. Headquarters said
total military casualties and
damage were light .
Ground fighting was reported
Monday in the Mekong Delta
south of Saigon and along the
populous coastal lowlands south
of Da Nang .

MARTIA L LAW
DECLARED IN
PAKISTA N

GUEST FOR DINNER ... President and
Mrs . Nixon greet Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau of Canada at the north portico

of the White House Monday night for a
white tie atato dinner , the first of the Nixon
administration. (AP Photofax)

NEW DELHI, India l/ri —
President Mohammed Ajub
Khan declared martini law
in Pakistan today nnd handed over the administration
of the strife -torn country to
tho nrmy chief of staff,
Gen. Ynliya Khan , Radio
Pakistan said.
Ayub made the announcement in whait he called his
last address to the nation
and nppcale-tl to the people
to iid p thu armed forces
In the maintenance ot law
and order , the broadcast
Enid.
Thc radio quoted Ayub ns
saying tha t Urn situation
in thc country lind turned
from bad ta worse and that
tho government wns unable
to control mob ' violence
sweeping both parts of 1'aklstnii.

has limited engineering
capabilities, and cannot be
expected to help with cleanup work . These aids, he
said, would have to come
from other sources.
Several spokesmen talked
about steps being taken , including construction of temporary levees in La Crosse
and Eau Claire.
The Division of Environmental Protection said it
would be making tests of
water supplies which high
flood waters might affect.
The Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations said it would provide
facilities for helping make
damage estimates.

warning about potential
flooding is that the savage
floods of 1965 were a good
teacher .
Vangen's o f f i c e was
among several agencies represented Monday at a floodreview meeting attended by
officials from a number of
western Wisconsin counties
where flood precautions are
being taken.
Col. Jack Downing of the
state adjutant general's office said the National Guard
would be available to patrol
stricken areas and help
with some evacuations.
-But he said the guard
la cks equipment for fullscale evacuation assistance,

" ¦' ¦ '
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Dike Work Progressing

LA CROSSE, Wis. «VA federal official expressed
amazement Monday at the
energy with which Wisconsin is preparing for what
could be record spring
flooding in the upper Mississippi River basin.
Terry Vangen of the U.S.
Office of Emergency Preparedness said he knew of
no state that seemed as
well informed as Wisconsin
about how to prepare for
floods, and about what to
do during and after widespread inundation.
Army Engineers have
said one of Wisconsin's assets in the current response
to the Weather Bureau 's
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IN WISCONSIN

DEAR ABBY:

¦ ¦¦ " ¦ ' ¦

DEAR OUT : Tell Auntie, tlanks a
lot, but David has all the pajamas he's
going to need. (He has.)

j

DEAR ABBY: We have an 18-year-old
Abby
son, and I'd like to know what the parents
of teen-age gins are winning oi. wnen nics ursi siuriea ui
date he'd say. "The girl has no curfew , and I have to be in
before SHE does. It's embarrassing."
We're not unreasonable, Abby. We ask Rick to leave
the girl's house at 9 p.m. on school nights, and he has until
midnight on week-ends. And if he's going to be held up for
any reason, all we ask is a phone call.
This girl he has been seeing a lot of lately has just
turned 16. She has no restrictions on dating, and even when
nothing special is planned she asks Rick to come over and
Just "sit around." Needless to say, we are in a constant
state of worry. Our son has had good upbringing, but even
"nice" kids fall in love and get carried away. I'm afraid
they're playing with fire. If Wei came to us and said he
had to get married, at age 19 or even 20, 1 don't know where
we'd ever get the money.
Abby, please, please tell parents of girls to help us help
them. Curb those dates and long lours. We love our children,
and their well-being is the responsibility of both sets of parents. I know this is too long to print, but .with your talent
maybe you can shorten it and say it better.
"WORRIED" IN OAKLAND, ME.

3 Actresses
Win Divorces

DEAR WORRIED : I couldn't have said it any better,
and I'm printing every word.
DEAR ABBY: It's me again, Paul H. Adams of Babbitt,
Nev. Someone wrote in asking if you had ever heard of a
lady pallbearer, and you said you hadn't. Then I wrote in
and said my mother was one — for 9 months.
Well, you printed my letter, and a number of interesting
things have happened to me as a result of that. Practically
everyone in town has stopped me to remark on it. You
wouldn't believe how many people read your column; Over
half of them said , "So Abby does use letters from real people! I always thought she mad e them up herself."
I received a letter from a man I hadn 't heard from in
30 years. But the payoff was some guy in Maine. He wrote to
tell me that it was scientifically impossible for my mother
to tell during the gestation period whether she was a PAULBEARER or a PAULABEAREK. YOURS TRULY, PAUL
DEAR PAUL*. You're getting to be a habit in Babbit. Keep writing.
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LOS ANGELES (AP ) _ Actresses Margaret O'Brien, Brenda Scott and Irish McCalla have
C
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been granted divorces.
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Miss O'Brien , 31, the former
child star, testified she and her
™ Or HOLLAND
i. i
ii^£§^^^JSs^r^s_M___
husband of nine years, advertis- 1 . P-V
sw
1
PURE
RICH
MILK
CHOCOLATE
^g.
1
WIZARD
I
ing executive Harold Robert Allen Jr., 33, "argued over my
being an actress and having
Fragraneei
r
money and it made me very
nervous" She said Monday she
EACH EGG
plans to continue her career and
waived alimony. They had no
children. It was the first mar- 1 METAULIC
1
' 7
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riage for both.
I
Miss Scott , 25, saying "I want
children and my husband does
not," divorced actor And y
Prine, 33. Under a settlement
Prine will pay her 10 per cent of
his income for two years and
$1.29 DRI5TAN
|
pay a $1,000 balance owing on |Vrayfi^"
rf-iilAiinrv
%J _ K C P
QUALITY
her mink coat.
j\ Y®F'
70 I T A D I pTC I
Miss McCalla , 40, said her
¦ i
marriage to actor John Patrick I es^^mntssm
^^^mmmmm^mm^m^^mimm^s
1
Horgan , 39, broke up because
she refused to vote for Eldridge
Cleaver, the Peace and Freedom party candidate for presi¦
dent. Sho said Horgan told her
" !*J
j^ t___aa_^3S__^__S2^____ _____| |
ll'
B*I BI_ PRB '
^
"he couldn 't be married to anyone so stupid. "
Setting alimony at $2,500 to be
paid over five months , judge A .
A. Scott said "the sooner you
get rid of him the better," and
granted the decree.
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His , Her Pajamas? Tradition Hit
V ^ C A N D ¦I E S
By Shortage
_j x™~— I
Not This Time
Of Palm Fronds
MIMS, Fla. (AP ) - Many
Palm Sunday worshippers will
have to do so without the traditional palm fronds because of a
labor shortage, a major supplier
says.
"Some churches are going to
look pretty bleak" next Sunday,
said Ralph Higginbothain, operator of Florida Palms. "They 're
going to wonder what happened
to them."
"It's mainly labor," he said
Monday. 'The people that used
to cut them have quit. It's not
that they can't make the money.
It's a little harder work than
some other jobs."
Palm fronds are lopped by ax
off stumpy sabal palms—Florida's state tree—or cut from towering trees by workmen wielding 30- foot poles topped by razor-sharp blades.
Many florists and church supply houses around the country
have reported they 're unable to
fill palm frond orders. J. F.
Grottendick and Sons of Baltimore said it has received ,only
4,000 fronds and usually distributes 25,000.
Higgtnbotham said he will fall
about 175,000 fronds short of the
1.5 million that were ordered.
The shortage in palm fronds
will cause some churches to
vary their traditional observance of Palm Sunday.
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: My aunt offered to make me and my
fiance a matching set of HIS and HERS pajamas for our
wedding present if I supply the pattern and pick out the
material.
When I asked David about tlhis he said he prefers to
wear the same pajamas he has worn for the last 10 years.
Upon further questioning, I discovered that the "pajamas"
he had in mind were nothing more than his bare hide, and
he had no intentions of wearing as much as a thread to bed.
Ahbv. I was shocked, thoueh I tried
j
not to let on.
David is a nice looking fellow, and there \
is nothing repulsive about him, but the j
thought of his sleeping that way strikes me j
as being somewhat shameful. What shall I
OUT WEST . • • •]
tell Auntie?
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$8,763 Budget
Set for Dog,
Weed Control

In a mo^ e to set up a new
city department charged with
controlling dogs and weeds, the
City Council voted Monday
night to set up a budget of $8,753 for firut-year expenses.
Several transfers of funds
were apprdyed to make up the
budget. Present resources in
weed and dog control accounts
total $2,310, according to a report by C&ty Manager Carroll
J. Fry. A J$2,263 surplus
in the
police depj irt- ¦ '
ment acwnnt I
was tran&ferCity
red to 'the ¦'
new depart- _ _ >*• __»#._ !
ment and $4,- I^OUnCII
180 of unappropriated general fund surpluses wen. likewise transferred.
With th?; new budget in effect, expennes are provided for
a full-time¦' poundmaster and
weed inspector. Applications
are being taken for the position, Fry jtold councilmen, and
advertising* the opening is expected to bring a fair amount
of response i.
Other items of expense will
be purchase of a panel truck
for the pi juindmaster and construction of a city kennel for
impounded dogs. Fry said the
kennel locution still remains to
be determ 5!ned.
Councilnien approved specifications for the panel truck and
authorized the manager to secure bids and make the purchase as. soon as possible. Fry
said the -estimated cost of the
truck is }s:!,000 or less.
The urgency of the situation
was cited as grounds for handling the -purchase through the
manager. It is during spring
and summer months that the
dog problem reaches its greatest heights and the council and
manager expect to move as rapidly as possible to set up the
new control plan and facilities.

Slightly Warmer
Air Predicted
For Wednesday

Winter made a fleeting return appearance to Winona's
weather scene overnight, bringing soma unscheduled light
snow flundes that provided the
landscape with/ a thin, ragged
covering of white.
By ea;;ly morning the snowfall had diminished to a few
wet flakei 3 and was expected tc
end later in the day.
Temperatures, m e a nwhile,
were sas_«ging into slightly below normal ranges, dropping
from seaisitmal or higher weekend readings to a high of 40
Monday afternoon.
The overnight low was 29, 27
was recorded at noon today
and a low of between 18 and
25 was forecast for tonight.
The c hilly north-northwest
wind was still there, but it was
at about 18; it was twice that
strong Monday.
VariaMe cloudiness can be
expected through Wednesday
when a _ iigh temperature of 3442 is pr edicted.
Tempe?:atures Thursday will
be a lib tie below normal and
there'll bo a chance, again, of
a few sn ow flurries. .
ALTURA SOCIETY
ALTUEtA, Minn. (Special) —
The Hebron Moravian Missionary Sodeaty will meet Thursday
at 8 pj n . at the home of Mrs.
Kermit Gatzlaff.

Teacher Issues
Referred to Panel

Unresolved after four months
of negotiation by members of
the Winona School Board and
Winona Teachers Council, District 861 teacher contract issues
for 1969-70 still ia dispute are
being referred to a mediation
panel which may begin its deliberations later this week.
Establishment of the panel
was agreed to by teachers and
school directors after it I' ¦ • ¦ .
became evi- ¦ __,rh__ n| ¦
dent last week . **wlOQI
that an appart
Q
ent impasse
DOdfCI
—
h a d b e e n ll
reached in efforts to effect
agreement on a mutually satisfactory teacher salary schedule
for fhe next contract year.
A MEETING of the five-member Teachers Council and the
School Board had been scheduled for Monday night for continu-

ation of negotiations which be- panel was requested should negan late last November.
gotiations reach an impasse.
Superintendent of Schools A. The request was ffled to comply
L. Nelson said that on Friday with provisions of the meet-andcouncil representatives had been
contacted and asked whether confer law which specifies that
they expected to have any new notice of intent to use an adcounterproposal on a salary justment panel must be made
schedule to offer at Monday's by March 1.
Two of the three panel memscheduled meeting.
Nelson said the teachers indi- bers have been appointed, Nelcated they would have no new son reported.
offer to present but would be Board President Frank J. Alwilling to meet with directors len previously had been authorMonday if there appeared to be ized by the board to make arany merit to additional discus- rangements for appointment of
a board representative should
sion.
Nelson said that the board negotiations reach impasse.
representatives agreed that Harold S. Streater, 275 Wilson
since no new offer would be sub- St., a . Winona lawyer, has been
mitted by the teachers, settle- appointed to represent the board
ment of the dispute might best on the panel..
be expedited by the institution of Lowell Johnson, chairman of
the Teachers Council representpanel proceedings.
ing the Winona Education AsTHE TEACHERS late in Feb- sociation and the Winona Fedruary had served formal notice eration of Teachers and the baron the board that an adjustment gaining group for teachers in
this year's negotiations, will represent the teachers on the panel.
APPOINTMENT of a third
panel member will be made by
the two board and teacher representatives. If they are unable
to agree on a third panelist apStill under investigation by pointment would be made by the
police is the assault early Fri- District Court. Streater previously had served as a School
day morning on Donald Stolpa, Board representative
in another
27, 5171. Mankato Ave., who year 's mediation proceedings.
was taken to Community Me- ; When it has completed its demorial Hospital after being liberations the panel will prefound by police dazed and in- sent its findings to the School
jured on the sidewalk near Board for its consideration.
Recommendations of the panel
West 2nd and Main streets.
are binding on neither the
Chief James McCabe said School
Board nor the teachers.
Stolpa suffered facial cuts and
bruises due to an apparent as- The panel may submit a
sault by two or three men who unanimous r e c o m m e nhave, as yet, remained uniden- dation signed by all members
tified. Stolpa was released from or majority and minority rethe hospital Monday afternoon. ports.
McCabe said Stolpa told po- AT THE POINT
melice that he had not been rob- chanics of mediationwhere
were imbed. Police detective division is plemented the board
and
working on several leads to as- teachers had reached substancertain the identity of Stolpa's tial agreement on a number
assailants, according to the the issues the teachers had of
prechief.
sented for negotiation at the beginning of 1969-70 bargaining
-?
last fall.
The two remaining major
points apparently still at issue
included the basic teachers' salary schedule and a request for
extended family hospitalization
coverage for all members of
the teaching staff.
Board members and council
representatives were from sevThe Sherwin Williams Co., eral hundred dollars to more
115 E. 3rd St., will move to than $3,000 apart
salary
the Westgate Shopping Center schedule steps and .on
the, board
about May 15.
had offered payment of the
Robert Heer, manager, said amount required
this year for
that the facilities, to be loca- a liberalized single coverage
ted in the former Westgate hospitalization plan.
Drug Store building, will be Although the panel is being
known as the Sherwin Williams organized this does not necesPaint & Home Decorating sarily mean an end to boardCenter.
council negotiations.
The retail store, which will One of the primary purposes
be three times as large as the of the panel will be to attempt,
present facilities, will handle if possible, to get the board and
paints, carpeting, draperies, teachers back to the bargaining
unfinished furniture and rela- table to continue productive neted items.
gotiations.
EVEN WHILE the panel Is
conducting its deliberations the
Wabasha Bridge board
and teachers could reor continue their negotiaBeing Inspected sume
tions toward settlement of the
WABASHA, Minn . — Lloyd contract issues.
Nelson, assistant district engi- Requests for mediation panneer, and a bridge engineer els have been filed in districts
from the district office of the throughout the state where
state Highway Department declarations of impasse have
were at Wabasha this noon in- been made in negotiation prospecting work on the interstate ceedings.
bridge to see if it can be re- Nelson said that the latest reopened for vehicle traffic soon. port on the status of negotiaA crack in the ~<iperstruc- tions in Minnesota indicates
ture above piers on which In- that settlements on contract isdustrial Contractors employes sues have been reached in only
were working caused closing of 84 of the more than 450 districts.
the bridge Jan. 31.

Hokah Agrees Police Checking
To New Parking Assault on Man
On Main Street
HOKAH, Winn. (Special) After much deliberation, the
Hokah Village Council has decided to concede to the Minnesota Highway Department's proposal that parking on Main
Street be changed from vertical
to parallel.
H. M. McLaird, maintenance
engineer with the district office,
said the highway department
would give Main Street a blacktop mat and paint the parallel
parking signs if council consented.
Speaking at a public meeting
here Thursday, McLaird said
summer plans include overlays
on Highway 16 from La Crescent
to Hokah, and on Highway 44
from Hokah to Caledonia. Highway 44 runs on Hokah's Main
Street.
The engineer also said a right
turn lane and a passing lane
at the junction of Highway 16
and Highway 26 toward Brownsville are under consideration.
If parallel parking weren't
approved by the village, the
state merely would patch the
broken spots in the street.
Hokah at this time has only
one small parking area available to the public, and because
of the town's location on a
bench between Thompson Creek
and the Root River, no side
street parking is available. Parallel parking will cut parking
space considerably.

Wa tkins Appoints
Control Manager
Larry Volmer, Galesville,
Wis., has been named production and inventory control manager at Watkins. The appointment was effective March 10.
Volmer joined Watkins in 1967
as a production control scheduler and was named production
control supervisor in December
1968.
He is a native of Draper, S.D.,
and attendted Dakota Wesleyan
college and Black Hills State
College pursuing a business education major.
Prior to joining Watkins he
was an administrative trainee
for an insurance company at
Owatonna, Minn.
Volmer and his wife, Shirley,
reside in Galesville.

Sherwin Williams
Leases Space in
Westgate Center

Study of Boards Ordered

A stiWy of the functions,
makeup and powers of city
boards was ordered by the City
Council Monday night .
In a motion authored by
Councilman Dan Trainor Jr.
the cou ncil directed the city
manager", Carroll J. Fry, I
;
to prepa re the
CltV
7
report. F r y
said it' would *-« ,.- *|
be two rj ionths |V^OUnCll
or more before tho> report Is completed.
SPEAKING to tho council on
his motion, Trainor called for
changes! that would strengthen
somo areas of weakness nnd
consolid ate somo board functions to make them more workr
able ami logical. Overlapping
memberships on various boards
should bfO eliminated , he said.
Trainor snid some individuals
are members of as mnny as
four different city boards.
Trainor was a member of the
City Chtartcr Commission.
He oe.otered much of his fire
on tho Mowers accorded to the
Board of Zoning Appeals under
present codes. For all practical
purpose: \, Trainor declared ,
this board has rewritten
the
by
city 's sJ^n ordinance
grant-,
ing virtually every variance
request placed" before it.
The ?#nlng appeals board 's
ro!o nnd (hat of the City Planning Coiaimisnlon in approving
construction of thc Nnsli-Finch
Warehouse Market on Service

Drive were cited by Trainor
as examples of flagrant abuse
of the public interest.
"I DON'T think a mistake
of this magnitude should be
overlooked or permitted to happen again," Trainor said, "The
city should protect the investments of property owners in
these eases.'' The market is
located next to a large highvalue residential area.
Reviewing the Nash ¦Finch
matter, Trainor said a site
plan submitted to tho planning
commission was referred to the
Architectural Review Board for
an opinion, on architectural
qualities of the proposed building. The review board found
tlie building, as represented in
an architect's drawing, to be
"disharmonious , obnoxious and
unsightly," Trainor said, nnd
declined to approve tho design.
Review board membership
includes a qualified architect ,
as prescribed by law, Trainor
noted.
TIIE DECISION then wns
appealed to tho zoning appeals
board , which reversed tho architectural review board's finding, ho said. Trainor snld ho
objects to granting of such appeal jurisdiction .
When the site plan wns returned to tho planning commission ,
Trainor continued , various representations were made verbally by tho builders. Few of
these, however, were put into
writing ond tlie commission ap-

proved the final plan without
them. The original drawing of
the building, showing a decorative stone front, has now disappeared , Trainor said. The actual front is different from the
sketch , he charged.
Other stipulations on drainage and property-line screening
also were bypassed, Trainor
said, A promised rear yard
area surfaced with crushed
rock turned out to have a bituminous coating that may result in excessive runoff for
nearby lawns, ho said. Screening should bo provided by lines
of evergreen trees but instead
poplars are used. These aro
shortlived an d practically
worthless, he charged.
Spotlights directed toward
tho store front aro annoying
and constitute traffic hazards
in nearby areas, Trainor said.
Questioning further tho propriety of tho building 's location ,
Trainor noted the business advertises ns a wholesale warehouse operation, Such a use is
specifically prohibited in a B-l
(neighborhood business) zone,
ho said. "Either it's in tho
wrong zone or tho operators
aro fooling someone ," Trainor
observed.
ONE OF THE factors In the
study, City Manager Carrol l J.
Fry Indicated , will bo, that ol
administrative functions assigned to city boards. For example ,
ho said, that of site plan review

and enforcement should not be
assigned to the planning commission.
Councilman Daniel Bambenek asked if enough individuals
can be found to serve on the
various boards. Mayor Norman
E. Indall replied that ho has
had considerable success in securing various appointees and
that many persons have volunteered for such service.
Tho council vote on Trainor 's
motion was unanimous.

•
•
*
Market Has

Onl y Temporary
Permit for Use
According to thc city
planning coordinator 's offico, tho Warehouse Market
has been issued a temporary
permit to occupy its premises and has posted a $2 ,000
performance bond.
The bond , issued for one
year, covers sitr- plan requirements still to be fulfilled, according to tho coordinator , Charles E. Dilicrud.
Ho said tho firm will construct additional decorative
brick work on tho building
front nnd will supply planters. Drainage provisions
also may IKJ subject to
change nnd tho placement
of lights is to bo reviewed.

24 Speakers
Selected for
Regional Meet

Fifteen Winona High School
speech students, three from
Red Wing, three from Plainview, two from Lake City and
one from Stewartville were advanced to regional competition
from the District HI speech festival Monday at Winona State
College.
Three winners and two alternates were named in each of
eight categories of competition,
Named to take part in Region
I competition at Waseca April
12 are;
Nonoriginal oratory — Bobby
Ann Berg, Red Wing; Sylvia
Dormody, Stewartville, and
Karl Finkelnburg, Winona; Renea Kennebeck, Wabasha, first
alternate, and Mike Myer, Lake
City, second alternate .
Original oratory — Robert
Bambenek and Rich Gehlhaart ,
Winona, and Mark Rayner ,
Red Wing; Jane Van Alstine,
Winona , first alternate, and
Cheryl Grasmoen, Red Wing,
second alternate.
Serious Interpretative reading — Pam Lyons, Red Wing;
Peter Shortridge, Winona, and
Brad Stengel, Lane City; William Norton, Plainview, first al.
ternate, and Rosemary Mace,
Stewartville, second alternate.
H a m o r o a s interpretative
reading — John Harlan and
Lynne Schriver, Plainview, and
Paul Echelard, Winona; Deborah Stroot, Wabasha, first alternate, and Mark Freij, Red
Wing, second alternate.
Extemporaneous manuscript
reading — Barbara Anderson
and Sue Sawyer , Winona, and
Barbara Anderson, Lake City;
Randi Gushing, Red Wing, first
alternate, and Diane Hanson,
Stewartville, second , alternate.
Extemporaneous speaking —
Tom Carlson, Tom Stoa and
Tim Stoltman, Winona; James
Thompson, Red Wing, first alternate and Linda Florin, Winona, second alternate.
Discussion — Lynn Libera,
William Sawyer and Jill Van
Alstine, Winona ; Phillip Carlson, Winona, first alternate,
and Kathy Zirnhelt, Red Wing,
second alternate.
Storytelling — Lynn Deutschman and Katie Edstrom, Winona, and Michelle Schroeder,
Plainview; Ellen Tiedeman,
Plainview, first alternate and
Barbara Polk, Red Wing, second alternate.
SPEECH directors whose stndents will now serve as regulars or alternates in district
competition are Tom Stoltman,
Winona ; Michael C h' .r u m,
Plainview; Rowe B. Million,
Red Wing; Mrs. Bethel Phillips, Stewartville, and Mrs. Eugene Durand, Wabasha.
Judges were Walter Ayotte,
Keith Larson, Warren Magmir
son, Norberfc Mills, James Mullen, Mrs. Vivian Fusillo, Mrs.
C. Stanley McMahon and
Brother Raymond. Festival director was Jacque H. Reidelberger.

Youth Fined $100
In Theft Case

Judge 0. Russell Olson, presiding at a special term day in
District Court, fined a Winona
youth $100 after hearing a guilty
plea to a charge of receiving
stolen property.
Michael Creeley, 23, 1750 Kraemer Dr., was originally charged
with being an accomplice in a
burglary of Stan 's Mobil Service, 529 Mankato Ave., March
17, 1967. The charge was dropped, however, on recommendation of Paul Brewer , assistant
county attorney, and the lessor
charge, a misdemeanor, substituted . Creeley pleaded guilty and
the fine was assessed by Judge
Olson.
Dennis A. Challeen was attorney for the defendant in the
action Monday.
In another criminal action ,
Steven Paul Bauer , 19, West
Burns Valley Road , pleaded not
guilty to a charge of careless
driving and his attorney, C.
Stanley McMahon , requested a
jury trial.
The charge is an appeal from
municipal court and arises
from an accident last Oct. 5 on
Highway fil-14 just south of Lamoille.
Judge Olson set bond in the
matter at $50.

Lanesboro Firm
Building Dike
At Preston
PRESTON , Minn. - Work is
in progress on a dike around
village of Preston 's disposal
plant east of thc main part of
town and generally north of
tho main part of town nnd genthe Fillmore County fairgrounds
and south of tho Root River.
Tho U.S. Army Corps of Engineers let a $0,619 contract for
the dike to Torgerson Sand &
Gravel , Lanesboro, for 1,000
feet of diking, 10 feet high , nnd
requiring 5.000 cubic yards of
fill.

Council OKs More
NDP\ Investigation

Conditional approval for further study of Neighborhood Development P r o g r a m (NDP)
planning was given Monday
night by the City Council.
The council's action sanction,
further Housing and Redevelopment Authority (HRA) investigation of redevelopment
possibilities but lays out some
guidelines. Their purpose, according to Councilman Barry
Nelson, author of the motion, is
to keep the council and residents of affected areas closely
attuned to the action at all
stages.
A REQUEST for permission
to move into NDP planning of
a 4-block downtown area was
made to the council last week
by Robert L.
Ferluga, ur- p———
ban renewal
CifV*
director f o r
•¦
HRA- Action **
had been laid |W.OUnCH
over by the
council until this week to give
councilmen time to read their
political seismographs and collect their thoughts.

Councilman Howard Hoveland opened discussion by recommending that planning proceed but that neighboring committees be formed and brought
into the process. Nelson favored broadening the approach to
a number of areas through the
medium of a full scale study of
housing needs throughout thc
city; City and HRA planners
could collaborate on such a
study, he said, and perhaps
come up with even more suitable areas for NDP projects
than those now being considered.
Councilman G a y lo r d Fox
wondered whether there would
be any limit to program or
fund commitments.
THE PRESENCE of some
$800,000 ol non-cash credits,
representing Winona State College acquisitions and improvements, applicable to the city's
one-fourth share of costs would
place a practical limit (of
about $3,200,000) on project development, replied City Manager Carroll J.' Fry. What's
needed immediately, he went
on, is $12,000 to $15,000 of

Parking Meter
Study Ordered

Parking meter time limits
and placement will be the subject of a study ordered Monday night by the City Council.
Councilman Howard Hoveland told the council some constituents ' h a v e complained
about meters on predominantly
residential blocks on Sth Street.
With expansion of city lots, and
considering that ¦ revenue
¦ from
¦'¦¦' ' ¦ ¦
such meters - ' ¦
is l o w , it I /""j ,..
might be feaV*"/
sible to re- _
8|
mo v e them , Council
he said. Hove- I

—

J

land said meters on one of the blocks . showed a return of $6.92 for a 10day period. He suggested putting a 2-hour parking limit on
the area.
MEMBERS of the preceding
council who ordered them installed must have had a reason, commented City Manager

Six Serving as
Draft Registrars
In Winona Co.

Six area persons are serving
as registrars for Local Board
129, Selective Service System ,
Winona County.
Providing this service to the
community, without compensation, are: Brother J. Leo Northam , registrar, St. Mary's College; Clarence Loer, National
Guard Armory, Winona; Mrs.
Roger Laufenburger, Lewiston ;
Don J. Campbell, First National
Bank, St. Charles; Ray Wiskow,
First National Bank , St. Charles, and Brother Hilarian John ,
Christian Brothers Novitiate , St.
Yon Valley.
The local board , at 5V& W.
3rd St., is open Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to noon and
t to 5 p.m.
Mrs. Torn Price , executive
secretary, and Mrs. Joseph Scrva, clerk, said that every young
man is required to register at
age IS or within five days thereafter.

Carroll J, Fry. He added that
setting up a 2-hour zone means
extra problems of enforcement
for city police.
The pattern of time limits on
meters s e e m s inconsistent,
commented Councilman Dan
Trainor Jr. He doubted that
there had been coherent planning in this area and proposed
that the manager study the various limits and rates now in
effect.
Fry reminded the council
that when Levee Plaza is constructed, parking will be pushed more than ever toward the
downtown perimeter. Removing
and re-installing meters is costly, be said, and removal of meters could result in saturation
of an area with cars parked all
day. To take meters off the
streets as Hoveland suggested
might actually be doing the
neighborhood a disservice, Fry
said.
SUGGESTING that the manager approach the Chamber of
Commerce for some of the basic information, C o u n c Uman
Bafry Nelson said the council
can expect petitions from some
residents asking for more, not
less, regulation of parking. He
also recommended that no
drastic revisions be made until the city has a chance to
measure the effect of Levee
Plaza on parking patterns.
The council's vote was unanimous for the motion to study
the problems.

Truck and Auto
Collide at Bridge

City police investigated a twovehicle accident at West 4th
and Winona streets at 2:55 p.m.
Monday. There were no injuries.
According to the police report , Betsy K. Wenger, 19,
Fountain City, Wis., was driving north on Winona Street
when she collided with a trucksemitrailer driven by Leon P.
Weber, Elmwood, Wis. Weber
had just come off the interstate
bridge, driving south , and was
making a left turn onto 4th
Street.
The trailer received $25 damto the right front and the
Dover-E yota Break-in age
Wenger vehicle, a 1966 model
DOVER-EYOTA, Minn. -Olm- sedan , $250 to the left front.
sted County sheriff' s deputies
are investigating a break-in at SPRING GROVE CLUB
Dover-Eyota High School over SPRING GROVE, Minn . (Spethe weekend, Entry was made cial) — The Buds and Blossoms
into the building by an unlock- Garden Club will meet Thursday
ed rear door. An office window at 2 p.m. at the parochial school
was broken and 13 cents in building. Mrs. Finley Flatin and
change taken. Locks of coolers Mrs. Arnold Walhus will serve
in the cafeteria were cut off , as hostesses. Roll call will be
but apparently nothing was gardening hints and garden exmissing.
periences.

"seed money" for city planning staff expansion. Such an
investment is small compared
with potential henefits, Fry
said.
H the council accepts tho
NDP concept but not necessarily the present outlines, it must
invest in planning, Fry continued. Adoption of a concept
puts it in the public domain
and makes it subject to whatever conditions the council
wants to apply, he reminded
councilmen. After final approval by the council, execution
of the plan Is left up to HRA,
he said.
A 5-point motion was proposed by Nelson. It called for
a comprehensive study of housing needs by HRA, study of
NDP possibilities in areas other than those already propos-,
ed, assignment of city planners to help complete studies,
monthly progress reports to
the council and participation in
planning by neighborhood committees. Nelson said he wants
documentation of the contention
that Winona has a severe
shortage of medium-income
housing.
FRY ASKED how committee!
are to be picked. Mayor Norman E. Indall proposed they bo
appointed by HRA. Appointing
committees should be deferred
until actual areas are delineated, Fry suggested. Up to that
time it remains largely an administrative question, he said,
and appointment of committees
would merely create some addi*
tional confusion. He added that
ward councilmen could submit
names for such committees because of their relative closeness to the centers of action.
Some residents of the areas
already considered have called
voluntarily to ask when meetings will begin, Ferluga told
the council He suggested that
the manager call meetings of
residents and others in areas
already considered likely NDP
sites. Since the -whole idea remains very tentative, he added,
the city is obligated to explain
to these people how tentativa
and undefined it is at present.
Replying to a question by
Fox on whether it is urgent to
move rapidly, Ferluga explained that federal funding programs are being visibly tightened and curtailed in some instances.
FERLUGA estimated It would
take 15 months to get an NDP
project under way, if no unusual difficulties arose. He said
it is possible that too much delay could mean lost opportunities. If federal agencies, in the
course of tightening up, switched the project to a different
category — a straightaway codeenforcement plan, for example
— the college-related non-cash
credits would be ruled out, ha
said. Without such credits, the
city would have to make its onefourth contribution in direct
cash payments, he implied.
Fox asked how long the proposed comprehensive housing
study might take. Ferluga said
he has had no experience in
such a study. Charles E. Dillerud, city planning coordinator,
estimated it might take one man
up to 12 weeks.
Various reports have been
furnished to the city that might
be pulled together to give Uie
information sought, Fry said.
He said these could be used to
evaluate the need for housing
in fJlin /»ifir

RETURNING, to the matter
of committee appointments, Ferluga proposed that HRA nominate members subject to council confirmation. Those politically answerable to the electorate probably should make the
selections , Fry said, Hoveland
said he doesn't want "to bo
down in the valley all alona
when the dam breaks and everyone else is in the hills. "
Nelson suggested that perhaps
it's an administrative matter.
Ferluga observed that HRA is
agreeable to almost any method
of selection as long as the committees are representative of
their areas.
The vote on Nelson's 5-point
motion was unanimous.

Plainview to Vote
On Smaller School

PLAINVIEW , Minn . (Special)
— Plainview school board voted
Monday night to hold another
school building bond election .
Electors going to thc polls
April 8 will vote on a 92,720squnrc-foot sjng lo building costing nn estimated $1,005,000
compared with the two-bulldlng
facility estimated nt $2,44 million tliat wns rejected twice Inst
fall.
The board's action enme following a meeting with the citizens advisory committee ?t
which architect Tom Hendrix
displayed the now plans. Tho

committee voted 26 to 13 in favor of tho reduced plans.
Previous plans called for expanding tho vocational aspects
of tho curriculum. Tho proposed
noisy area in tho original plans
would include expanded Industrial arts and related metal,
woodworking and other shops,
nnd music.

Thc new plans would reduce
the shop program , cut the gym
in half , and probably eliminate four or five academic classrooms. If this new plan went
through , basketball would bo
played in tho gym In the present building.
Polls will bo open at tho
school from 1 to 9 p.m.

Jfa&tEagles Regular Meeting
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Wed.—8 p.m. in the Aerie Room
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Byrnes Undergoes Satellites to Be
Used to Octroi
Minor Surgery
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) . •-- Air Traffic

By Ed Dodd

mti8tumm *emmmmamBmmmm amm
mm»uiwt><in

§t dtapp Mwie&tAl Might

James Byrnes, former U.S. secretary of state, has had what his
physician called "minor urological surgery" at the hospital
where be has been under treatment since March 7.
Byrnes, 89, was said to be in
good condition after the operation Monday.
. - ' "¦

Tony Elegant in
Persian Room Show

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — "Tony Martin's so elegant" — Comedian
Jack Carter exclaimed at the Plaza Persian Room Introducing
the new boy singer there — "he's the only man I know who
wears a cummerbund in the shower. . .
"And when you see Tony and his wife Cyd Charisse on the
itage together. . . what a thrill... what a voluptuous figure.
what curves. ..' . what pantyhose. . . how sexy. . . and Cyd's legs
aren't bad, either."
Tony, wearing a very long eight-button Edwardian formal
jacket with fr-incn xapeis, am
Tributaries Rising .
one of the best shows of his life ses") told photographer Irv
Tributary
rivers and creeks
In the new atmosphere. Kidding Steinberg he didn't want the
Minnesota
Southern
throughout
himself, he said that the first award: "I already have my
song is always ruined by the Tony" — and pointed to his and Western Wisconsin were fillbuzz-buzz around the room.
young son Tony . . . Andy War- ing their banks today, assurance
"He's fatter . . . no, he's hol's film star Ultra Violet jok- that spring has finally arrived.
thinner . . . no, he's got lifts ingly autographed her ultra inMost of them, the Root, Zumbro,
. . . He's Jewish . . . no, he's timate photos in an underground Whitewater and Buffalo, have
Chinese . . . It's his hair . . . paper for ultra intimate friends.
their winter blankWho's hair? . . . I thought you (Another Warhol actress, Viva, thrown back
are running free
and
et
of
ice
said his real name was Al Mor- married French film maker
as
wild
rivers.
Auder)
.
.
.
Barbra
Michele
ris .,. . ."
And there's always the little Streisand'll fly from the N.Y.
"We are preparing for the
old lady who says "Now don't location of "On a Clear Day" flood now, but with the ice
forget, Mr. Bennet to sing 'I to L.A. for one day, for the out of the way, it will not be
Left My Heart hi San Francis- Oscar ceremonies.
so destructive," Phil Ham,
Florence Henderson's co-star La Crescent warden said."
co.'"
*
But the ending was a delight- in the "Song of Norwa y" film Most boat owners put cables
singing
star
will
be
Norwegian
ful tribute . . . as he said . . .
on their boathouses over the
'
"The one who suffers with you ThorlSM Maustad . . . . Bob Dy- weekend."
TV
appearance
in
. . . the one who reads the bad lan's first
reviews with you- .. '. .' . this is a four years'll be on the Johnny Small creeks are pouring the
great dame . . . this is a won- Cash show in June . . . The water from melting snow into
derful lady . . . Cyd Charisse!" newlywed P a u l McCartneys the Root and the other rivers.
went shopping along Lexington Cooler weather will slow the
SENTIMENT still lives In Uie Av. ; they may visit the bride's flow. Most field, exposed to the
Persian Room and everybody Easthampton home . . . A mem- ¦sun are now free of snow.
loved it including this yokel col- ber of a world-famed rock
Another sign of spring enumnist who just about had tears group has been coaxed to see
in his eyes.
a psychiatrist daily.
countered by Warden Ham
We found glamour lawyer Bob Hope, visiting the Miami were sucker fishermen on
Percy Foreman in Toots Shor's Beach Deauville, said "What a the South Fork of the Root.
waving aside ex-client James spot for my next Christmas They were getting some nice
Earl Kay's demands for a new tour!" . . . Someone's finally sized black suckers on
hearing in the Martin Luther refused to do a nude scene. worms. The redhorse hive
King murder by saying:
George Segal insisted on wear- not come up the main stem
"That way he can keep his ing a mlnibrief for a scene in of the Root as yet and will
name in the papers. That's an "Loving."
probably be delayed by the
accomplishment for anybody TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: You present flood. They don't
who otherwise ls going to be can find almost anything in a fight flood waters.
just a number in a peniten- department store nowadays, extiary."
cept your kids when you're However, fishing has been
Foreman scoffed about being ready to leave.
popular below the Dresbach
fired. "I was terminated by the WISH I'D SAID THAT: A and Genoa dams. A lot of boat
sentencing" , ' . . "No conspir- woman sighed, "If I could tell fishermen over the weekend got
acy . . . . we couldn't contra- the difference between good ad- limits of walleyes, sauger and
vert the evidence . . . m y con- vice and bad advice — I big northerns. There was some
cern was the saving of his wouldn't need advice."
shore fishing. The big female
life . . . the penalty . . . T h e
REMEMBERED Q U O T E: northerns hitting were loaded
greatest thing for my reputa- "The way the news is going with spawn.
tion as a lawyer would be if nowadays it take a lot of optihe got a new trial, was found mism even to be a pessimist."
Like other area wardens,
guilty, and got electrocuted."
EARL'S PEARLS: Sara Lev- Ham has had his deer probForeman expects to be ia a enson figured out how to solve lems this winter. In the ornew fascinating case here: the student protest problem: chard areas around La CresHelping represent Louise Pis- Make it a required course.
cent and Dakota the deer
tell against Richard Pistell Rodney Dangerfield says that moved in and did some
whose divorce case charges on the very day he got mar- damage. Repellants have
that she encouraged her poodle ried he suspected he was in been used by nurserymen to
to bite him.
trouble — his ln-laws sent him rout the deer.
Spirit of "1776": During a per- a thank-you note . . . . . That's
formance of the new hit show, a earl, brother.
Ham has investigated 12 deer
man and woman had a fist
fight in the audience and a
drunk screamed down from a
balcony . . . "John Adams"
William Daniels got his way.
The Tony Awards Committee
removed his name from the
"b e s t supporting" category ST. PAUL (AP)—Fourteen- accidentally doused with DDT
nominees.
time national outdoor speed and malathoin while working in
Mrs. Sidney Blackmer said skating champion Kenneth Bar- Bloomington.
at L'Aiglon's 50th anniversary tholomew testified before the
dinner that she's suing a fam- House Agriculure Committee The skater said he still has
ous can company for $25,000,- Monday in favor of a bill to ban headaches and other symptoms
000 for her invention of a pull- the sale of DDT in Minnesota. despite long periods of hospitalization.
tab opening of cans . . . Carol
Bruce'll be a grandmother . . . Bartholomew, 49, who last Rep. Willard Hunger, Duluth,
Henry Jaffe's got B'way rights won the skating championship is the author of the bill to ban
to Tennessee Williams new in 1950, now works for the DDT and other so-called "hard
telephone company and lives In pesticides."
show (about Japan?).
Minneapolis, He told tho House The committee has already
TONY AWARD nominee Jer- committee he received brain approved, and the House has
ry Ohrbach ("Promises, Promi- damage in 1967 when he was passed, a bill giving tbe state
commissioner of agriculture
strong regulatory powers over

Voice of the Outdoors
kills by dogs during the winter.
There have been several dog
packs in the area. He slot two
dogs caught chasing deer. The
wardens have been after a pack
of ten large dogs but have not
got them in gun range yet while
in the act of running deer.
"There seem to be more
deer in the area than we
thought after the season
closed last autumn," he
said. "Reports have come
from areas where we ' did
not know there were any
deer.
"The disappearance of most
of the snow has helped* greatly
but dogs still can run down a
doe heavy with young.. We have
had a few such cases.''
Here and There
Jack Connor, retired Twin
Cities outdoor writer, has
been selected as the conservationist of the year to be
honored at the Northwest
Boat Sports and Travel
Show which opens at the
Minneapolis auditorium Friday. We received that honor
in 1958. Jack certainly is entitled to it. He has been a

Metal Cylinder
Found Empty

KEY WEST, Fla. (AP _ The
Navy said Monday a metal cylinder inscribed "Havana Cuba
CIA" was found under a bridge
two hours before former President Harry S. Truman crossed
the jpan Saturday.
"When it was opened it sounded similar to opening a can of
sealed coffee, a hiss of air,'' a
Navy spokesman said. The cylinder, equipped with a plunger
on top, was empty.
Truman and his wife are
spending a two-week vacation
here.

wheelhorse for conservation
a long time.

Indianapolis
PoliceUsing
Tape Recorders
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stringent legislation, but opposes^ ban.
The use of DTT has declined
markedly in recent years as
new and safer chemicals have
been developed, Truitt said.
Sales of DDT in Minnesota last
year totaled only $17,000, IVuitt
said.
"We're not here for the money, but there still are legitimate
uses for DDT," Truitt said.
There have been extensive
hearings in Wisconsin over a
proposed ban. Arizona has put
a two-year moratorium on use
of DDT, but this is due to
expire, Truitt said.
Prof. Eville Gorham, head of
the botany department at the
University of Minnesota, repeated his earlier appeal for a ban.
There is not enough knowledge
about the long term effects, he
said.
Because of this, Gorham said,
the nation's children and grandchildren have become a test
generation "for an uncontrolled
experiment begun in ignorance
and continued largely owing to
public and offlclnl apathy."
Gorham said tho use of DDT
is no longer justified even for
controlling dutch elm disease.
He cited New York studies
showing that other methods
work ns well or better.
But Dr. L. K. Cutkomp of the
university's entomology department disagreed. He aald DDT
treatment is still best for dutch
elm disease, even though it is

^
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Rock and Roll
Ban dsman Sent
To Get Haircut
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Each Nobel Prize award consists of a gold medal, a diploma
bearing a citation, and a sum of
money ranging from $30,000 to
$50,000 repending on the income
¦
'
day.
• / '' .
of the foundation.
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dinner out this week — 1H
St o
we promise
you won't leave I
I
our dining room hungry.
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FEE INCREASE "
ST. PAUL (AP)-fA bill to
raise the marriage .license fee
from $5 to $25 was introduced
Minnesota Saaate Monin tbe
¦¦

New officers of the Sugar Loal
Camping Club are Norman Builitz, president and Mrs. Paul INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. <AP) Sanders secretary. Their first City policemen on duty in «^fMMMMM _B
• Ends Ton ire* •
camp-out will be early In April crime- prone areas are experi- [ VU JiL U O
"Stalking Mom*."
on the Stockton Valley grounds. menting with' portable tape re7:15-9:20—35f-90^^1.25
corders to take down statements CJLJIJLXJLJJ
The Lewiston Sportsmen's from witnesses to wrongdoing
STARTS
Club is staging an outdoor or traffic accidents.
WE D
.
movie to raise funds for Its
Announcing this Monday, Po- IH
*' '
I
I
pheasant project la a local
j
"
Vm
hall, Saturday afternoon and lice Inspector Frank A. Spallina
*"
A MEtVMFHMKniH
said tbe recorders also would
"^ff *
evening.
come in handy in case of disWinona Future Farmers have putes involving officers.
placed an order for 400- day-old So far, 20 recorders have been
wild strain mallards for spring issued. If they work out as exdelivery. Red Wing ordered 5O0, pected, the $220 machines will
Zumbrota 200, and Mazeppa 4O0. become standard police equipThe project added to the water- ment.
fowl population the last two
The recorders measure 8 by
years.
CT TECHNICOLOR* llnrtRri/brtmlnI *— *% \ X .4foAJ
12 inches and are carried under
at. officer's jacket by a sling
reaching around his neck. Each
Gfno Lolfobrlgltfa—Peter Lawford
machine carries one hour's tape
and is activated by pressing a
button.
Spallina said the recorders
"Tlflor and PuMyiBr-t"
will be a protection both for the K i _LL_________I____M I
¦
J
witness
m\m2l\4\iifJ
W
AA
1
the
policeman.
And
and
7:15-9:15-35'M0t-$1.25
OWOSSO, Mich. (AP) - A
17-year-old rock and roll bands- he said the officers will be more
-rt ,
man was ordered to get his courteous and careful in their
SPECIAL UMITED ENGAGEMENT
shoulder-length hair cut Monday remarks when they know their
as part of a two-year probation voices are being recorded.
2 DAYS ONLY - WED. - f HURiS.
stemming from a marijuana Witnesses' statements will be
conviction.
transcribed by police stenogra7$15-9:20—90. -$!.25
Kearney Pitzpatrick appeared phers, then taken to the witupset by the condition, but nesses' homes to be signed.
thanked Circuit Judge Michael
Officers' reaction to the maCarland for placing him on probation and said he would make chines has been generally faplans to buy a wig for use dur- vorable during the two weeks
ing band appearances.
the test has been in progress.
In addition to the probation, They say the slings are about as
the youngster was ordered to comfortable as a shoulder hol¦
pay $100 court costs.
ster.
'¦. - - . "
Spallina said the department
also is considering installing a
OPEN MEETINGS
ST. PAUL (AP) — Three tape recorder in the, city jail
members of Uie DFL minority with microphones in each cell to
in the Senate introduced a bill forestall or confirm charges of
which would require that all police brutality to persons in demeetings of the legislature and tention.
its committees be open to the
public. The Rules and Legisla- An estimated 10,000 infant
tive Expense Committee now crib deaths occur each year in ^^iS__»_aii^-' _ PBfllftmn-fll
'^^mmmW ^^^
meets behind closed loors.
the United States.

Skating Champion Favors DDT Ban
chemical pesticides. Farmerlegislators on the committee appear openly hostile to any outright ban.
Minnesota would set "a terribly onerous precedent" by banning DDT, said a lobbyist for
the chemical industry.
Thomas Truitt, a Washington,
D.C, attorney representing the
National Agricultural Chemicals
Association, said no state legislature has taken such a step.
"Banning a product is a very
rash thing to do," Truitt said.
He said the industry supports

REASON WHY
ST. PAUL CAP) - The Senate
Commerce • Committee
moved toward approval of a bill
which would require companies
insuring motorists to state the
reason for nonrenewal of a policy, if the motorist asks for if.

WASHINGTON (/&> - Tha
new administrator of federal
aviation has disclosed a 10-year,
$2 billion plan to develop the use
of satellites to help Control air
traffic.
John H Shaffer discussed the
program Monday sjfcMrtly after
being sworn in by .Secretary of
Transportation John di. Volpe.
He said the propotsil includes
four satellites to rele^ air traffic controlv information. They
would be coftpje^wiruh semi-automatic national auflation sys«
tem equipment now* under development

VOLUME 113, No7l05
Published dally except Saturday end Hoi
Ideyi by Republican and Harald PublishIn. Company, <01 Franklin SL, Winona,
Minn. J59B7,

no longer recommended for
many other purposes.
Munger, a Duluth motel operator, said he will offer later to
amend his hill to allow the use
of DDT in emergency cases
when other insecticides are not
effective. He had attempted to
have his bill steered out of the
Agriculture Committee earlier
but was rebuffed.
"It may be later than we
think," Munger said . "DDT is
now found in every living thing
in all parts of the world."
Critics of the hard pesticides
say the chemicals do not decompose and remain in the soil
or in living cells for years. It
has been charged that DDT
may have long-term genetic effects on both man and animals.
Under the bill already passed
by the House, the agriculture
commissioner could regulate
uses of DDT and other chemicals and could ban the product
totally or for certain uses.
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NOMINATED FOR A ACADEMY AWARDS
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BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTRESS
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WINNER BEST PICTURE OP THE YEAR—
FOR ADUUS BY NCOMP AND BFC
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TUESDAY-»Fl5h AII'« 4:30-9 p.m

$1.36 J

THURSDAY- "Family Variety Night"
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Slnpta Copy - 10c Dally, 30c tundty
D«llv«r«d by Corrler—Par Wee* SO canto
.6 weaKa 112,7.
n woaka «».50

By mall atrlctly In advancai paptr atop
pod on axplratlon tint:
In Fillmore. Houiton, Olmsted, Winona,
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Winona Deaths
Benjamin C. Rossi*
Benjamin Clement Ressie, 62,
119 Washington St., died in bis
sleep Monday night, apparently
of a heart attack. He was found
in his hotel room this morning.
He had been employed as a
section hand for the Milwaukee
Railroad 45 years.
He was born Nov. 10, 1906,
in Arcadia, Wis., to Jacob and
Anna Ammon Ressie and lived
in this area all his life. He
served in the Army during
World War H.
Surviving are three brothers,
Frank, Winona; Earl, Minnesota City, and Ervin, Fountain
City, Wis., and four sisters,
Mrs. Harry (Anna) Thompson,
Lawrence, Kan.; Mrs. Rose
Jung, and Mrs. Harry (Ruth)
Blank, Winona, and Mrs. Gertrude Knich, Aitkin, Minn. His
parents, three brothers and two
sisters have died.
Funeral arrangements are being completed by Fawcett Funeral Home.
Louis S. Kwoselc Sr.
Louis S. Kwosek, 72, 10 Otis
St., died at 12:15 a.m. today
at his home following an illness
of several months. He was a
retired farmer and had operated a grocery store in Winona.
He was. born Dec. 26, 1890,
in Chimney Rock, Wis., to
Thomas and Anna Roskos
Kwosek , He came to Winona in
1943 and married Cecelia Kouba
here Oct. 20, 1925.
He was a member of St.
Mary 's Church.
,
Surviving are: His wife;
three grandsons, Stephen, Michael and Timothy, Winona;
six brothers, Edward, Garden
Grove, Cahf.; Andrew and
Clifford, Los Angeles, Calif.;
Joseph and William, Independence, Wis., and Alois, Eau
Claire, Wis., and six sisters,
Mrs. Sophie Eichman, Trempealeau. Wis.; Mrs. Harry
(Louise) Sacks, Torrance, Califs Mrs. Ralph ( Irene) Olson,
Gardens, Calif.; Mrs. Charles
(Marge) Nordengren, Mequon,
Wis.; Mrs. Albin (Grace)
Brown, Arcadia, Wis., and Mrs.
Peter "(Isabell) Bisek, Eau
Claire, Wis. A son, Louis, died
in September 1968. His parents,
two sisters and a brother have
also died.
Funeral arrangements are
being completed by Watkowski
Funeral Home.

Local Funeral
MARCH 25, 1969
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Let's Encourage Ideas
For Improvement
IF WINONA ii to continue to progress,

it needs to keep a continual lookout for
creative new ideas. Standpatterism simply
is not the answer and we don't have to
look very far for proof of this contention.

TODAY IN WORLD AFFAIRS

Cannot Let
Vietnam "Drift

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — Out of the 33,000 American troops who have died since the beginning
Such a fresh , new idea is the recent sug- of the Vietnam war, more than 10,000 were
killed since the "peace " talks started at Paris
gestion that the city consider planning on
last
May, and at least 65,000 were wounded
eastern
near
the
blocks
upgrading of four
during
the same 10 months. Communist casend of its downtown business district . Beualties
have been heavy, too. But human life
neighborhood
cause some changes of
is
wasted
without much concern by the North
makeup are implied in current discussions
who are confident that eventually
Vietnamese,
of the proposal, there are those who feel
States will withdraw from the conthe
United
threatened. This is not an unnatural reactest and leave the whole region open to domination, by any means, and the city should
tion by the government at Hanoi.
move to reassure property owners that sufBut what could this mean to the future of
ficient thought is being given to their
American foreign policy around the globe? Thus
problems.
far, President Nixon has shown no signs of
weakening from the position previously taken
At present there is no plan as such, deby the United States . Last Friday he told a
spite the fact that ideas have been ex- televised news conference that , in view of the
changed and developed to some extent . In
current offensive by the North Vietnamese,
its present form, the whole business is not
"there is no prospect for a reduction of Amerimuch more than an educated guess. There
can forces in the foreseeable future."
THIS COMMENT is evidently based oa
is still plenty of room for constructive alteration and development before a firmed- statements by American military commanders,
just published, that the South Vietnaineso
up plan is hatched.
would hardly be able to take over the responWhat seems logical, however , is the
sibility of their own defense for at least two
proposal's general outline , indefinite
years, Likewise, Defense Secretary Melvin
though it may be at some points and still
Laird says his military chiefs are convinced
that U.S. troops cannot be withdrawn until
subject to modifications.
Hanoi pulls all its forces out of South VietHere, it appears, is a potential way for
nam.
the city to attack a very real drawback ,
But if the Hanoi government did order its
its current shortage ot housing that ¦work- forces to go back North as a device, this
ing families with average incomes can afdoesn't mean that the aggression could not be
ford .
immediately resumed as soon as American
troops have returned home.
This lack of medium-income housing is
What is being left unanswered is the larger
one of the greatest reasons — if not the
question of how to deal with Russian participaforemost — for the slow pace of industrial
tion in the Vietnam war through financial aid
expansion here. If a factory with a payroll
and the supply of arms. Mr. Laird told the Senof 200 medium-salaried production workate Armed Services Committee after his trip
to Vietnam , that the enemy can repeat its ofers were to approach the city next week for
fensives intermittently. He added:
a location, it probably would have to look
"This continued capability on the part of
elsewhere because of the medium-priced
the enemy derives from certain intractable fachousing shortage.
tors in the Vietnamese situation . The forces of
OTHER ASPECTS of the proposal also
Hanoi and the NLF (Viet Cong) continue to
be supplied with sophisticated equipment and
seem to make sense. It appears that a
close-in, high density, well-planned residen- weapons such as 122 millimeter rockets from
Soviet and Chinese communist resources.
tial district would be highly beneficial to
"In addition , the enemy forces are able to
the downtown retail area. Many additional
take
refuge in sanctuaries across the borders
families would be placed within easy walkof Laos, Cambodia and North Vietnam. The
ing distance of the retail core .
Laotian and Cambodian sanctuaries are of
great importance in the enemy's ability to withEstablishment of such a neighborhood
stand our overwhelming superiority in mobility
also could have the effect of forcing a comand fire power. Moreover, Cambodia has bepaction of the business area — which could
contain just as many business locations as come increasingly important in the infiltration
of supplies and men and in the command and
it does now but would see them for the
control of the enemy forces."
most part in newer, brighter and more
This is an official description of what the
competitive surroundings.
United States is up against in Southeast Asia.
Under the circumstances, the natural course
Most of the emphasis up to now
for President Nixon to pursue is to find out
has been on the residential orientation
that is proposed , should the plan become whether the Russians intend to maintain their
a reality. This doesn 't appear to mean, hostile role toward this country. For what confidence or trust can the American people have
however, that all business arbitrarily
in talks to limit armament if the Moscow govwould be driven out of existence or to reernment at the same time keeps on helping
mote locations . City officials have indicat- North Vietnam to fight against our troops?
ed they are concerned that plans, if adoptTHIS COUNTRY has a powerful air force
ed, will take all factors into account.
which can bomb all enemy bases and transporSome compromises are inevitable be- tation routes, and a Navy which can blockade
cause residents and others in the area ap- the port of Haiphong and prevent delivery by
sea of shipments to our adversaries; The situaparently will be brought into any planning
tion in Vietnam presents a challenge
if
discussions that may be undertaken. Gen- not dealt with realistically, could lead which,
to a miseral support -will be the keystone in the suc- calculation of America 's resoluteness and
cess of any project plan that emerges, if
cause the communists to broaden their aggresone can judge by the apparent mood of city sive campaigns and inevitably bring on a third
officials and councilmen ,
world war.
WHAT SHOULD be remembered ,
above all, is that here is an idea that deserves the greatest consideration . Either
this concept, or perhaps a better one
springing from it , can mean a substantial
improvement in an area of obvious needs
and of much importance to the whole city's
well-being,

Li quor Cheaper
In Wisconsin
WE'VE DESCRIBED fn this (paco tho

high-handed method by which the Senate
has so far killed the split liquor proposal.
Let's hope the same methods are not used
on another liquor proposal that has even
greater import for the Red Wing area —
repeal of the "fair trade" monopoly.
It was encouraging to note at one recent hearing that a lawmaker brought in
bottled samples from Wisconsin to prove
that Minnesotans are paying artificially
high prices. We didn 't bring home all the
samples, but we did make some comparisons . The results are listed below:
Brand

Minn .
Price

Flcischman 's Gin
$4.19
Fleischman's Blend ... 5.00
Hiram Walker
5.90
Kessler's
5.50
Black and White
7.05
Almadcn Brandy . . . . 6.20
Christian Bros. Brandy 6.35

IN YEARS GONE BY

Ten Years Ago . . . 1959

Dr. C. R. Kollofski has been elected president of the Winona Rotary Club for the year
starting July 1. He will succeed Ferris C.
Booth.
Robert McLean , a World War I veteran ,
was elected commander of Post 1287 , Veterans of Foreign Wars. McLean, an 18-year member of the club , succeeds Edward Holehouse.

Twenty-Five Years Ago

(Red Wing Daily Republican Eag le)

Wit .
Price

$3,00
4,99
4,99
4M
5,75
4,99
5,55

Though some of the above prices arc
for quarts and others for fifths , in each
case thc comparisons are for equal quantities.
Part of the difference is in Minnesota 's
hi gher tax rate — 57 cents a fifth. But
that' s all the more reason not to increase
the gap with artificial "fair trade " prices.
HELPING TO FURTHER advance tha
argument is a separate proposition before
the legislature to increase the Minnesota
tax rate — a move that would not be unpopular with voters, according to a recent
Minnesota poll . Certainly in its present
hard-pressed position the state needs to
seek new revenue wherever it can find it
Agnew s a problem. He has to ho noticeable enough to serve as Mr . Nixon 's
lightning rod — but not enough to steal
any of his thunder .
¦
No man , Jinvlng put Ida hand to tho plow,
nnd looking hack, In fit for the klngd/im of
Cod.—Luke Of«2.

'
'Ah , '. Yes ... . That One. It 's For the Anguilla Campaign in '69'

.. . 1944

Miss Romelle Burnberg, daughter of Mr .
nnd Mrs. H. C. Burnberg, has been awarded
a graduate scholarship at the University of
Iowa.

Fifty Years Ago

. . . 1919

Closing of the work of the draft board was
undertaken today in connection with the visit to
Winona of three of the head officials from St.
Paul.
The Rev. W. E. Dudley is the speaker for
the Agenda Club meeting at the YMCA,

Sp«r»nh'-Five Years Aqo ... 1894

Some of tlie wheelmen ot the city are planning the organization of an outing club to take
weekly runs into the country during the coming summer season . The club membershi p will
probabl y be limited to 15.
Mrs. J. Kelly of Kankakee , 111., is visiting
ber parents in Winona.

One Hundred Years Aqo ... 1 869

From Mr . Woolsey, who has been on an
extended trip through Kansas , Missouri and
Tennessee and oilier southern states , it has
been learned that the weather in those sections has been equall y ns cold and backward
ns it has been here.
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WILLIAM S. WHITE

Nixon, Court on
Collision Course

¦
By WILLIAM S. WHITE . .t . .... .. . ¦
tno
WASHINGTON - With a slow, reluctant uievitabUity,
profound Wh^te
the
mos
approaching
is
Administration
Nixon
since Jta^ n
House confrontati on with the Supreme Court pack it m h
ago
to
decades
three
attempted
Roosevelt
D.
liberalizing its
liberals and substantially won his case by
¦
' ¦ ¦
.
• .
decisions, iat least.
be
put,
may
matter
the
primly
and
However factually
^
the rock bottom reality is that President Nixon must unpack
with
the rebeginning
that
,
do
just
time
the court and will in
tirement of Chief Justice Earl Warren. For there is an inescapable collision of both
principle and legitimate poliTo Your Good Health
tics between the Administration's view of law and order
and that of the Warren court.
It is, in consequence, by no
means accidental that the
man who must grapple primarily with the great issue
has already cleared his position of any suspicion of per- By G. C. THOSTESON. M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Our
sonal conflict of interest or
baby is six months old.
personal ambition.
Although he can't crawl too
THIS MAN is Attorney Genwell yet, he enjoys standing
up with our help.
eral John Mitchell, who has
now made two utterances of
We can't see any harm in
this, but our parents are
deep significance. The first
having fits. They say he will
is his public disclaimer of
be bow-legged. In fact, when
any intention under any cirthey are holding him and he
cumstances to seek or to actries to stand, they plop
cept a place on the court for
him down. Would you comhimself. The second is his
ment on this? — S.J.L.
publicly expressed concern
and displeasure over the reThe principal causes of bow
cent decision of the high legs are faulty diet and herbench severely limiting the edity. Rickets (from insuffipowers for wiretapping under cient vitamin D and sunshine
responsible safeguards which and a serious lack of calcium
Congress has sought to give to in the diet) is the worst ofthe Department of Justice.
fender.
If this ruling is not reFortunately, in this part of
versed or at least softened —
the
world, there is little valid
that
form
indicates
and all
,
neither outcome can really excuse for rickets, and bowed
be expected — the Adminis- legs and misshapen bones are
tration's w h o l e program far less common than a couagainst crime, arid also pos- ple of generations ago.
sibly its companion plans to
Standing up isn't what gives
deal with deliberately fo- babies bow legs. I suppose
mented public disorders, will it's natural for grandparents
be in the gravest of trouble. to be overly concerned about
No reasonable man doubts
babies (I feel the urge mythe good faith or the good
intentions of the court. Equal- self , when the babies are visly, however, no perceptive and iting us). But babies know
objective man can deny that instinctively when they want
for years it has followed a to stand up. If it is too early,
policy of permissiveness to- they just won't try it.
ward crime of both the backOf course, it is pointless to
alley and the open-street vari- take a.very tiny infant and
eties. And no realistic observ- hold him up to try to make
er should suppose that the hm walk. If he isn't ready,
President can or will fail to
just refuse to put any
use his appointive power, as he'll
weight
on his legs. The dangto
court vacancies occur,
er in this isn't to his legs,
change the court's mind.
Thus it is certain as but in the risk that (if he is
anything can be that a great held by his arms) a joint capnational debate over the court sule in the shoulder may be
lies ahead; the first , really damaged.
I hope the grandparents will
since Roosevelt's time. This
being the prospect, it is of the soon cease their worries. Any
utmost importance that the time a baby is willing to try
debate not be allowed to de- to stand, he can safely do
generate into harsh and des- so without the fear of legs betructive name-calling. For at coming bowed.
no time in our history has
the maintenance of a decent
Dear Dr. Thosteson:Three
respect for our "national inweeks ago one of my
stitutions been both so desfriends showed up drunk.
perately needed and so hard
She had a bottle of whisky
to come by.
and a bottle of wine. Ever
since she has become very
THE PROCESS of unpacknervous and jumpy.
ing the court will require raThen a few days ago
tional criticism of its present
another one showed up
course but will be immeasurslightly "high." She has
ably injured if the "Impeach
become very emotional and
Earl Warren" extremists are
cries at the least little
allowed to dominate the diathing.
logue from the critical side.
Both these girls have
The defenders of the court,
changed
quite a bit. My
on their side, will make a
question is: . Does liquor
capital mistake if they genhave an after-effect on a
erally take the line — as a
person ? If so, how? — P.K.
good many have long since
done — that any expression
Long-term boozing can have
of alarm at the court's ac- after-effects, but liquor does
tivities must necessarily pro- not alter a drinker 's personceed frpm "right wing" mo- ality immediately.
tives, or racial or class bigoIt does relax inhibitions.
try.
Some people with suppressed
For years already, indeed , aggressions become "fighting
the "Impeach Earl Warren" drunks," others are "crying
people have unwittingly serv- drunks ," some are show-offs
ed the interests of the pre- or in other ways do things
sent court. The very violence that they are able to suppress
of .their approach has caused while sober.
fair critics - to shrink from
As to the one who seems to
expressing their own views, have become "nervous and
for nobody wishes even to jumpy, " my suspicion is that
seem to associate himself
she either did something sho
with this sort of thing.
regrets while she was smashSimilarly, the shrill and ed or that she already had
doctrinaire group which re- cause to be nervous and jumgards the court ns absolutely py, and her bingo was a reuntouchable have repelled sult of her nerves , not tho
less frenetic men who would cause. Or she may be sensilike to defend it rationally tive over having let you seo
but do not care to be brack- her so intoxicated .
eted in any sense with its
Dr. Thosteson: This is
Idolaters.
clearly
a case of vanity and
To guide the debate into
not a physical ailment. Can
constructive channels will , in
you tell mc, sir , how a guy
the end , form tho greatest docan pin liis cars back withmestic challenge tho Nixon
out plastic surgery and n
Administration will ever face.
hospital stay ? — S. L.
Tho nature of Roosoyelt's
struggle with tho bench poiThere just isn 't any way
soned tho very national at- except plastic surgery.
mosphere where it need not
have done so had some mutual civility prevailed. Tho
lessons should be plain to
both sides now.
¦¦

Babies Know
When to
Stand Up

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

No Evidence of King
Conspiracy ' Uncovered

By JACK ANDERSON
WASHINGTON , - Despite
James Earl Ray's courtroom
hint that-others ' helped to plot
the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., the FBI's
painstaking, $3.5 million investigation of the shooting
produced absolutely no evidence of a conspiracy.
This column h#s checked
carefully into all the conspiracy angles. I even flew to
Los Angeles to investigate a
dentist who was reported to
have a grudge against Dr.
King and might have hired
Ray to gun down the Negro
leader. Here are the conclusions:

cotics into prison, and to a series of holdups. He staged at
least two robberies in this
country, two in Canada, one
in London and one in Portugal. .;. .
({. ALTHOUGH Ray bungled the shooting by leaving
clues that easily would have
convicted him, he had a twisted cunning that enabled him
to throw the FBI off his track
while he escaped the country.
There is no evidence to support the rumor that the alleged conspirators hustled
him off to Europe .
Clearly, James Earl Ray
loves the limelight, and he
can be expected to make
statements that will keep his
name in the newspapers.
Those who know him say he
almost looked forward to returning to prison as a celebrrity.
Note: The whispers of conspiracy, however, continue to
circulate. They have been
spread in part by Dr. King's
former associates in the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, who have found it
easier to raise money with the
conspiracy talk in the air ,

wouldn't let him get away
with it.
' '/

'

'
.
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*
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A work pattern is gradly emerging for President
Nixon. During his first two
months in the White House,
he issued more than 30 directives to department heads demanding answers to controversial questions.

HE ORDERED Secretary
of Defense Melvin Laird to report back on what to do about
the anti-ballistic missile . system and how to get rid of the
draft, asked Secretary of
HEW Robert Finch for reports on the rising costs of
Medicare and southern com1. RAY WAS a racist with
pliance with the school dea long record of crime and
segregation law.
He
made
no
secret
in
hate.
From .Attorney General
prison of his burning hatred
John Mitchell , Nixon sought a
for Negroes. He even refused
report on how to reform the
to go to the prison's honor
electoral college system.
farm because he would have
He also requested recomalongside
blacks.
He
to work
mendations on a number of
also boasted to fellow conother issues such as continuvicts that he would kill Dr.
ing the income surtax, reorKing when he got out of priganizing the antipoverty proson.
gram , handling air traffic conAngeles
2. Ray flew to Los
gestion and fighting crime.
around Easter Sunday, 1967,
The directives were routed
because he had heard that
through Arthur Burns who apDr. King was scheduled to
pears to be emerging as Nixspeak there. Ray did not conon's chief of staff. Unlike fortact the Los Angeks dentist
The story can now be told mer President Eisenhower
and the FBI quickly dropped of Lyndon Johnson 's n e w
who wanted to see only the
its suspicions of the dentist. year's resolution to chop an- majority views of his suborRay continued to stalk Dr. other $8 billion off his budget. dinates , Nixon wants to see
King until the tragic day in
He invited Nixon 's Secre- all the minority reports as
Memphis.
tary of tho Treasury, David well.
¦
3. Ray 's hints that he was Kennedy, to the LBJ ranch on
aided by conspirators appar- New Year's Eve to discuss
Get Free Books
ently were motivated by a the plan, which would have
psychotic notion that he could called for drastic cuts in such
EAST LONDON , South Afinvent a couple of non-exist- government programs as farm rica (fl — Free schoolbooks
ent persons and blame them subsidies. However, these, pro- will be issued to white and
for the actual shooting, thus grams are established by law colored (mulatto) children in
avoiding the death penalty.
and cannot be reduced with- Cape Province next year , but
4. Ray spoko mysteriously, out getting special legislation not lo Africans . Blacks will
for example, of meeting a from Congress.
continue to pay for books
blond man by the name of
Kennedy agreed to use his other than language and ar"Rnoul" in a New Orleans Influence with Nixon to con- ithmetic texts and for exerbar. Later this same mystery tinue the surtax , so Johnson cise books and stationery .
man was supposed to have could leave the White House
¦
turned up in Montreal while with a budget surplus, KenRay was there . The FBI nedy flatly refused , however, Not His Provinco
could find no evidence that to condone budget cuts that
MOGA , India Ml — Even a
"Rnoul" ever existed outside were contrary to thc existing minister can be drafted.
of Ray 's imagination.
laws.
A Punjab state minister isli. The fact that Kay seemHe warned bluntly that be sued an order summarily dised to have plenty of cash would have to blast these missing a railway station
caused the FBI to suspect at
cuts if LBJ tried to claim master , based on complaints
first that he may have col- them as part of his final he had received against him.
lected a pay-off from some- budget. The former President
He almost immediately reone who wanted Dr . King desperately wanted to electri- scinded it on being told he
dead. The FBI was able to fy tho nation by leaving a had no jurisdictio n over the
trace Ray 's niQiiey back to record budget surplus. But the railways, which Js a central
profits from smuggling nar- mild - mannered Kennedy government undertaking.
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Music Guild Thanks
Symphony Members
To the Editor:
Music lovers of thla community were again fortunate
to be treated to the lovely
concert by the Winona Symphony Orchestra, when they
played March 16, at the College of Saint Teresa,
Our thanks and appreciation go to Mr. Milton Davenport, conductor, to Sister
Genevieve Speltz, concert mistress, to each and every
member of the symphony
and to Saint Teresa College
for providing the setting for
this beautiful spring concert,
which ends\the Winona Symphony series for this season.
Equally enjoyable were the
concerts presented in Noember and December last
Fall.
Evelyn Taraldson
Corresponding Secretary
Music Guild

$3,500 Raised By
Mothers March of Dimes
To the Editor :
We have now completed the
Mothers' March of Dimes
and we want to thank all the
women of Winona and Goodview who worked so diligently to help make this drive a
wonderful success. We also
want to thank the people who
contributed so generouslymore than $3,500—that the
fight against crippling and
disfiguring birth defects can
continue.
Mrs. Howard Keller,
City Chairman
Mrs, Earl Laufenberger ,
First Ward Chairman
Mrs. Leo Murphy, Jr.
Second Ward Chairman
Mrs. Lambert Hamerski,
Third Ward Chairman
Mrs. Del Prodzinski,
Fourth Ward Chairman
Mrs. Sheridan Wolfe,
Goodview Chairman
La Crosse As Much of
A .Smudge Pot As Winona
To the Editor:
In a letter to this column
last week, a former Winonan
compared our city to a veritable smudge pot in contrast
to her present hometown of
La Crosse. However, as a
frequen 1 visitor to that friendly city, I know there isn't too
much difference between Winona and La Crosse.
It too has its dilapidated
and unpainted structures ,
some a hundred years old,
particularly along the Mississippi River. Like many river towns, warehouses and
Industries were located nearest thi» only means of transportation available in the
early days , mainly river navigation.
- .. ¦ ' .
Speaking of smoke and gaseous fumes , La Crosse has
its coal burning electric
power plant as our NSP,
their gas house is located
in the downtown district.
There is also a continuous
nauseating odor from welding operations at their threeblock-square downtown Allis
Chalmers plant. As far back
as I can remember a visitor
is greeted by a whiff of burning rubber emanating from
that city's rubber mills.
So the referred to writer
should do rubber necking

around her hometown which
she so highly exalts and then
stop to consider her bread
and butter still It made possibly by that near $600 a
month salary her husband
takes, out of our town she so
unfavorably refers to as
smudge pot. And that goes
for all disgruntled outsiders
working and drawing their
pay here.
John Rozek
618 W. 2nd St.

Part-Time Farm
Work Program
Develops in Area

WABASHA, Minn. — Interest
is increasing in the new service
offered by the farm management program of the GoodhueRice-Wabasha Citizens Action
Council.
Nick Jenks, farm management specialist, says he's receiving about two calls a week
from persons who would like
part-time work on farms,
Active farmers who are interested in part-tirhe help can
call the council office at Zumbrota and Jenks will put
them in touch with a person
who is willing to work.
This service not only will provide extra income for retired
and semi-retired farmers but
will give farmers part-time
help to go on vacations, etc.,
he said.
Persons interested may contact the office on the second
floor of the Wabasha city hall
from 9 to 11 a.m. Monday
through Friday.

Zambian Forces
Move fo Border
Of Rhodesia

Citizens Closer to Government

GENEVA (AF) - The United
States today rejected the Soviet
proposal fpr complete demilitarization of the oceans' floors
around the world, saying it was
"simply unworkable and probably harmful."
Speaking to the 17-nation U.N,
disarmament . subcommittee,
U.S. delegate Gerard C. Smith
emphasized that his government
is interested in barring nuclear
arms from the seabeds, But he
made plain prohibiting conventional weapons and even military installations that also serve
peaceful purposes is unacceptable to Washington.
Soviet Delegate Alexei A. Rosehip told newsiiien that the Soviet draft submitted last week is
"definitely for negotiation, "
"We are not trying to Impose
on others," he said. "The purpose of this conference is to negotiate. "
Smith told, the conference that
communication and navigational aids on the seabed serve both
military aqd civilian users.

Young Socialists
To Be Speakers

Two former St. Mary's College students will discuss activities of the Young Socialist Alliance at 7:30 p.m. today in
the Cardipal Room at the college,
Young Socialist Alliance is the
youth group of the Socialist
Workers' Party, which, officers
say, is the only revolutionary
socialist party in this country.
In the last election, SWP placed
candidates on the ballots of
19 states.
The YSA has been active in
the antiwar movement, the defense of civil rights and academic freedom , and free speech
for servicemen. In England
YSA was instrumental in organizing the recent antiwar
march of 100,000 in London.
The French affiliate provided
leadership for the May-June revolt in that country.
Speaking at St. Mary's will
be Patrick O'Reilly, a 1966
graduate of the college who is
currently pursuing a master's
degree at Tufts University, Boston , and John Votava who studied for 2Vi years at St. Mary's,
graduated in historv at Roosevelt University in Chicago, and
is presently working, toward a
master degree at Northern Illinois University.
The 7:30 lecture will follow
a literature and discussion table in the student union from
1-4 p.m.

LUSAKA, Zambia (AP) Zambian troops have been
moved to the Rhodesian border
following President Kenneth
Kaunda 's claim that Rhodesia is
about to attack this black African nation , it was learned today.
The Times of Zambia reported that camps have been set up
near Victoria Falls, 300 miles
southwest of Lusaka on the
Zambezi River which separates
the two countries. Armed soldiers were guarding the bridge
there—one of the two over the
Zambezi between Rhodesia and
Zambia.
It was also reported that
troops are being moved to two
other contact points with the
rebel ex-colony, the joint-owned
Kariba hydro-electric dam and
the Chirundu Bridge.
Kaunda said in a weekend
statement that the Rhodesians Cong. Al Quie will keep ofwere poised to hit Zambia in re- fice hours here April 8 from 2
taliation for Zambian assistance to 5 p.m.
given to African nationalist Anyone wishing to see the conguerrillas in white-ruled areas. gressman will find him in the
Kaunda denied a Rhodesian lawyers room in the southwest
claim that guerrillas are train- corner of the courthouse on the
ing at camps in Zambia.
same floor as the courtroom.

Cong. Quie Sets
Office Hours Here

NOTICE! MEDICAL ASSISTANCE CLIENTS
_ _^ ARE WELCOME HERE.
WHY PAY MORE ?
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cross a shallow canal. In the background,
other infantrymen move over the bridge,
while two prefer to ford the stream. (AP
Photofax)

FOR ADVISORY COUNCIL

Some Leading Democrats
Reluctant to Volunteer
WASHINGTON AM — A delicate question of what to do with
former President Johnson, plus
the reluctance of some big
names to serve are among the
headaches facing Democratic
National Chairman Fred Harris
in his efforts 4 o form a party advisory council.
Hubert H. Humphrey has
been offered the job as head of
the council. But he wants to
keep his options open fpr a political comeback and has told par.
ty leaders he would take the job
only temporarily, if at all.

said .
The Johnson problem arises
because he would be serving in
a group expected to produce
policy statements in such volatile issues as the Vietnam war
and the antimissile defense
system.
So far Johnson has shown no
interest in the policy council, ordered by the Democratic National Committee at lis last session. But former associates do
not expect Johnson's current
disinterest in politicf to .last for
long.
Humphrey says he is keeping
his options open for a possible
new bid for the presidential
nomination in 1972 or for a 1970
race for senator or governor in
Minnesota,
Harris, in an interviewing
played down the likelihood of
friction between the council and
the congressional leaders that
existed when Johnson , as tht
Senate leader, and the late
House Speaker Sam Ray burn
fought with the advisory council
during the Eisenhower years.

Senate Leader Mike Mansfield
and other congressional leaders
are reluctant to join hands with
a group they feel may tread on
their prerogatives in establishing a Democratic . ition in opposition to the Republican administraton.
Mindful of the friction generated between a predecessor advisory council and the congressional leaders a decade ago,
Mansfield said his present
thinking is not to accept a place
on the new group.
"I thin k I have a primary re"Wc will do our best tn
sponsibility in the Senate," he cooperate with the leaders ," he

Apollo 10 to
Leave on Moon
Voyage May 18
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Apollo - 10 space mission is
scheduled to be launched May
18 with plans to send a manned
lunar module within io miles of
the moon's surface.
No attempt at a moon landing
will be made , the National Aeronautics and Space Administration said Monday .
Propellant limitations in the
ascent stage of the lunar module rule out a landing attempt
regardless of how well the mission goes.
Apollo 10 crewmen will be
Thomas P. Stafford , John W .
Young and Eugene Cernan.
Stafford and Cernan will transfer to the lunar modulo when
the spacecraft is in orbit around
the moon and maneuver down
to within 50,000 feet of the
moon's surface.
They will study sites for thc
first lunar landing scheduled for
the Apollo ii mission this summer.
CONSERVATION
ST. PAUL (AP ) - Approved
by the Senate Education Committee and sent to thc Finance
Committee was a measure
which would provide a classroom program of conservation
in Minnesota public schools.

Letter Accepted
As Woman's Will
FORT WORTH , Tex. (AP ) A letter written by a Fort Worth
mother aboard a doomed plane
minutes before it crashed was
accepted by a judge Monday as
her last -will.
Probate Judge William T.
McGee directed that the letter ,
which was found in the p lano 'i*
wreckage, serve as a guide in
disposing of the personal property of Mrs. Kathryn Brown.
Mrs, Brown died March 7 w'tli
her husband and 19-yeor old
daughter , Kathy, when the
small plane ln which they were
riding crashed during a storm
on a small island In Lake Travis
near Austin.

Mrs. Nixon Weairs
Easter Outfit
A Bit Early

WASHINGTON (AP) - Mrs.
Richard M. Nixon haa unvcilcci
her Easter outfit ahead of time
In a good cause—boosting the
sale of U .S. savings bonds.
The President's wife wore tho
light blue wool suit to have her
picture taken Monday with Mrs
U.S. Savings Bond—Mrs. Joy
Berlemann of Los Cruces, N.M.
—who is on a promotional tour.
A new Easter hat goes with
the outfit , but Mrs, Nixon kept
that secret.
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ison, is still far from complete,
Schrantz said.
No decision has been made to
date, he said, nor is likely to
be made for a "substantial
length of time" as to which
cities should head which districts. ,
Permanent district headquarters have been established in
four Wisconsin cities, said
Charles Riley, in charge of
leasing apace for tho state.
The number of people working at each, on the basis of
recent figures, was Milwaukee
828, Eau Claire 234, La Crosse
200, and Wisconsin Rapids 140.
Riley said leased quarters are
scattered over the state, with
an especially high concentration in the Fox River Valley
from Fond du ' Lac to Green
Bay.
A total of 137 locations have
state offices of some kind.
"I suppose some cities will be
competing with each other for
district headquarters , but so
far we have been too l-usy seeing how weir the districts are
working to give it m u c h
thoupht, " Schrantz said.
He predicted, however , that
the districts will be in final
form within a year .
At that time, he said he sees
a substantial reduction in the
time which will be required for
the average citizen to take advantafle of state services.
"While there may be some
small differences in agency
lines, It wPl now be possible to
po to one location, rather than
three or'four to obtain a variety ol state services . " he said.
No complaints have been received f rom the agencies involved. Schrantz said, because
they all "have found the new
method to their advantage. "

"Under the Kellett Act, agencies were forced to look at
themselves and find ways to cooperate," he observed, "and
with identical districts, I would
look for even more cooperation
in the future."
The plan, which could ultimately affect up to 17,000 state
employes living outside of Mad-
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agencies, called for in the 1967
Kellett reorganization plan, has
made the agencies more effilent and responsive to the.
3eeds of the people, Schrantz
said in an interview.
Although information on the
operational details is not complete, > Schrantz rates the new
system a success.

¦¦:.
WATER CROSSING . . . A South Vietnamese infantryman , foreground, on an operation in the Viet Cong controlled Caraau
Peninsula at the southern tip of South Vietnam, waits to use a njakeshift bridge to
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MADISON, Wis. W - A plan
to make state government more
accessible for persons living far
from Madison has passed its
trial stages with flymg colors,
says Roger Schrantz, head of
planning for the Department of
Administration.
A new system of uniform administrative districts for state
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said. "I do not think we will
have nearly as great a j X n
as we had in those days, After
all, I'm a Senate man and I
think we can work together ," he
said. . - . ' ¦

Harris said he is well aware
of Humphrey's attitude. He said
there had been suggestions that
Johnson and Former President
Truman be named honorary
chairmen of the new group.
His idea, Harris said, is to
bring in all elements of the party. He said specifically, he
hopes that Sen. Edward M, Ken.
nedy, the assistant Senate majority leader , would accept a
place on the council.

Vatican Ready
For Tafh With
Italian Leaders

NEW ORLEANS fAP) - An
organization , representing almost two-thirds of the 60,000 Btv
man Catholic priests in the
United States has gone on
record against arbitrary punishment of priests who have differences with their bishops.
The National Federation of
Priests' C o u n c i l s ( NFPC)
passed by near unanimous voice
vote of its 250 'delegates late
Monday night a resolution asking thai mediation boards be
formed in each of the 27 American provinces, or geographic
groupings of dioceses, to "guarantee a fair and impartial bearing of disputes. 11
The delegates are attending
the first general assembly of the
nine-month-old federation.
Catholicism's 1918 code of
church law is currently undergoing a slow process of Vatican
revisions but is still in effect, It
is based on the supposition that
a bishop will always use "charity and justice" in dealing with
the priests under him.
In some disputes over the past
few years , however, priests
have complained of one-sided
rulings and a lack of such civil
jaw principles as fhe right to
counsel , a swift and public hearing, detailed charges and the
right to cross examine.
Cardinal Patrick O'Boyle of
Washington , last fall penalized
14 of his priests for not endorsing fully Pope Paul's encyclical
against contraception, ordering
a few of them to vacate their
rectories within four days.
Some priests in the San Antonio diocese in Texas, in another
dispute, called for the resignation of Archbishop Robert Lucey
for what they felt was arbitrary
handling of personnel reassignments.
'¦
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The rebec was an early an- ,
ROME (AP) - The Vatican is cestor of the violin.
willing to discuss slight modifications in its 40-year-old Concordat with the Italian government
but has rejected communist demands for a total revision of the
treaty, Carlo Russo, minister
for relations with Parliament,
announced Monday night.
He told the Chamber of Deputies the governent's special
commission studying modernization of the treaty is limited by
Parliament to recommend modifications only in single provisions, and the Concordat as a
whole will stand. The Vatican
must agree to any changes beV . ' ' "^Jt^&^rn^^^
fore they can be made, he said.
word
It was the first official
WINONA COUNTY
that the Vatican has agreed to
open talks with the Italians on ABSTRACT CO., INC.
the Concordat since Parliament
535 Junction
formed the commission in NoPHONE 8-2987
vember 1967.
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Q IMPLY' spread n bap; of TURF BUILDER on your lawn and
^ enjoy the difference il will make. Turf Builder is the patciita!
fertilizer that makes grass multiply itself. It foals slowly and
steadily, avoiding the wastefu l sui'iic growth tlmt makes for
extr a mowing. Keeps groan greener longer too, Pick up a bag;
this weekend and enjoy a greener, thicker lawn this year.
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Former GST Violinist
To Play Sunday Concert
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Music Guild
\
Sets May 23
There is a growing awareness among the schools and Opera Trip
community groups of the need

Bismarck,
Young Rochester-horn violin- Deborah Rauscli,
¦
ist, Miss Marsha Garbisch will N.D. . ' . - .
be presented in a recital at tbe Final numbers of the Sunday
College of Saint Teresa Sunday recital will be played by Miss
Garbisch and will include
with the Collegiate Choir.
The recital will be held at 4 "Suite Populaire Espazhole, El
'
p.m. in the college auditorium Pano Moruno, Nana , Cancion,
f f y/j s W **"' F^- *'»>%7>>W--» *~™', yj ~ ^ ' '""
/ "- \*
ff t
*
and will be open to the public. Polo, Asturiana , and Jota" by
Manuel de Falla and Bela BarThere is no admission.
Miss Garbisch studied violin tok' s "Rumanische Volkstanze" O a Winona Daily News
lfl years with Sister Genevieve with movements *Joe cu Rata , •"• Winona, Minn.
TUESDAY, MARCH 25, IW
Speltz, OSF, CST. She won lo- Braul, Pe Loc, Buciumeana ,
cal, regional and state honors Poarga Romancasca , and Mawhile in high school and as a runtel.
college studenV won the Sigrid
Larsen award in creative and Blair Essay Contest
performing arts, from Carleton
College, Northfield, Minn. She Winners Announced
has studied with Joseph Knitzer BLAIR, Wis. (Special)-The
at Interlochcn , Mich., with Har- Blair Music, Needlecraft and
ry Nordstrom at Carleton and Culture (MNC) Club sponsored
with Szymon Goldberg at Aspen, the Helen Mears art and essay
Colo. As a student at the Jul- contest for eighth graders. Mrs.
liard School of Music, N .Y., she Carl Lokker, chairman, anhas studied with Ivan Gala- nounced these winners:
mian , Sally Thomas, and Paul Essay contest — Charyl
Makanowitsky.
Stay, first, Jill Johnson, secThe recital will begin with ond , and Bonnie Waldera, ihird.
two violin selections by Miss Jinny Davis and Resa MathGarbisch, Sonata in C Major , son received honorable menop. l, No. 4, iri four movements, tion.
Adagio, Allegro ma poco, Sara- Art contest — "Peace" by
handa and Allegro by Jean-Jo- Jinny Davis won first , "The
seph Mondonville. Her second Moon's Mystery " by Cheryl Stay
selection will be Johannes won second, "The Torii" by LinBrahms' Sonata in d minor da Johnson placed third and
with four movements, Allege, honorable mention was given
Adagio, Un poco presto e con to "Wonders of the Deep" by
sentimento, and Presto Agitato. Michell Neff and "An Afternoon
William Nelson, associate pro- Chat" by Lynne Knudsen.
fessor of music at Carleton Col- Essay judging was by Mrs.
lege, will accompany Miss . Gar- Alan Robertson and Mrs. William Mattka and art judging by
bisch.
The 54-member collegiate Mrs. Lloyd Quammen and Mrs.
choir, directed by Sister M. La- LaVerne Saxe. The winners
londe Ryan, will present four have been entered into the
numbers, "Hallelujah , Amen" county Helen Mears art and es(from the oratorio "Judas Mac- say contest.
cabaeus"), George Frederick OSSEO HOMEMAKERS
NEWLYWEDS . . . Mr. and Mrs. Sigurd G. Kirkeeng
Handel; "Laudate Pueri" Felix OSSEO, Wis. (Special) — Os- (
Arils
M . Wachhoiz) are at home at Rockland, Wis., folMendelssohn; "Sanctus and seo Goodwill Homemakers will
lowing
their March 15 marriage at Redeemer Lutheran
Benedictus" (from Saint Cecil- meet Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the
ia Mass), Charles Gounod and J. H. Smith home. Mrs. Wil- Church , Rochester, with the Rev. Earl Schwermann offi"Song of the Universe," Noel liam Paulson will present the ciating. The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs . Walter
Goemanne. Miss Ten Johnson; lesson concerning the H e a d Wachhoiz, Lewiston, and the liridegroom is the son of Arthur
Minneapolis, is soloist and Miss Start program, and also a les- Kirkeeng, Rockland, and the late Mrs. Kirkeeng. Mr. and
Barbara Bennett, also of Min- son on "Sewing with the New Mrs. Harlan Wachhoiz, Minneapolis, attended the couple.
neapolis is flutist in the Goe- Fabrics."
A graduate of Lewiston High School, the bride was emmanne number. The collegiate
ployed in Rochester prior to her marriage. Kirkeeng is a
choir is a volunteer group EAGLES AUXILIARY
(Wis.) High School and is employed
drawn from all classes who are
The Eagles Auxiliary will graduate of Cashton
Corp., Coon Valley, Wis. The
with
the
Erickson
Transport
responsible for the chapel mu- Hold a special meeting Monday
sic on Sundays and special oc- at 7 p.m. at the Eagles Hall to couple honeymooned in the Eastern states. (Camera Arts
photo)
casions. Accompanist is Miss ballot on candidates.
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¦ a status handbag of genuine

Spring flair in many
|
I shapes and sizes. Black ,
Navy, Bone and Beige tones

SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — Junior Girl Scout Troop
310. x observed national Girl
Scout week by scouts attending
their respective churches in uniform and displaying posters
for the national observance. The
girls are now maiing an afghan
to be given to the Tweeten Me*
morial Rest Home.
The scouts sold more than 636
boxes of cookies and plan to
sponsor a swimming party as
well as a roller skating party
with the proceeds.
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SIMULATED LEATHERS

Spring Grove Scouts
Note National'Week

RELIEF CORPS
The Woman's Relief Corps
will sponsor a public card party
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the Labor Temple. Lunch will be
served and prizes awarded.
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Mr. and Mrs. Sam Thoma,
Whitehall, Wis., announce
the engagement of their
daughter, Doris Marie , to
Robert A. Walske, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Walske, Arcadia, Wis. ^
The bride-elect, a graduate of Whitehall Memorial
High School, is employed at
the Tri-County M e m o rial
Hospital, W h i t e h a l l . Her
fiance is a graduate of Arcadia High School and Coleman Technical Institute, La
Crosse, and is employed at
Polzer Motors, Mondovi.
A May -wedding is being
arranged.
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I Beige in your favorite shape
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Doris Marie Thoma

The triple trio of the College
of Saint Teresa has been invited to be a featured special singing group at the "Annual Barber Shop Parade " in Algona,
Iowa, Saturday. Sister M. Lalonde Ryan, OSF, direct* thi
trio.
Selections will include "Heart
of My Heart", "Silver Dollar"
and "Mister Banjo. " In their
second group of songs they -will
present "Summer Time" and
"Clap Yo' Hands," by George
Gershwin and "Danny Boy."
Members of the trio are Ann
Foster, Evansville, Ind. ,* Pamela Frisvold, Rochester, Minn.;
Aimee Meyer, River Forest,
111.; Diane Bode, Algona; Margaret Martin , La Grange, 111.;
Margaret Shreves, Sioux Falls,
S.D.; Constance Moe, Fargo,
: N.D.; Monica Broucek, Oak
Park, 111.,' and Karen Berger,
Forest Lake, Minn . Accompanist is Barbara Mikkelson, Hancock, Minn.
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for instruction in family and sex
education, members oi Iota The Music Guild has selectChapter, Delta Kappa Gamma, ed "Adriana Lecouvreur" by
honor society for womea educa- Francesco Cilea for the bus
tors, were told at a Monday tour.
night dinner meeting in Central
Plans for the May 23 trip to
Methodist Guild Hall.
Minneapolis
for the performIntroducing the raemlers of
ance
by
the
Metropolitan
Opera
the personal growth and services committee, who presented Co. were announced at the Monvarious aspects of the subject, day night meeting of the group
chairman Mrs. William Green by Mrs. Harold • Thiewes, tour
said the questions seem to be,
"who is to be taught, what is chairman. Mrs. Thiewes will
to be taught, and when is it to accept reservations up to April
be taught."
1.
Panel member, Mrs. Gerald Walter Hinds, Winona State
McVey, one of a committee of college, presented a proprofessional and lay people in gram for the evening, giving
Winona appointed last Decem- the background and story of
ber to study materials and "Adriana Lecouvreur" with seprepare a curriculum on fam- lected arias on recordings. He
ily life education for use in the also previewed highlights of
Winona schools, reviewed the the opera, "Der Eosenkavalier"
steps taken in developing a by Richard Strauss.
philosophy , setting up objec- Mrs. Rudolph W. Miller was
tives and reviewing materials. hostess. Mrs. R. J. Harkenrider
A report on what the Cale- was in charge of arrangements.
donia schools are doing in
teaching family education was
given by Mrs. Lyle Peterson , ning was the tape of a talk by
Houston, a Caledonia teacher. Dr. Edward Litin of the Mayo
Mrs. Peterson, who has been Clinic. The talk was one of sevteaching family life education eral given last summer in the
five years in connection with family life and sex education
her health classes, tises the workship at Winona State Colunit method in presenting the lege. The tape was introduced
subject. Resource materials in- by Mrs. Paul Klein, Houston ,
clude tapes from the University also a Caledonia teacher.
of Minnesota on the physical Panel members offered sugand emotional preparation for gestions as to resource materimarriage. Part of one of the als available on the subject,
tapes was played for Ieta mem- techniques in presenting the inbers.
formation, and answered quesAlso leard during the eve- tions from the group.
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CST Trio to
Sing in Iowa

Sex Education,
Topic of Delta
Kappa Gamma
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A * ,,,,lis classic hnauty will go anywhere . . . ova . everything! The
raglan slccvca aro opera length and welt stitched to create a wide
fake cuff that' s button accented. Striking stub yarn Inline of rayon
nnd silk. Misses Sizes.
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NEW FABRICS, MORE WEATHER-WISE THAN EVER BEFORE
' ' ' NEW STYLES * • * NEW COLORS . . . A FULL-HOUSE OF
FASHION IS YOURS WITH JULI DE ROMA.
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WJH Players to
Present Drama

Houston Speller
Wins in County

"Heroes Just Happen " will
be presented by the Winona
Junior High Drama Club Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in the school
auditorium.
The play in concerned with
mistaken identity. Joe Thomson, entering a new school, is
thought to be the famous athlete with the same name. Joe
lives up to the reputation he
is accorded.
In the second ac k the real
hero turns up and Joe is exposed. But Joe las so endeared
himself to the school that he
is urged to stay by a level-headed member of the school board.
Jim Turner, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lyle Turner, and Arne
Bergland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Kermit Befgland, play lead
parts in the production. Miss
Phyllis Rosenberg is the direc;
tor.

Students are from left, first row, Ellen
COMPLETE TRAINING .. . Ten young
women received certificates Monday even- . Schultz, Barbara Wenger, Debbie Wise, Deana
ing at the Red Cross Chapter House in rec- Salwey and Beverly Skelly, and second row,
ognition of having completed a six-week Kathy Snyder, Debbie Wild, Sue Stinocher,
course ih nurses aid training taught by Mrs.
Nancy Schossow and Beverly McNally. The
course was sponsored by the Community
Henry J. Williams. The students are now
trained to work as nurses aids in nursing Memorial Hospital Women 's Auxiliary as a
community service. (Dally News Photo )
homes.

Boys Wear Is
Spring Forecast

UKRAINIAN EASTER EGGS * . . Miss
Tatianna GajecJky holds a fray of colorful
Ukrainian Easter eggs after she presented
a demonstration of the age-old process of
making the eggs to a group of more than
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CST Student Demonstrates
Ukrainian Easter Eggs
More than 100 persons were
on hand Monday evening when
Miss Titianna Gajecky presented the colorful Ukrainian tradition of decorating Easter eggs.
The program -was sponsored
by the Slavic Club at the College of Saint Teresa and was
open to the public. The club
aims at promoting the rich
cultures of Slavic and East
European countries.
Miss Gajecky, a junior at the
college, who is of Ukrainian
descent, prepared and arranged a display of Ukrainian
embroidery, pottery, pictures
of and the eggs which she had
made herself by, the age-old
process handed down from
mother to daughter. Miss Gajecky, however, learned the
technique from professional
people in Chicago.
Dressed in the costume of
the , Poltava region of the
Ukraine, she proceeded to
demonstrate step-by-step the
making of such an egg, emphasizing the Importance of following directions and explaining
the significance and beliefs attached to the custom of decorating Easter eggs in Ukraine.
The egg, as the embodiment
of the life principle, has been
associated with mythical and
religious ceremonies from earliest pagan times. With the advent of Christianity, the egg
transcended its symbolism of
nature's rebirth and became
the representation of man 's
rebirth.
D u r i n g earliest Christian
ceremonies commemorating the
Resurrection of Christ, rich
ornamentation of the egg began and the egg was kept as
a memento. In 988 A.D., when
Ukraine accepted Christianity—
the decorated Easter egg became an important symbol in
the rituals of the new religion.
MANY FOLK tales, both pagan and Christian, about Easter eggs are still commonly
told in Ukraine. Among the

Slim notes
for Springtime

CHUBBETTE'S

/%*
"7/FASHI0NS

See the new
Spring collection, at
CHECKERBOARD
SHOP

HI

100 persons Monday evening at the College
of Saint Teresa. The program was sponsored
by the Slavic Club at the college. ( Dally News
Photo)

Hutzuls who live In the mountains there is a belief that the
fate of the world depends on
the pysanky (name given the
eggs). As long as egg-decorating continues, the world will
exist. Should the custom, cease,
evil, in the guise of an ancient,
vicious monster chained to a
huge cliff, will encompass the
world and destroy it. Each year
the monster's servants encircle
the globe, keeping a record of
the number of pysanky made.
When there are few, toe monster's chains losoen, and evil
flows through the world/ When
there are many, the monster's
chains hold taut, allowing love
to conquer evil.
Two kinds of Easter eggs are
best known in Ukraine: the
krashanka which is a soft-boiled egg dyed in a solid color
and eaten and the famous pysanka, which is a raw egg intricately hand-decorated with
geometric, floral and animal
designs and dyed in several
colors.
In order to make pysanky,
one needs: Clean, white, unblemished eggs, a candle, a
writing tool (pysaltse), beeswax,
chemical dyes in powder form,
shellac, wiping cloths, spoons.
Wax is applied to certain areas
on the egg to protect them from
the dyes. This is done with the
writing instrument which has a
metal cone at one end through
which the beeswax, melted by
candlelight, flows.
AFTER CHOOSING a design, one covers with wax the
parts on a white egg which are
to remain white. Then the egg
is placed in the first dye, yellow or the lightest color needed. After the first dye bath,
wax is again applied to the egg
to cover the area that is to remain yellow. Then the egg goes
into the second lightest dye,
orange or green, and again the
color la incorporated into the
pattern by sealing it with wax.
And so the process is repeated, with each color progressively darker until the
final and darkest color, black
or purple, ls achieved. Then
comes the most exciting part,
the removal of all the wax,
either by putting the egg in the
oven or holding , it over a
flame 1 and wiping with a cloth.
To give the egg a glossy finish as well as more durability
a coat of thinned shellac is applied.
The Ukrainian custom of decorating Easter eggs, which
once seemed to be only an ancient tradition is now recognized ns a distinct and well-developed branch of folk-art and
a definite contribution to world
culture. It is an illustration of
the Ukrainian feeling for beauty and form.
AFTER TIIE demonstration ,
the audience was Invited to try
their hand nt artistic egg decorating. Materials were provided by Mrs. Gajecky and creativity was stimulated. Mrs.
Steiner, a faculty wife, joined
in by showing some designs she
learned ns n little girl in Poland. Mrs. Leo Ochrymowvcz
also contributed some of her
professionally made eggs to the
display.
Miss Gajecky was born In
Austria to Dr. and Mrs. Theodosius Gajecky who had left
their native country during tho
second world war . Thoy came
to Winona in 1061. Tatianna
went fo Cotter Hfgli School nnd
now studies languages nt Soint
Teresa where her father Is a
professor and head of the mod-

ern language department. He
also moderates the Slavic Club
which was established at the
College in 1967.
Officers include Mary Giesen,
president; Marguerite O'Brien,
vice president; Barbara Posch,
secretary. Members oi the club
provided refreshments.

The spring and summer fashion forecast in boys' everyday
wear calls for comfortable and
easy-care clothing.
Look for more knitted shirts
in a multitude of fashion colors and tenures. Watch, also,
for a growing pants wardrobe
in new styles, colors, and pat*
terns, according to the Department of Agriculture Extension
Service.
The trend ta boys sport shirts
is to knitted cottons and manmade fiber. The most popular
of these knits appear as j mockturtles, crew-necks, and picketed polo collars. Their choices
include solid colors, stripes
and fancy over-all patterns including contrasting collar and
border trims.
BEFORE buying, check the
garment label for color fastness, fiber content and finishes.
Vat-flyed garments show good
color fastness which is especially important if there is a contrasting color used in the trim.
Most knit shirts are made of

90 YEARS
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special ) — Relatives helped Mrs.
Peter Onstad celebrate her 90th
birthday anniversary on Sunday at her home.
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Kasson Soldier Dies
In Vietnam Action

BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - The
94th birthday of Mrs. Mary WASHINGTON (AP)
- Two
Thompson was celebrated Fri- more Minnesotans have died
in
day at Grand View Home, Vietnam, the Pentagon reported
Blair, where she has made her Monday night.
Army Pfc. Donald L. Olive,
home since April 1.66.
son
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis I.
The former Mary Walter, she
Olive, Kasson, Minn., was killed
was born March 21, 1875, in the in
Army Spec. 4. Eddie
Town of Ettrick to Mr. and L. action.
Evenson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Waltier and was Mrs.
E. Evenson, Thief
married to George Thompson RiverWallace
Falls,
died
of wounds.
Dec, 16, 1897, in Blair. The couple farmed in the Ettrick area. trick, and one son, Archie, ruThompson died Nov. 19, 1932. ral Ettrick. One son Leonard
Mrs. Thompson has five died in 1966. There are il
daughters, Mrs. Sanford (Haz- grandchildren , 45 great-grandel) Leque, Taylor; Mrs. Elmer children and 21 great-great(Wilma) Affeldt, Blair; Mrs. grandchildren.
Margie Dusso, Mrs. Eric (Bes- The daughters and grand
sie) Remus and Mrs. Bernard daughters served lunch to the
(Irene) Robinson, all of Et- residents and friends.
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is done, it's impossible to get
rid of them.
Be sure to get the correct size
and fit when buying durable
Eress slacks. The crotch should
e non-binding and wrinkle-free.
Check that there aren't any
wrinkles against the front of
the legs while either standing
or walking.
Finally, the highest price slack
isn't always the best buy if your
son is fast-growing. He may
grow out of them before they
wear out. Therefore, consider
how long he may be able to
wear them as we" as for what
activities he will wear them.
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SAVEI Your Ghoicr

¦

cottons, textured nylons, textured acetates or blends of natural and synthetic fibers. Look
for care instructions on the label since they vary with each
fabric.
In addition, a "reinforced
neck," particularly in cotton
shirts, will help reduce stretch,
ing. This is indicated on the label.
Some labels on cotton shirts
give the amount of shrinkage
you can expect. If nothing is
stated and you plan to dry the
shirt in a dryer , buy the shirt
one-half size larger.
Durable press slacks are becoming e\er more popular because of their easy-care qualities. Before buying, check the
slacks carefully for unwanted
wrinkles. Sometimes improper
placed creases or unwanted
wrinkles are "baked in" when
the slacks are made. Once this

HOUSTON, Minn. (SneciaDThe Houston County spelling bet
at Caledonia Saturday was woi
by Carolyn Ste*vermer of Hous
ton Junior High School.
A daughter of Mr. and Mrs
John Stevermer, rural Houston
she will compete in the stati
spelling bee April 26 in Minne
apolis.
The first winner frpni thi
Houston school in the histor;
of county spelling bees, she i
an excellent student in all hei
___
subiects. sav_
h e r teacher
Miss B e t t y
H e n d r i c kson, who will
accompany her
to Minneapolis.
. Others taking
p a r t in the
county contest
were Maureen
Mary's elemen- ' ' ' ' * s
tary, CaledonCarolyn
ia; Sharon Morken, Sprini
Grove public, and Nancy Sloan
St. Peter 's Catholic elemen
tary, Hokah.
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Wisconsin s Ch ief Justice Wonts to Keep the Team Int ad'
MILWAUKEE W — Wiscon- "I think, the argument that a
sin Supreme Court Chief Justice man cannot complete his IDE. Harold Hallows wants to year term because he is over
60 is a disgrace," said Hallows
''keep the team intact."
Circuit Judge Clair Voss of in one talk. "We have a young
Waukesha, seeking Hallows' court and you shouldn't lose its
seat, calls for election April 1 oldest man in age and. expericf a justice who can serve a ence, because he represents the
experience you need."
full - 10-year term.
"Judicial elections are nonVoss, who is 48, introduced partisan,
" he said, "and judges
•the age issue into the campaign, should be
elected on their exfcut Hallows, 64, points out that perience, background
and qualiupon mandatory retirement age fications *'
.
of 70 he would be in a position The 10-year
is a "basic
to continue to serve the state issue, Voss term
said
last week.
"
—as a reserve judge—if he is "The people should be aware of
re-elected.
and MOW that if the other
THE BATTLE of words for candidate in 'this election is
votes in the spring election has elected to the office of Supreme
at times become heated, with Court justice, he cannot serve
emphasis on "judicial moon- out the term but must retire
lighting," the use of mailing at age 70."
Hallows was appointed to the
lists, and age.

AAA Appoints
Green Manager

T. Charles (Chuck) Green,
who has operated the Winona
Travel Agency for the last 12
years, has been appointed manager of the Winona Division Office of the Minnesota AAA , it
was announced today by Arthur
C. Tomlinscn, executive vice
president of the Minnesota
State Automobile Association
which headquarters at Burnsville.
Tomlinson said the Winona
AAA office will be moved to
the offices of the Winona Travel
Agency at 101 W. 3rd St. on
May 1, with Green taking over
as manager of the AAA office
on that day. Winona Travel
Agency will be discontinued.
"We feel fortunate in obtaining the services of Chuck Green,
who is well known in the area
and who has been most successful in the operation of his
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HARMONY, Minn . -Boys
and Girls Staters have been
selected by Gustav Berg American Legion Post 81 and¦ auxili¦' .' . - .;. '/
ary- • '
Earl Russet, commander,
named Mark Seem, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ordon Olson, as
delegate to Boys State on the
Gustavus Adolphus C o l l e g e
campus at St. Peter. Ralph
Whalen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
L. J. Whalen, is alternate.
Virginia Anderson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Erlin Anderson, *was selected to attend
Girls State on the state fair
grounds in St. Paul. The announcement was made by Mrs.
Jack Brokken, auxiliary Girls
MMjit-ww. -. :¦¦¦ ¦¦¦¦ _-Minniy. mBDeMmteomtmm State
chairman. Alternate is
Danette Tammel, daughter of
T. CHARLES GREEN
Mr. and Mrs. Don Tammel.
Both events will be held in
agency," Tomlinson said.
Green said he was pleased to June. Selections were made tn
take the position with the AAA,"
which is one of the largest travel agencies in the world."
Minnesota AAA, which has
350,000 members in the state,
offers complete domestic travel
service as well as an expanded Worldwide travel service to
the public. Minnesota. AAA also
operates worldwide travel offices at Minneapolis,, St. Paul,
Rochester, Mankato, St. Cloud,
Austin and Burnsville.
An open house for members,
and the general public, will be
held soon at the new AAA offices
in Winona, according to Tomlinsoa.

Pelerson High
Staters Named
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Terry
Nancy
PETERSON, Minm. ( Special)
—Peterson High School juniors
selected as Boy and Girl
Staters are Terry Highum, son
of Earl Highum and the late
Mrs, Highum, and Nancy Hasleiet, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Hasleiet.
Alternates are Paul Loven,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Orval Loven, and Laura Cady, daughter of Mr. and _Wrs . James
Cady.
Terry, who will attend American Legion Boys State on the
Gustavus Adolphus C o l l e g e
campus at St. Peter June 814, is active in basketball ,
football and track. He is a
member of the senior choir at
Grace Lutheran Church and attends Sunday scho ol and Luther League.
Nancy is similarly active at
Grace Lutheran and is a member of tho band and newspaper
staff at Peterson High School.
Girls State will be held on the
state fair grounds in St. Paul
June 12-18.
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about Voss' demands. "Don't
blame me."
On Feb. 19, Hallows challenged Voss to resign from the
bench to "equalize the race."
"My j ob is on the line," the

chief justice said. "His isn't.
If I lose I'm put of a job.
Hallows said he realized, however, that Voss was under no
legal requirement to resign
from his judgeship.

Houston High
NamesStaters

Marilyn
. Michael
HOUSTON, Minn. (Special)—
Houston American Legion and
Auxiliary have selected the
juniors they will send to Boy
and Girl State this year.
Marilyn Frauenkron, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Merton
Frauenkron, will attend Girls
State. She is a member of the
National Honor Society, student
council, a feature writer for the
school's weekly newspaper, and
a member of her church choir.
Alternate is Susan Sheldon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Sheldon.
Boys State delegate is Michael Kerrigan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. Jack Kerrigan. A
member of the student council
and the golf team, he has played in band the last five years,
is trombone soloist with the
band, and has lettered in baseball. This year he was one of
two representatives to the Dorian Music Festival at Luther
College, Decorah, Iowa, and is
a Life Explorer Scout.
Alternate to Boys State is
Daniel Nelson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell Nelson.
Claude Kremer, commander
of the Legion post, was the
first boy sent from Houston to
Boys State.

CLIMBING STONE . . . Pat Jones, 19, views Britain's
first Stone Industries Exhibition from the Totemi a sculpture
in stone by Benjamin Loughran at the New Horticultural
Hall in Westminster. (AP Photofax)

Voss charged also that Hallows "repeatedly stated" that
the chief justice supported »
plan for removing the selection
of judges from the election
Erocess and putting it in the
ands of a "select elite commission."
Hallows said this was a false
issue.
"We do not employ the 'Missouri plan' of selecting, judges,
but for over 100 years the citizens have elected them to the
State Supreme Court," he said.
Both candidates have called
for respect for law and order.
"All judges are for law and
order," Hallows said. "But it is
up to citizens to see that "laws
are just — for themselves, for
their children, and for their
neighbors. It is every citizen 's
responsibility to see that outmoded laws are re-evaluated
by the legislature and modernized to keep pace with the
current neeos of society."
VOSS HAS called for a reorganization of the Wisconsin
judicial system. He proposed
realigning the judicial manpower to put judges where
they are most needed, where
there is a backlog and heavy
case load.
Voss proposed an increase in
the number of justices on the
Supreme Court from seven to
nine and said at least once
every two years each of the
just ices should step down to the
trial court level to gain additional experience. He also proposed consideration of the creation of an intermediate appellate system to relieve the burden of cases handled by the Supreme Court.
Hallows is the second Supreme Court justice in two
years to face opposition from a
circuit judge. In 1967, Chief
Justice George R. Currie, two
years away from the mandatory retirement age, was defeated by Circuit Judge Robert
W. Hansen of Milwaukee.

Jim Schain

Fred Naas

Dick Horst

Peace of
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AT SCIENCE CONVENTION
Mi. J. McCauley and Gordon
Thies, Winona State College faculty, attended the ,17th annua!
national convention of the National Science Teachers Association in Dallas, Tex., this week.
More than 6,000 science educators from the United States, Canada and Latin America participated in the convention that
had as its theme "Horizons for
the 70's in Science Education .''
McCauley attended a meeting
of the board of directors of the
Association for Education of
Teachers of Science and also
the national membership committee of NSTA.

Dick Theurer
I

Al Nelson

Will be at Sean —Winona
On Thursday, March VtAi — 1 to 5 p.m.
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WINONA INSURANCE AGENCY

PROGRAM AT IAKE CITY
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
-The Alleluia Singers, a new
folk group from the University
of Minnesota, will be featured
at the Lenten ecumenical service Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the
First Lutheran Church here.
The public is invited. Refreshments will bo served.
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Galesville Collector
Wins 2 of 9 Prizes

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
— Arthur F. Giere, Galesville,
displayed his coins for the
LOS ANGELES (AP)-Actor Northwestern Coin Club in MinMickey Rooney will pay $600 a neapolis and received two
month for support and medical awards out of nine given.
For his display of ancient
expenses of his four children by Greek
silver coins, dating from
the late Barbara Ann Rooney. 400 to €00 B.C., he received a
Mrs. Rooney, 29, was slain in first award, and for his Scot1966 by a Yugoslavian actor, tish communion tokens he was
Milos Milosevic, 25, who then awarded second place.
Giere with his daughter, Mrs.
committed suicide.
Frank (Dorothy ) Root, MinneThe four children have been apolis, will leave May 5 by
living with their mother 's par- Scandinavian Air Lines for Norents, Mrs. and Mrs.. Donald way for a two-week visit. They
Thomason, who petitioned last will visit Giere's son, Frederic,
September for full guardianship. who is spending a year teachUnder a court order Monday, ing biology at the University of
the children will live with the Oslo.
Thomasons, but Rooney will be From voteless status before
co-guardian,
1947, Japanese women have risThe children , three daughters en to fill presidencies of coland a son, range in age from 5 leges, cabinet posts and seats
to 8.
in the Diet.
'
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the basis of recommendations
by the Harmony High School
teachers and administration
from the tipper third of the junior class. *
All four students have been
active in the extracurricular
program of the high school.
They are members of band,
chorus aid ensemble groups,
participated in the class play
and have been active in speech
and declam work. Virginia, Danette, and Mark are members
of the National Honor Society.
Ralph has been active in sports
such as wrestling and football.
The girls have served their
class and clubs as officers and
student council members, belong to GRA, FTA and FHA.
The boys have also served as
class officers and student council members ?nd belong to
FTA.. . . .

HONORED AT HARMONY . . . From left, Mark Seem,
Boys Stater; Earl Russet, commander of the American Legion post extending congratulations; Mrs. Jack Brokken of
the auxiliary; Virginia Anderson, Girls Stater. (Allan Tarras
photo)
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ing positions as directors of
banks or lending institutions.
"You can't be impartial if
you're moonlighting," he said.
Voss criticized the State Bar
of Wisconsin for refusing his
request to use its addressing
machine to mail his nomination
papers to 6,000 lawyers. He said
the bar's addresses and mailing
facilities were used to circulate
Hallows' papers.
Philip S. Haberman, executive director of the State Bar,
said the jud ge's re-quest could
not be handled in the limited
time lie wanted it done and
that Hallows' organization had
requested use of the address
equipment as long ago as last
November.
"HE CAME into the race
late," said Hallows when asked

Military Order of the Purple
Heart.
Voss also is a graduate of the
Marquette University Law
School. He was a practicing attorney in Waukesha for 12 years
and an assistant district attorney before being elected to the
circuit bench in 1960.
Voss said he entered the race
against Hallows "because people should have a choice in a
Supreme Court election.''
Hallows, however, charged
that Voss represents a minority
Soup of judges who oppose the*
gh court's adoption of a state
judicial code of ethics.
"These judges contend it is
all right for a ju dge to 'moonlight," said Hallows in a
speech. He referred to the code
which forbids judges from hav-

Name Staters at Harmony

901 East Sanborn Sf.
Phona 3389

FLOORS

high court in 3958 by former
Gov. Vernon W. Thomson and
elected to a full term the following year.
He is a graduate of tbe Marquette University Law School
and practiced law in Milwaukee
from 1930 until his appointment
to the Supreme Court While
practicing law he also served
as a professor of law at Marquette and was president of the
Wisconsin Bar Association in
1953 and '54.
HALLOWS served for many
years as a member of the House
of Delegates of the American
Bar Association.
Voss is a decorated Marine
Corps veteran of World War II
and holds the Navy Cross. He
has served as both state and
national commander of the
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STUDENT STATEMENT OKed

State Colleges Boost
Dormitory Charges

ST. PAUL, Minn. — The State There will be no increase in
College Board Monday approv- food service costs, Dybdahl said.
ed a dormitory rate increase of PRESENT dormitory fees are
$45 a year—5.8 percent—for the $810 for single occupancy, $780
for double occupancy and $750
Bix state colleges.
multiple occupancy.
Tjie dOTmitory late increase for
In
a resolution dealing with
will be effective fall quarter tuition and fee increases the
1969. The board said the in- board called attention to the
crease "is required to cover the Higher Education Coordinating
higher construction and revenue Commission's recommendation
income from tuitions and
bond interest costs anticipated that
fees should provide approxifor the 1969-71 building program, mately one-third of the amount
as well as for increasing opera- of instructional costs.
The board directed the chantional costs."
cellor and the college presidents
NORMAN Dybdahl, assistant to "present to representatives of
chancellor for business adminis- the students and faculty infortration, said that $6.60 of the $45 mation on tuition costs at other
would be used to retire revenue Midwest public institutions and
bond debt and $33.40 would be any other data needed to acallocated to operating expenses. quaint them with the fiscal reThe increase is due primarily alities of the State College Systo increased salaries, DybdaW tem" prior to the next board
said, "although increases in oth- meeting. The board also reer operating- cost categories quested the chancellor to advise
them of "measures to alleviate
have also occurred."
Civil Service employees, who possible student hardships arisoperate and administer the dor- ing from a tuition increase."
mitories, received a 4 percent
pay increase July 1, 1968,. and IN OTHER actions the board
will receive an additional 8 per- accepted a "Joint Response
from the Chancellor and the
cent increase July 1, 1969.
Presidents to the Minnesota
State College Student Associa(MSCSA) RecommendaDevelopment' of tion
tions." The response was to a
set of recommendations presentPilot Rescue
ed by MSCSA members at the
Jan.
20 board meeting. At that
System Told
ARDEN, N.C. (AP) - Stencel WSC Dormitory
Aero Corp. announced Monday
development of a rescue system Planning Halted
it says could carry a pilot in
Vietnam to safety- after his
ST. PAUL, Minn. — Planplane had been shot down.
ning for a 200-bed dormiRobert J. Manzuk, Stencel tory at Winona State Colproject engineer, said it's an lege was halted by the
ejection seat, equipped with jet State College Board Mooengines, that can carry a pilot day.
Norman Decker, WSC
up to 50 miles at speeds of 85
y
vice president for adminismiles per: hour.
When the pilot bails out, en- trative affairs, said that the
gines in the ejection seat ignite board has surveyed systemand a parawing pops out of the wide dormitory n e ed s,
back seat. The device can fly up based on present and preto an altitude of 10,000 feet, dicted use, and is following
Manzuk said. When the pilot a conservative building polreaches a safe area, he can jet- icy; At two ot tiie other
tison the seat and parachute state colleges a great number of beds
down. ; .
¦ have been va"Stencel has demonstrated cant. / ¦/ ¦ .:.
Remodeled and enlarged
the feasibility,": Mazuk said,
"and is how bidding to test it Morey and Shepard dormitories wttl open on the WSC
under field conditions."
campus next fall. They now
have about 251 beds.
TO ST. CLOUD
board also approved
_
ST. PAUL (AP)
Incorrig- a The
master of arts degree in
ible boys at the Red Wing Train- history at Winona State,
ing School for Boys could be supplementing the existing
transferred to St. Cloud Re- master of science in educaformatory, according to a meas- tion degree program in hisure authored by Sen. Dean Ny- tory as well as in social
quist, Brooklyn Center.
science.

Plainview Unit
Votes to Back
SchoolBonds

Cancer Kills Too Many
Although carreer holds the
No. 2 spot in Winona County
among the major causes of
death, the chance of surviving
a battle with the disease is
better now than it ever was.
Today, one out of three victims is being cured, according
to cancer specialists. And that
ratio could be raised to one out
of two, they say, if eveiyone
saw a physician when the first
symptoms appeared.
INTEREST in their findings,
revealed at the National Cancer Conference in Denver, is
heightened by the fact that
next month has been designated Cancer Control Month.
The cancer figures for the
local area, and the way they
compare with those for other
sections of the country, are
brought out in the latest annual report of the U.S. public
Health Service.
They show, among residents
of Winona County, a total of
71 deaths in the year from the
various types of cancer. Not included are cases in the local

area involving non-residents.
It was equivalent to a rate
of 174 cancer deaths per 100,000 population, as against 154
per 100,000 in the United
States as a whole and 156 in
Minnesota.
Lung cancer, and its relationship to cigarette smoking,
has been receiving more attention than the other forms of
cancer.
This has been due to the
rapid increase in lung cancer
mortality. With 55,000 victims
in the past year, mostly men,
the death rate is 10 times what
it was 30 years ago.
THE OFFICIAL figures show
that lung cancer caused 18 percent of all cancer deaths in the
United States and 13 percent
in Minnesota.
In Winona County, the report
shows, it was responsible for 8
percent of them.
Slowly but surely, progress
is neing made in coping with
certain forms of cancer, according to the National Cancer Institute.

New drugs and new combina
tions of treatment have booster,
the survival rate in cases in
volving cancer of the colon, rec
turn, cervix and breast.
As to lung cancer, however
there has been little progress
The five-year survival rate i
still under 10 percent. The can
cer society recommends "stoi
smoking."
¦

ST. PAUL UP) — The U.S.
PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
Office of Emergency Prepared,
Plainview Enterprise Developtime the board directed the ment Corporation has. voted to
ness has turned down Gov. Harchancellor and the college pres- help put over the next bond isold LeVander's request for $1.5
idents to recommend a procemillion in federal assistance for
sue
for
a
new
school.
dure concerning the student
snow removal and flood preparSome 80 at the annual meetproposals.
ation.
The board accepted the re- ing, heard reports from comLeVander bad made his response as a "guiding set of mittees, elected five directors
principles for action" by the re- for three-year terms, and heard
Randy Agnew Seekinc* quest under Public Law 875,
spective segments of the State Dr. Keith McFarland of the
which allows local governments
'Ugliest Man ' Title
College System. According to University of Minnesota.
to be reimbursed for damages
the chancellor, Dr. G. TheoCOLLEGE PARK, Md. (AP! resulting from natural disasters.
dore Mitau, and the six college MARVIN Richardson , report— Vice President Spiro T. Ag
In turning down LeVander 's
presidents, "the main body of ing for industrial promotion,
new began bis political careei
the MSCSA recommendations named 17 individuals from
request, the federal office said
^
as
president
of
his
PTA.
concern problems that require, whom land could be leased or
His sot, Randy, may some the emergency needs of tho
for the best interests of the stu- purchased and said that taxi
day
say he began his by being area were being met by Public
dents, faculty, and administrar and ambulance services, body
elected
the ugliest man at the Law 99, under which oyer 32
tion, examination and discus- and fender shops, trailer courts,
million in flood preparation pi>»University
of Maryland.
sion at the local level."
motel units and other businRandy Agnew, 22, is one of 36 j ects have been started by tha
The chancellor and the pres- esses had been invited to move
men entered in the annual ugly U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
idents supported student repre- here. He said a local part-time
man on campus contest, operat- Continued mild weather Monsentation and authority on mat- upholstery business could be exed
as a charity fund raiser by day caused Minnesota streams
with
communicadealing
ters
panded to full-time.
the
Maryland Chapter of Alpha to inch upward as dike work
tion, local campus decisions on William Zabel said the 10
in
communities
Phi Omega, a national service continued
judicial policies with due proc- dwellings started, seven applithreatened
by
flooding.
fraternity.
ess rights protected and a cations for commercial buildstrong student representative ing improvements and 18 misvoice on curriculum commit- cellaneous permits issued in
tees.
1968 were under the recent avThe response noted that sev- erage. Between 1963 and 1966,
eral of the recommendations 11 new homes were built here;
were already being acted upon 14 were built in 1967. The debefore they were presented to cline was blamed to the high- IL Winona Daily News
TUESDAY, MARCH 25,1969
the board, such as faculty er cost of money and building ¦« Winona, Minn.
salary increases, minimum materials.
jg'ass^sg^®^^
credit requirements and book' .' : ' :
.
Q
store operations.
ORIGINALLY organized with
^^^^^^
60 percent of the members
IN A REPORT to the board from the farm, PEDCO helped
on the senior college concept, promote the tri-county hog
Dr. Mitau cited the proposals show here this year, as well as
presently before the legislature farm outlook workshops and
for the establishment of senior the farmers Institute held in
colleges on the Iron Range, in March. The organization also
Rochester and the metropolitan helps
test plots.
!
area. Mitau said his office Jan with
Schwantz
pointed
out
that
would continue to study the conpeople of this community
cept of the upper-division insti- the
tution, designed to offer pro- are certainly aware of its eduneeds despite the fact
grams at the junior' and senior cational
class levels in direct support of they voted down two bond isthe growing junior college sues.
Speaking of the people who
movement.
"One of the most important live in Plainview and work
functions of the upper division elsewhere, Dr. McFarland said,
S ^- Extra large ^^y
college," he said, "is to elimi- "It is not entirely undesirable $
.
_ j
III I
^jf
i u .
^v
nate some of the problems ex- to become a bedroom communn
j
i
%
9 X J rL
\ ^ I
l l.
V rior.imoroeflrt- / Jfja^^
perienced by junior college ity; this will keep the village I
.~. trcy&
graduates who wish to continue from withering away."
ori in college work." Different HE DISCUSSED education
curriculum backgrounds, trans- not only for college preparafer of credits, and a new sobut for the trades, and
cial environment often present tion
]o
>v*-—>f*
closed
the encouragement, I
X^utomaffcaHyLX^ Mf ^/ ^ ny *>t?r l°^\ $
obstacles to the junior college "Thingswith
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graduate when he transfers work at it."
;
;
into a four-year institution, Dr. Elected directors were'
Buy Hoover Now . . and
A
^^
y 1
wr- ^
Les- I
Mitau said.
¦
¦
ter
Christison,
Donald
Harring'
The board approved the nomination of Dr. David E. Sweet, ton, Norbert Phillips, Glen I; : /( ¦(¦: . ¦ Save : by dom^
assistant to the dean of facul- Haase and Joe Maas. At the
^A
Jl *0WrW'*fln«*l) |
ties and to the vice president of close of the meeting William I m^mWmmW ^^mm^^^
P**^lsk
^^m^^
mSm^WmmmmmmWWmmm^
Zabel
was
elected
president
;
^
^^
Illinois State University, as assistant chancellor for curricu- Norbert Phillips, Marvin Richlum development. He will re- ardson and Joe Maas, vice
en
place Dr. Stanley P. Wagner, presidents; Forest Lamprecht,
Sr
¦ feST •¦ '••^^¦^B
'
J*
^ealt-gtt»ea\
.
"^L.
C
secretary,
and Jan Schwantz, I ^H^^^ '
^L ^^S ^f i
g/C
who has been appointed presitreasurer.
dent of East Central State Col¦
f ¦'
¦'¦ ¦ ' """"^
Charles Cotch was appoint- I ' . f S B
• ^*>^t? ? f'-*r
'^^
lege, Ada, Okla.
m
'
/1r *^^^^^
ed director to succeed Stanley
Hanna. There are 15 directors of this 112-member group.
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Ever hy to describe the taste
mmm(w
'WkfyAmSof a whiskey to a friend? There aren't
WW/S^ too many words you can use.
"Smooth" "mellow" "Jighf.
.
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l
f
-Xi
When
you're describing the taste
d^^m
one
7 Crown *we think there's
more -word
J^K§§I % of Seagram's
you'll want to add.
J ^^Kt 'y/A
rare
intangible.. ."quality".
|^HB Slt\ ' That
You can't touch it. But you sure
B^HLMl$>,
can
taste
::*^s.
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PRESIDENTS .. . Lester
Christison, left, hands over
the gavel to William Zabel,
new president of Plainview
Enterprise Development
Corporation . ( Mrs. Lloyd
Melendy photo)
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Thais $1 Billion I I
I minute. Completely portable

BANGKOK CAP) - Underthe-table payments to government officials in Thailand total
at least one third of the gross
national product , or about $1 Wl.
lion a year, financial newspaper
columnist estimated today.
The columnist, who uses the
pen name G.NT.P., is a senior
government economist.
In his weekly column In the
Bangkok World , he said tho system of under-the-table payments—which Western businessmen criticize throughout Asiais not corruption in the true
sense of word.
He snid they are income to
supplement below-subsistence
salaries.
Tho columnist added this was
not corruption because tho officials aro being given bribes to
do. what tbey are supposed to do
legally ; "corruption implies an
illegal transaction."
However, he added that thc
system "has serious social nnd
economic repercussions," resulting in "resentment of government officials , while tho economic cost to the nation and its
development endeavors Is tremendous. " He recommended
that government salaries be increased enough to mnko the
bribes unnecessary.
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State Legislatures Turn to Higher

By WILLIAM J. CONWAY
Associated Press Writer
State legislatures in session
throughout the nation, searching
for ways to balance steadily rising budgets, are turning chiefly
to new or higher income and
fi&lfis tdxes
These two taxes figure in the
revenue-raising plans of 20
states, a national survey by the
Associated Press showed today.
Four states are considering
starting a state income tax, seven are considering increases,
two may adopt a state sales taa
and seven are considering in'
creases..
Four states are considering
Increases in cigarette taxes,

three in gasoline taxes, two in
liquor taxes.
And in some capitals, tax
trends still haven't developed.
Legislatures are meeting, or
will meet later this year, in 47
states.
The survey showed that tax
proposals were directed, in descending order of frequency, at
personal income, sales, cigarettes, corporation income, gasoline, liquor, oil and gas production, various licenses, mining
and personal property.
Forty-four states already
have sales taxes* 38 personal income taxes and 40 corporate income taxes.
The biggest user of the state

tax dollar is education , well
ahead of welfare ; id highways.
A personal income tax has
been formally proposed in Pennsylvania and Washington State,
and is under study in Illinois. A
tax on personal and corporate
incomes has been suggested in
Maine.
Increases in Income taxes
have been proposed in Maryland, Indiana, North Dakota,
Missouri, Georgia, New Mexico
and Colorado.
Oregon and Vermont may
adopt sales taxes, Boosts in that
tax have been proposed in
Maryland , Indiana , New York,
Utah, North Dakota , South Carolina and Georgia.

Among the handful of states
trying to hold the line on state
taxation is California.
Gov. Ronald Reagan has
pledged that there will be no
sew taxes this year and plans to
propose that much of an anticipated $200 million surplus be
used for income tax cuts.
Arizona 's legislature, committed to holding the line on taxes,
is studying a bond issue or some
other means of financing needed
university buildings and state
offices.
In advance of the April session, Gov, Claude Kirk and leaders of the Florida legislature
have come out for a Jine- holding budget despite record in-

creases in funds sought by state
agencies. A special session
there in 1968 raised taxes by
$228 million a year, mostly for
schools.
The speaker of Tennessee's
Senate, Frank C. Gorrell, said :
"It will be virtually impossible
to get a tax increase through
this legislature." But the
Tennessee Education Associa.
tion has waged an intensive
drive for more money for
schools, and that would require
a substantial tax hike.
Indiana's legislative session
ended recently with legislators
unable to agree on increases in
sales and income taxes. Also
victims of a deadlock between

the state's Senate and House
were proposed increases in liquor and cigarette taxes. A jump
from six to eight cents a gallon
in state tax for diesel fuel and
gasoline plus increases in motor vehicles fees did win approval trom the legislators.
Ohio's Gov. James A. Rhodes
dropped his six-year policy of no
new taxes and gave his approval to a gross receipts tax to finance a vocational-technical education program. The governor
has refused to allot any more
funds for welfare. Instead, he
has concentrated on the vocational-technical program in the
belief it will reduce welfare

Man Who Wanted PSYCHIATRIST TES TIFIES:
Foot Race Still
Is the Winner
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COLBERT, Okla. (AP) - 01Ue Weger didn't get his foot
race, but he turned out to be a
winner after all.
Last week the 67-year-old Weger tied with incumbent W. W.
Brockett, 68, in the election for
a seat on the Colbert City Council. Each received 118 votes. .
Weger proposed a foot race to
decide the winner, but the
Bryan County Election Board
pointed out that the law says
such, situations must be settled
witb' a lottery.
The election board met Monday, and pulled OUie Weger's
name but of a hat.

Sirhan Was Programmed' for Killing

LOS ANGELES (AP) -"He
was gradually programing
himself exactly like a computer
is programed by its magnetic
tape, programing himself for
the coming assassination. ..
"He was confused , bewildered
and partially intoxicated. The
mirrors Ln the hotel lobby, the
flashing lights, the general confusion—this was like pressing
the button which starts the computer."
In this setting, a psychiatrist
says, Sen. Robert F. Kennedy
came under the gun of Sirhan
Bishara Sirhan—a robot killer
in a self-induced trance ; an un-

knowing instrument of assassination.
"It is my opinion that through
chance, circumstances, and a
succession of unrelated events,
Sirhan found himself in the
physical situation in which the
assassination occurred ," Dr.
Bernard L. Diamond said Monday at Sirhan 's murder trial.
The shooting was in a pantry of
the Ambassador Hotel.
The portrayal of a computerized killer was a stunning summary of Diamond 's eight examinations of Sirhan in his jail cell
—including a frenetic re-enactment by a hypnotized Sirhan of
the moment he shot the senator

from New "York .
Diamond, 65, a professor of
psychiatry, law arid criminology
at the University of California
at Berkeley,was to return to
the stand today.
"I agree that this is an absurd
and preposterous story, unlikely
and incredible," Diamond said,
his face turned to the jury. "The
crime itself was a tragically absurd and preposterous event,
unlikely and incredible."
The tragedy was ordained,
Diamond said, with Sirhan's exposure to violence and death iri
Jerusalem in 1948 when his family—Arabs—became refugees in

rolls.
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller of
New York has proposed to balance state books by raising the
sales tax from two to three
cents on the dollar and cutting
state expenditures by 5 per cent
across the board.
Gov. Raymond P. Shafer of
Pennsylvania offered eight alternative tax plans. But he indi.
cated his preference for a 3 per
cent tax on total income. Two
previous governors suggested
an income tax for Pennsylvania,
but it didn't get anywhere.
The new governor of Illinois,
Richard B. Ogilvie, said the
state is on the brink of bankruptcy. He asked departments

She Goes to
Get Mail, Finds
Hawk Instead
SEATTLE (AP) - Agnes
Flickinger of West Seattle went
to get her mail and stretched
out her hand to remove some
letters, little knowing her action
was what the Humane Society
says is a signal to a trained
hawk to land and be fed!.
A bird, wearing leather
thongs on each leg, landed and
then sliced at Mrs. Flinckinger 's
arm when she attempted to
fight it off.
She subdued and captured the
bird and an ad located its owner.
¦ '
'

the partition of Palestine and Kennedy, campaigning for the
establishment of Israel as a democratic presidential nomination, had promised fighter
Jewish homeland.
His mental Illness developed bombers to Israel if elected.
as he grew older "and his fanat- Sirhan became convinced he
ical hatred and fear of the Jews was losing his mind, Diamond
increased with each radio and said.
television broadcast concerning "He sought the remedy in his
the tension in the Middle East. " books on mysticism and the ocSirhan began courses in self cult and he daydreamed of the
hypnosis and mind power, prac- power of his gun, taking every
opportunity on many different
ticed diligently.
"He actually believed," Dia- days to shoot it, firing hundreds
¦ '
. ¦•.
mond said, -'that he could stop and hundreds of shots as if each
the bombers from reaching Is- shot would somehow make up Some eight million Amerirael and thereby save the Arabs for his ever growing sense of cans are enrolled in vecational
— simply by willing the death of helplessness, impotence ; and education courses, four million
all who would help the Jews." fear of loss of self control." of them of high school age.

to slash spending as much as 10
per cent and said revenue must
be increased , but he won't have
his tax program repdy until
about April 1. An income tax
proposal is under sttidy.
Chances of a tobacco tax have
been rated good in North Carolina , the largest tobacco producer and the only state, which
doesn't have such a levy.
A special study commission
has asked Alabama's legislature
to raise at least $55 million a
year for schools.
A group of tax protester], appeared recently before Utah's
legislature with a petition bearing 15,000 signatures. A spokes*
man vowed that more petitions
would be brought in "by tho
truckload, if necessary.''
Utah Gov. Calvin L.1 Rampton
has recommended increases in
sales and cigarette taxes and a
graduated tax on metal mining.
Differing bills aimed at wiping out the $18 million collected
annually from personal property taxes have been approved by
the House and Senate in North
Dakota . A compromise must be
worked out. The lost revenue
would be made up-by increasing
income taxes on individuals,
business and corporations and
by broadcasting the 3 percent
sales tax to cover liquor, oleomargarine and tobacco products.
The new governor of Rhode
Island, Frank R. Licht,. proposed a tax .on earnings from investments and savings.
Gov. Robert McNair has
asked for increases in the sales,
cigarette and beer taxes in
South Carolina.

Issue Guide to Cover
Juvenile Court Action

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
In response to a landmark
United States Supreme Court
decision, Minnesota probate
judges have issued a guide to
govern court proceedings for
juveniles in the state.
The guide, which replaces 87
different procedural systems in
the juvenile courts in Minnesota , took effect March 1 in all
state counties save three.
Juvenile courts in Hennepin,
Ramsey and St. Louis counties

fall under district court control
and until judges in those counties adopt the juvenile guide,
those counties will continue to
use the old proceedings.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) -The
white paint on the walls and the
swastika on the front door will
stay, says the 78-year-old president of a South Philadelphia
synagogue harassed recently by
teen-age vandals.
William Hamot said the paint
sloshed on Saturday was just
the latest in a series of acts of
vandalism that has included
broken windows and the stuffing of burning paper In the
building 's mail chute.
"We are not going to remove
It," he said referring to the
paint . "We are going to let it
stay. I'm not ashamed of it. Let
the parents see it and maybe
they'll do something."
¦

The rules of procedure were
drafted by University of Minnesota Professor of Law Donald
G. Marshall, who spent four
days last week explaining the
guidelines to state juvenile
judges.
The now famous "Gault" case
before the Supreme Court of the
United States was given by
Marshall as the foremost reason for the new standards.
In that 1967 case, the nation's
highest court held that "certain
constitutional protections normally associated with criminal
proceedings extend to delinquency cases in the juvenile
courts."
The juvenile judges in Minnesota, said Marshall, decided in
1968 that procedural systems in
the state were weak, resulting
in a "complete lack of uniformity, resulting in confusion to
those participants, such as lawyers, who appeared in the juvenile courts in more than one
county, and a real equal protection problem insofar as thc
juvenile was concerned.
The new laws, Marshall said,
will eliminate the difference in
procedural systems in state
counties and provide a uniformity on decision bases.

LAS VEGAS (AP) - Maybe if
the Green Hornet had been
wearing his mask he wouldn't
have been scratched from the
Mint 400 dune buggy race Monday.
Actor Van Williams , who
plays the Speedy Hornet on TV.
was forced out when sand got
into his eyes and under his contact lenses.

rate rules of varying length and
complexity.
One key rule , according to
Marshall , is 1-3. "That rule requires that a verbatim record
be made of all juvenile court
hearings except traffic offender
hearings—and in those also if
the child or his parent requests
that a record be made," said
the law professor.

Says Signs of
Vandalism Will
Not Be Removed

guide is divided
Green Hornet Should intoThe11juvenile
Articles which are , in
Have Had His Mask turn , subdivided into 61 sepa-

Marshall said, "My understanding is that most of the
judges are going to arrange for
use of an electronic sound recording device...
"Hopefully, it will impress all
participants in the process with
the need for procedural regularity, and thus support compliance with all the other rules."
Another key rule is 1-5 which
provides that any right provided by the rulejs or statute may
be waived by the persons entitled to that right. If that person is a child under 14, "the
right may be waived for him
by his parent. If the child is 14
di older, the child and his parent must jointly waive the
right."
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This provision, said Marshall,
will protect juveniles from
waiver of their .rights by hostile
ox uncaring parents.
The 56-page guide marks a
first for Minnesota juvenile
judges to have their needed information compiled into a single
volume.
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being allowed to enter the U.S.
by the hundreds every morning
without a close check of credentials. They streamed back
through thc check point at
night , he said , waving baptismal certificates which were
casually accepted by border officials as evidence of U.S. citizenship.
Mondale charged that Mexicans are being employed by
Americans at below the minimum wage in somo border communities , resulting in n lack of
Jobs for U.S. citizens,
In addition , Mondale said, lie
believes that the so-called
green card work permits which
authorize Mexican citizens to
enter tho country on a day today basis are being counterfeited.

An chairman nf n Scnot« Labor subcommittee on migrants,
Sen. Mondale has been looking
into migrant labor practices in
the Southwest. He said lax enforcement of immigration and
minimum wage laws along tho
Mpxican border th reatens to
create what he called a permanent depression economy in the If Ui« minimum wage law was
area.
rigorously enforced in tho area ,
He said lie wore n battered Mondale said, there would lie
pair of khaki trousers, a sweat- work for jobless U.S. residents
er with holes In it ' nnd a shirt instead of the day workers
with no tio whon ho and his from Mexico.
party visited n crossing point in Mondale snld he sympathizes
Texas near Roynoan , Mexico. with customs officials , describ"'That is how you learn ," ing the Mexican immlfirntloii
Mondale snid. "I wanted to find, law as administratively poor.
out how they did it every tiny." But , ho said , "ns long ns thoy
He told of Mexican workers ! permit fre e access at locations
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HHH to Write
Column for
N.Y. Newspapers
NEtf YORK (AP)-Former
Vice President Hubert Humphrey will write a syndicated
¦weekly column for the Register
and Tribune newspapers beginning April 13,
In a release the 1968 Democratic presidential candidate
wa_ quoted as saying his column "will express my own personal point of view."
Newspapers which will carry
the Humphrey column include
the Minneapolis Tribune , Des
Moines Register, San Francisco
Examiner , Philadelphia Bulletin
and Chicago Daily News.
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Mondale Jakes Under covet
Look af Border Enforcement

WASHINGTON Wl - Minnesota 's junior senator revealed
Monday a cloak-and-dagger
technique ho used to gain information on lax border enforcement ln Texas.
Sen. Walter F. Mondnle, DMinn., told newsmen he disguised himself in old clothes in
order to observe migrant workers from Mexico cross the border to work in U.S. communities.

«K I__R

along the border , they will have
a depression economy. "
Mondale spent most of last
week in Texas, Arizona and
New Mexico , including visits to
thc Navajo and Hopi Indian reservations.
Discussing his trip with newsmen, he attacked the education
policies of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs , particularly tho practice of sending 5-ycar-oId children from the Navajo reservation in Arizona nnd Now Mexico
to boarding schools staffed almost entirely by white teachers .
"The kids come to school
speaking Navajo but aro taught
only English," Mondale snid.
"As a result, tho drop-out rate
is tho highest in tho country,
sometimes as high ns fio per
cent."

Ho said lie found tho children
lo bo frustrated because they do
not understand English , which
is spokon by thc teachers.
Mondale described as a major
improvement a school at Rough
Rock , Ariz., which is controlled
hy a Nnvajo school board ond
which uses Navajo instructors.
The children start learning in
Navajo nnd Inter lenrn English ,
ho snid.
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about never-fail gas heat.
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Get the jump on
next winter—now !

Send in this coupon, or call NSP

A new gas heating Unit Will do Wonders for your
i__ x J
Cu,H.k nnu uik.. >.._.! _ i _»
homo Switch
home.
now when there's plenty of* _time
to do
the job. Gas heat Is the greatest ... always automatlcally on hand, In any kind of weather. It's clean ,
too. You save on cleaning and decorating bills. With
winters like ours, why settle for less? Especially
whon you can pay for it over 10 years on your monthly NSP bills, with no money down... and no payments until September!

1 also want Information on lO-year financing. (I livo In NSP's
natural ona sorvloo aroa In Mlnno«otD or North Dnkola.)
,0War „mljKl to hQmM on M
„,„,„, ,„ Mlnnesotl| a'nd
bokota,not presently i.rv.tib/ his>hom« ho»ting.)
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APARTMENT 3-0
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By Alex Kotzky
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By Saundert and Ernst

TIGER

By Dal Curtis

REX MORGAN/ M.D.

By Bud Blak**
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AP Special Assignments Team Honored

WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
Associated Press Special Assignment Team has won the
1968 Worth Bingham prize for
its searching reports on the operations of the federal government.
In awarding the prize, a gold
medal and $1,000 in cash, the

judges cited' the Special As- the Louisville Timfes in Louissignment Team "for a steady ville, Ky. Bingham 's family
stream of reports spotlighting publishes the two papers.
corruption, waste, bureaucratic The judges also said that the
bungling and other government Team "has already made a mapractices ill-serving the public jor contribution towards shatinterest."
tering that 'atmosphere of easy
The journalism award is pre- tolerance' which Worth Bingsented as a memorial to Robert ham found—and deplored—in
Worth Bingham who, at the high places in Washington ,"
time of his death in 1966, Was Presentation of the award will
assistant to tbe publisher of the be made May 3 at the annual
Louisville Courier-Journal and dinner of the White House Correspondents Association.
The Special Assignment Team
was headed in 1968 by Ray Stephens who has since been
named assistant chief of bureau
for the AP's Washington operation. . . " •
Members of the Washington
based Team during the year
were Gaylord Shaw, who succeeded Stephens, Jean Heller,
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Dick Barnes. Donald M. Rothberg, Harry Kelly, Harry F. Rosenthal, Joseph E. Mohhat, Austin Scott, Garven Hudgins and
Frank Carey.
Judges for the prize, made
possible through a grant from
the Worth Bingham Memorial
Fund, were Allen Otteii, Washington bureau chief for the Wall At fraih and Svaat a* a Spring Bouquat WS
Street Journal; Charles B. Seib,
No-iron Easter Dresses
I
managing editor of the Evening
mmmtVK I
Star in Washington, and Ben
Six *, 3-6x
*M 9M
\
Bagdikian, journalist, author
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and teacher.
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MEDICAL GOAL
CHANDIGARH, India W - £h»ihS,RtpkrIy2.n,ww.r...".
Punjab state's health department has set itself a goal for
the fourth five year plan: No
patient should be required to
go more than five miles for
medical aid.
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NORTHERN STATESPOWER COMPANY

Opon 'til 9 pm. Fridays— Appliance Oopf. Only
79 Eatt Third Street
Phono 8-3631

COLLECTOR'S ALBUM

SINGING
TO DAY'S HITS

the dryer that
obsoletes ironing
Help stamp out ironing. Even on shirt cuffs and
collars. Buy our LB830 dryer. It knows how to
troat pormanont press fabrics. In fact, if your
dryer doesn't have this Hotpoint permanent press
cool-off cycle—it's obsolete. Think about that.
Think too,about Hotpoint's throe ideal heat sottings.And tho safety start button that keeps kids
from operating the dryer accidentally.
Our Hotpoint LB830. Just $139.95 with trade.
You can put it where the ironing board used to be.
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Sunny
• Andy Williams * Thi Brother* Four
May Each Day Michelle
• Qiry Puckttt tnd Thi Union Qip
Kiss Me Goodbye
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Whal tho World Heeds Now
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Shop the Easy Way - Read the Ads First

Starzecki,
Schultz On

WINS UNANIMOUS DECISION

Quarry Batters Out-Classed Mathis

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NEW YORK (AP) - His
trunks were shocking pink, not
Kelly green, but Jerry Quarry's
face is a map of Ireland and he
fought big Buster Mathis as if
he were using a shillelagh and
not a pair of boxing gloves.
There also was a definite
shamrock twinge to the crowd

emotion as the throng of 15,076
roared approval at Quarry's
slam-bang, almost defiant style
and derided Mathis' inept performance in the 12-round heavyweight fight Monday night at
Madison Square Garden.
Tie 23-year-old Bellflower,
Calif., bomber a 12-5 underdog
who was spotting the 6-fooM,

THE WINNER! ... . Jerry Quarry, rated underdog in
his fight with Buster Mathis in Madison Square Garden
Monday night, is shown after being named winner of the
12-round heavyweight bout by a unanimous decision. (AP
Photofax)

234i/_ pound Mathis two Inches
in height and 38% pounds, dominated the fight from the opening
bell.
Quarry battered the head and
body of the Grand Rapids,
Mich., giant with heavy rights
and lefts to the body and head,
dropping Mathis to his right
knee with a long right in the
second round. Mathis got up at
two and took the mandatory
eight count.
Quarry showed complete disdain for Mathis' punching and
even taunted him in the 11th
round by dropping bis hands to
his sides and sticking out his jut
jaw.
Judges Tony Castelano and
Jack Gordon each awarded
Mathis only the sixth round and
called the seventh even. Referee
Johnny Colan gave Mathis the
fourth and sixth and called the
fifth even. The Associated Press
gave every round to Quarry.
The lopsided triumph probably earned Quarry a shot at Joe
Frazier, the five-state heavyweight champion.
Then someone at a post-fight
news conference asked him if
would fight Jimmy Ellis if the
World Boxing Association champion offered him a match tomorrow.
"Yes," said Quarry who lost
to Ellis in the final of the WBA
elimination tournament to find a
successor for the deposed Cassius Clay.
Harry Mferkson, the boss of
Garden boxing, said, "We hope
to make it (a Frazier-Quarry
fight) in early summer. "It is
the best possible fight in many
years and it has the best money

potential in many years.
Tuesday night's crowd, many
of them New York Irish, which
braved a heavy rain paid a
gross of $167,293. Each fighter
was guarantied $50,000 again 25

per cent of the net receipts and
television money.
Quarry now has won 32 and
lost six, with four draws. Mathis, who was stopped by Frazier
in ll rounds is 29-2.

All-NIC 5'

Bannister Hands
In Resignation
As SMC Coach

AL Winona Daily Newt
Winona, Minn.
""
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May Hurls Shutout
As Mankato Bar
Wins Crown 4-0
Mankato Bar won the regular
season Park-Rec Indoor Softball League championship Monday with a 4-0 10-inning victory
over Oasis Bar . The two teams
had tied for the title last week.
Torn May struck out 11 for
the winners and Ed Jerowski,
Tom Kosidowski and Bob Poblocki each had two hits. •
Bill Meyer had a pair of hits
for Oasis,
Playoffs begin tonight in the
Junior High School gym with
Mankato Bar playing Nelson
Tire at 6:30 and Oasis meeting
East Side Bar at 7:45. The
championship game is Thursday.

Ken Wiltgen, St. Mary's
College athletic director,
announced today that Redraen hockey coach Lyn Bannister lias resigned to take
a similar position at the
University of Saskatchewan
in Saskatoon.
Bannister, 26, was St.
Mary's hockey coach one
year. He took over for Tim
McNeill last .Tear and complied a 15-3-1 record. Tlie
Redmen finished third in
the MIAC. A native of Saskatoon, Bannister had previously coached at Macalester College in St. Paul.
"We hate to lose him, of
course; he's a fine man
and good coach. However,
this is a big 'step ' up for
him. He's going to coach at
his old school where hockey
is the No. 1 sport. He's done
an excellent job here and
we wish him all the luck In
his new position," sal3
Wiltgen today.
Wiltgen said he would begin looking for a replacement immediately.

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.—Gene Max LaVelle, who tied for the
Schultz and Rick Staneckl, conference scoring championstandout guards on Winona ship with a 20.1 average; coState's NIC co-champion bas- champion St. Cloud's 6-3 guard
ketball team," have been named Mike Trewick, a 6-3 guard whe
to the 12-man all-conference averaged 14.3 points a game
team selected by league coach- and Moorhead State's 6-2 sophomore guard Milae Berg (15.81
es and announced today.
Schultz, a 6-0 senior from round out ^he first team. .
Winona Cotter, was named to Trewick, like Schultz, was s
the five-man first team while second team selection a yeai
Starzecki, a 5-10 senior who is ago.
also a Cotter graduate, was Joining Starzecki on the sec
placed on the seven-man sec- ond team are Michigan Tech's
ond team.
outstanding freshmen duo ol
Larry Grimes and Bill Artis
over
16
SCHULTZ averaged
points a game during the 12- Grimes, 6-1, tied for the scor
game conference season and ing lead with a 20.1 average
ranked fifth in league scoring. and Artis, 6-2, had a 15.1 mark
He was a second team selec- MORRIS' 6-3 junior Jin
tion as a junior last season af- Brenner, Moorhead senion
ter transferring from Platte- Bricker Johnson, 6-4, and Lar
vilie (Wis.) State.
ron Swanson, 6-6, along witl
Starzecki averaged just 6.6 St. Cloud senior Neil Warnberg
points a game in 11 conference 6-5, complete the team.
contests, but was the defensive Only last place' Mankat<
leader on a defensive-minded
failed to win i
team. He is also a two-time State, whichgame
in its lasi
conference
all conference selection in footseason in tjh'e NIC, failed t(
ball.
player or
The only repeater on the first place at least one
team.
the
team is UM-Morris' Doug MacIver, a 6-5 senior center who Moorhead, which tied foi
averaged 18.6 points a game third with UM-Morris, hac
three selections to lead in thai
this season.
Bemidji's 6-5 senior center, category.
¦
. . . u.
¦
:
-

GENE SCHULTZ
First Team Choice

RICK STARZECKI
Two Sports All-NIC

Supreme Court
Clay s Return

DENTON, Tex. (AP) _ Former world heavyweight champion Muhammad All sounded
like Cassius Clay Friday night,
knocking out Joe Frazier in a
poem.
All, formerly Clay, might get
a chance to enact the poem if
his conviction for refusal to be

Blues' Duo,
Esposito Cop
NHL Crowns

DOWN IN ROUND TWO . . . Referee Art Mercante backs
Jerry Quarry, right, of Bellflower, Calif ., away after Quarry
knocked down Buster Mathis of Grand Rapids , Mich., in the

second round of their 12-round heavywei ght bout in New
York's Madison Square Garden Monday night . (AP Photofax)

Chance Pegged
Opening Day
Twins Pitcher

(AP)- onetime bonus baby Jim RoORLANDO,
Fla.
Rookie Manage r Billy Martin , land. The 26-year-old southpaw ,
with time on his hands because who signed with the Twins for
of another rainout , lias an- an estimated bonus of $50,000,
nounced that Dean Chance will went to Oakland in a straight
probably . be the Minnesota cash deal . The Athletics paid an
estimated $25,000 for the pitcher
Twins opening day pitcher.
The Twins open their ninth who had a 4-1 record last seaAmerican League season April son with the Twins.
8 at Kansas City. The Royals Outfielders Herman Hill and
are one of two expansion teams Jim Holt , catcher John Sevcik ,
in tho league 's Western Divi- pitchers Bob Weiscnberg nnd
Rene Parades and shortstop
sion with the Twins.
Chance had a 16-16 record lost Tommy Nichols were sent to
season with a 2.53 earned run tho Twins' Melbourne , Fla.,
average and a team record 234 farm base for reassignment.
strikeouts.
Martin said southpaw Jim
Kant will work tho second game
against tho Royals, with Dave
Boswell tabbed for duty April
11 against California. Rookie
southpaw Tommy Hall appears
to bo the No. 4 starter and will By Till. ASSOCIATED PRESS
open against the Angola April Just because >Snm Jones is re12.
tiring from professional basketIf there are no rainouts , ball , that doesn't mean ho can't
Chance will probably work tho piny another season. Another
Twins homo opener April 18 season?
against California.
"I'm looking forward to the
The Twins wore rained out National Basketball Association
Monday at Orlando against tho playoffs as a new season ," the
St. Louis Cardinals. It was their Boston star said Monday nlflht
third cancellation of spring after tho Celtics dofeaicd San
training. Thoy meet the Na- Diego 111-107.
tional League champs today at Cincinnati defeated the 7<lers
St. Petersburg, with Kaat , Jim ,125-119 in tho nightcap to put thc
Perry, Ron Perninosltf and Gale lid on the NDA's regular schedKennedy scheduled to pitch.
ule and sot the stngo for tho diMartin cut seven players from visional playoffs , which open
his roster Monday, including I Wednesday.

NBA Girds for
Loop Playoffs

AFTER THE BRAWL . . . Buster Mathis kneels on the
canvas a few , minutes after losing a 12-round heavyweight
fight to Jerry Quarry in Now York Monday night . Mathis , who
had a big sizo advantage on his foo, went to tho ennvna
in the acconf! round and was a lopsided loser in the bout.
(AP -Photofax) •
,,

NEW YORK (AP) - Boston's
Phil Esposito and St. Louis'
Jacques Plante-Glenn Hall tandem have locks on the National
Hockey League scoring and
goaltending titles, but second
money in each race is up for
grabs going into the last week of
the regular season.
With a record 123 points, 22
more than runner-up Bobby
Hull of Chicago, Esposito appears certain to become the
first Bruins scoring champ
since Herbie Cairi 25 years ago.
The Boston center stands to
pocket a total of $1,750 in league
bonuses for ending the five-year
scoring reign of Hull and his
Black Hawks teammate, Stan
Mikita.
St. Louis has allowed 32 fewer
goals than New York, its closest
challenger, all but assuring veterans Plante and Hall the Vezina Trophy and $2,000 in accompanying bonuses.
But Hull, whose 55 goals have
eclipsed his own previous
record , has only a three-point
edge over Detroit wonder Gordie Howe, third in the scoring
parade , in the battle for the $500
runner-up prize. Hull already
has won $500 for leading the
pack at mid-season.
Tho $750 runner-up award in
the Vezina Trophy race could go
to either the Rangers or Montreal Canadiens. The Rangers,
with Ed Glacomht in the nets
for all but six of their 72 games
to date, have a two-goal edge on
the Canadiens" Rogotlen Vachon
and Gump Worsley. But Montreal haa three games remaining, to four for New York.
Norm Ferguson of Oakland,
with 33 goals, and Danny Grant
of Minnesota , with 32, aro shooting for the rookie scoring mark
of 34 set by Nels Stewart ot the
Montreal Maroons in the 1925-26
season.
Boston's Bobby Orr, who has
set records for goals , 21, and
points, 63, by a defenseman, and
Chicago's Pat Staploton each
has 42 assists—four shy of the
all-tltao mark for bluolinera
shared by Pierre Pilote and Bill
Gadsby.
¦
JAHNKE SIXTH
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - Robert Jahnk© pf St. Paul, Minn.,
moved Into sixth place Monday
night in Iho regular singles
standings of tho 60th annual
American Bowling Congress
tournament with n fl!M scries.
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drafted is reversed. •
The Supreme Court ruled Monday that All's case should go
back to a lowsr federal court
to check for possible illegal
eavesdropping.
Aii was quick to grasp the
implications.
"I'll meet with my lawyer in
Chicago in about three days to
plan our move,'' he said Monday night.
He spoke at a Black Arts Festival at North Texas State IMversity.
"If the conviction ls overturned and Frazier offers , I'll
fight," Aii said: "I'm about 230
pounds now—20 pounds over my
fighting weight. But I'd be
ready by September. ''
_ Ali singled out Frazier, skip
ping names of other contenders
like Buster Mathis; Jerry Quarry and Jimmy Ellis, "Frazier is
the name," Aii said.
Aii said he's about $300 ,000 in
debt, mostly in legal fees.
Aii spends most of the time
on the road in his Cadillac
now, complete with stero tapes
and television.
"I'm waiting on my '69 model
now," he said.
Wien not on the road , he
lives in Chicago, A former
Houston, Tex., resident, Aii says
he'll eventually • build a home
there. He also said the Astrodome would be a possible AliFrazier fight site if he is able
to resume boxing.
"It wouldn 't matter where . If
we found a place for 10 million
(to watch the fight) we'd get 10
million. A lot of people would
pay to see me get beat, too, you
know," All said.
STEITZ ELECTED
LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP ) -Ed
Stcitz of Springfield , Mass., College is the new president of the
National Basketball Federation'.
He was elected at the group's
annual meeting Monday.

X- , .

NIC ALL-GONFERENCE
; ' . . . First ; Team . •
School Pos.
Name
C
UM-Morris
Doug Maclver
Bemidji
C
Max LeVelle
G
St. Cloud
Mike Trewick
Moorhead
G
Berg
Mike
G
Winona
Gene Schultz
Second Team
School Pos.
Vame
F
Michigan Tech
Larry Grimes
F
Moorhead
Bricker Johnson
F
Michigan Tech
Bill Artis
UM-Morris
F
Jim Brenner
St. Cloud
C
Neil Warnberg
Moorhead
C
Larron Swanson
Winona
G
Rick Starzecki

Unsold Named
MVP of NBA

BALTIMORE (AP) -Those
who have followed the Baltimore Bullets throughout their
championship season just ended
have come to regard Westley
Unseld as a gentleman, and a
very self-effacing toe at that.
Thus, when Unseld was
named Monday the National
Basketball Association's Most
Valuable Player for 1968-69, it
was not surprising that Unseld
would say that someone else
should have received the award.
"It's very nice," Unseld said,
"but I don't know whether I deserve it or not, and I really
mean that.
"I think Earl Monroe should
have won it. I can see the turnaround the Bullets wasn't all me.
It started last season when Earl
was a rookie."

Spring Grove
Kegler Honored
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — Owen Hagen was recently presented a trophy by
the Sons of Norway for having
the highest bowling average
among Sons of Norway members in Minnesota 1(190).

*

Ht.
6-5
6-5
6-3
6-2
6-0

Yr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Soph.
Sr.

Ht.
6-1
6-4
6-2
6-3
6-5
6-6
5-9

Yr.
Fr.
Sr.
FrJr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Knicks Best
Drawing Card
In Pro Cage

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (AP ) The New York Knicks are runaway leaders in pro basketball's
attendance derby with 569,984 ,
paid customers for 37 playing
dates at Madison Square Garden.
That's an average of 15,404, or
more than 75 per cent of the
19,500 capacity.
NBA teams hold . down the
first six places in the attendance figures—tallied unofficially
through games of March 20. Los
Angeles is runnerup with an average of 11,538.
Philadelphia is third with
10,133, Boston fourth with 8,910,
Baltimore fifth with 7,556 and
San Diego sixth at 6,047.
Indianapolis, hottest team in
thc rival American Basketball
Association, ranks a surprising
seventh with a total attendance
of 228,826 for an average of
6,201.
Indianapolis , under former
Baltimore Coach Bobby Leonard, has come from last to
first in the ABA's Eastern Division since Nov. ll and has had
four sellout crowds of more than
10,000 in the last fix weeks .
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Tonight's Tilt
Last for ABA
In Twin Cities?

NEW NO. 9 . . . Joe Torre is wearing
the number worn by Roger Maris (right )
before bis retirement last year from the St.
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Patr^^
All-AFL Performers

BOSTON (AP ) - Nick Buoniconti says it's "pretty damn
tough" severing his seven-year
ties with the Boston Patriots via
the trade route but "I know I
can help Miami, and I'm looking forward to playing for the
Dolphins."
The five-time Ail-American
Football League middle linebacker was the big name involved Monday as the Patriots
swung a pair of multiple-player
deals.
Buoniconti went to Miami in
exchange for quarterback Kim
Hammond, linebacker John
Bramlett and an undisclosed
draft choice.
In the other trade, the Pats
sent cornerback Leroy Mitchell
and an undisclosed draft pick to
the Houston Oilers for flanker
Charley Frazier, running back
Sid Blanks, linebacker Ron
Caveness and cornerback Larry
Carwell.
Buoniconti, 28, joined the Patriots in 1962 after a spectacular
career, at Notre Dame. He was
named, All-AFL from 1963-67,
but suffered a knee injury which

¦

Louis Cardinals. Torre , was oltairied from
Atlanta in a trade for Orlando Gepeda. (AP
Photofax)

required surgery midway in the
1968 season.
"As far as I can tell, the knee
is 100 per cent okay now," the
5-foot-U, 220-pounder told Tbe
Associated Press Monday night.
"I've been exercising it, and
the doctors say it's back to normal. Of course, you never really
know until you get on that field
and try it, but I don't anticipate
any trouble."
Turning to his new club, Buoniconti said the Dolphins have
"about as explosive an offense
as there is in the league—you
can't find a better one. All they
need to be a contender is to
shore up the defense—and I
know I can help them."
The trades of Buoniconti and
Mitchell, a tworyear veteran
who won AU-East honors at cornerback last season, were the
first engineered by the Patriots'
new Coach Clive Rush in a
move obviously designed to beef
up the weak Boston offense.
Hammond was the backup
quarterback at Miami in his
rookie season last fall, and also
teamed for two years at Florida

CHARGER STARS IN HAPPIER DAYS . . . Quarterback John Hadl (left) takes the scissors to Lance Alworth's
hair during a training camp session of the San Diego Chargers last July. Now Hadl is considering retirement and
Alworth says that decision could influence his future with
the Chargers also. (AP Photofax)

.

ST. PAUL un — The Minnesota Pipers play what may be
their last regular season Americ a n Basketball Association
game in the Twin Cities tonight.
There have been a rash of
reports that the Pipers lost
about $250,000 this season and
the franchise will be shifted to
the East Coast next season.
The Pipers, who moved here
from Pittsburgh last summer,
have drawn only 85,264 fans in
37 home games, an average of
2,304 per contest They rank
eighth in attendance in the 11team ABA. circuit.
Indiana has set a league attendance record with 228,826, or
6,021 per game.
The Pipers face the New York
Nets tonight in the St. Paul
Auditorium.
Forward Tom Washington and
j guard Chico Vaughn rejoin the
t e a m tonight. Washington
missed three games with a back
injury and Vaughn was out for
two games with a bad ankle.
The Nets and Pipers match
long losing streaks. Minnesota
has lost eight straight to fall
into fourth place in the ABA's
Eastern Division. New York has
lost 10 in a row.
The Pipers have clinched a
playoff spot .
Minnesota closes the regular
season with road games at New
York Thursday, at New Orleans
Friday and at Miami Sunday.

State with the Fats' No. 1 draft
choice. this year, receiver Ron
Sellers.
Frazier has been an outstanding deep receiver for Houston
for seven years, while Blanks is
a five-year veteran at the running back position .

DAVENPORT HONOHED
NEW YORK (AP ) - Willie
Davenport, unbeaten in 15 high
hurdles races, was named today
the outstanding track athlete of
the indoor season by the Track
Writers Association of New
York.

City Pin Loop
Sets Pace Via
Six 600 Sets

Honor counts abounded ui the
Hal-Rod City League Monday
with Gene Kaehler's 626, leading Country Kitchen to 1,054—
3,009, setting the pace.
Bob Winestorfer belted 353—
624 errorless for Cheer's Barber Shop, Hal Biltgen nailed
223-612, Gordon Fakler 212—
606, Clarence Rivers 247—606
and Dave Blanchard 228—606 in
the same league.
Country Kitchen had a 1,026
scratch game as Bob Jandt
dumped 224, Hal Biltgen 216,
Rog Biltgen 203, Kaehler 192
and Schewe 191.
Al Ruppert blasted 225—625
to spark Winona Excavating to
1,060—2,975 in the VFW League,
and Pete Polus fired 609 for
Bunke's Apco in the Athletic
Club Monday League to complete the men's 600's. Leon
Edel's 235 started Quality Sheet
Metal on its way to 984—2,757
in the Monday League.
In women's bowling, Lois
Schacht waxed 554 to lead Polachek Electric to 2,671 in the
Pin Topplers League at Westgate. Irlene Trimmer slammed
554 for Watkins' Cosmetics,
while Sue Glowczewski had a
214 game and 533 series for
Hamernik's Bar. Lakeside Gulf
recorded a 932 game .
Other league honor counts
were: .Marge Moravec 202—
542, Elsie Dorsch 532, Helen
Englerth 208—520, Irene Gostomski 516, Ruth Hopf 508,
Betty Englerth 504 , Mary Hen-

gel 502 and Mary Emmons 500.
ATHLETIC CLUB — Betty
Kramer's 446 paced Steve's
Lounge to 872—2,504 in the Go
Getters League. Judy Verdick
had 156 for Gail Appliance.
HAL-ROD — Sherri Wiech
hit 156-281 for The Big Nine
in the Park-Rec Junior Girls
League. Sockittomes had 646—
1,221.
WESTGATE - Larry Donahue toppled 189-495 for Sunshine 5 in the Alley Gaters
League. Carol Penske's 189
helped Fenske Body Shop to
2,442, Jane Sherman had 189
for Economy Plumbing and
Linahan's 863.
Haddad's had 872—2,584 in thc
Ladies League as Bonnie Vogelsang clipped 517. Peggy Jacobson had 517 for Midland Co-op,
which had an 872 game while
Ruth Todd hit 210—506, Arlene
Sobeck 514 and Leona Lubinski
504.
Dick Gehlhaart socked 233585 to help First National Bank
to 980 in the Community League,
Jerry's Auto Sales finished with
2,870 as Lyle Johnson registered
a 584 errorless.

¦

Nat'l Hockey League
Wonday 'j Results
No games scheduled.
Today 's Game
PIMiburgh *t Mlnnoioti.
Only gam* scheduled.
Wednesday 's Comei
Montreal al Toronlo,
New York al Chicago.
Loi Angeles at Pittsburgh.
SI. Loult at Oakland,
Only games scheduled.

BUT AS TROS STILL MAY BE STRONGER

Houston Trade Backfires
(One of a Series.)

COCOA, Fla. (AP ) - "You
don't," said Houston Manager
Harry Walker, "go to nn auto
dealer and settle for half a
car. "
The Astros didn't think thoy
were doing that when they concluded one of the major trades
of thc off-season, sending first
baseman-outfielder Rusty Staub
to Montreal for first baseman
Donn Clendenon and outfielder
Jesus Alou.
But us things stand now in the
controversial deal, Walker has
half a car in Alou . The other
half , represented by Clendenon ,
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DUANE

RINGLER

Phone: 7241

still is in the parking lot with
tho slugging first baseman contending he is going to retire.
If Walker doesn't get Clendenon he doesn't have a legitlmnt.
flrst baseman and he wants thc
entire trade called off. Commissioner Bowie Kuhn has ruled
that the "deal stands," although
talks have been continuing.
"We would never have considered tho trade -without Clendenon," Walker said. "We gave up
a good young ;>layer who could
hit over .300 for two guys who
could hit .270 and give us more
speed. Without filling both the
spots there's no sense to the
trade."

¦¦« •¦¦*¦« V* . HOW!
¦¦-*»¦
HERE'S
"•

by DUANE RINGLER

Ice anil snow ere twice as slippery at 30 degree*
ns At 10 degrees . So watch II during these closlno

i1<1V5 °' wln,cr •

Partners In business should bo protected wllh ers
Insurance-funded buy-sell agrtemonf, In the event
,h ** partners dies, or thsy decide to part
nne
°'
company.

*

SENTRY.JJINSURANCE
The Hardware Muluili Organization

M mj , c«pr>

There 's also no first baseman.
If.Clendenon doesn't report and
Staub isn't returned , the one
candidate who sticks in Walker's mind is Denis Mcnkc , who
moved from his normal shortstop job Inst year to second base
when Joe Morgan was lost for
the season.
The infield then would have
Menke at first, Morgan at second , young Hector Torres at
shortstop and Doug Rader , one
of tho Astros* brightest young
prospects, at third , Rader hit
.267 with six homers and 43 runs
batted in during fID games last
year.
With or without Clendenon thc
outfield has been strengthened
with thc addition of Alou and
Curt Blcfary, acquired from the
Orioles in a trade for pitcher
Mike Cueller, to go with thc
hard-hitilng Jim Wynn. Also
getting a good look is Norm
Miller , who hit .306 nt Oklahoma
City.
Blcfary, who played the outfield and first base nnd also
caught for tho Orioles , could be
used nt first bnso should nn
emergency arise , but it's unlikely. It scents ho also will not

catch with the Astros seemingly
set with John Edwards now behind the plate.
Edwards was acquired from
St. Louis in another of the series
of trades the Astros made in nn
attempt to improve on Inst
year's lOth-placo finish. But the
whole key could rest with the
young and devel oping pitching
staff.
One pitcher , at least , seems
ready to step in and be a starDon Wilson, who in two full major league seasons has pitched a
no-hitter nnd an lft-strikcout
game. He was 1316 with a 3,27
earned run a vera go i • 10(51) .
Larry Dicrker and Denny J«mnster also aro listed as starters, but it's the No. 4 spot tlmt
is thc big problem , and could remain that way. Listed among
the contenders arc such veterans as Bill Monbouquettc , Howie Reed and Fred Gladding.
It's not exactly the type pitching that can be anticip ated to
throw thc Astros right into the
thick of the National League' s
Western Division pennant fight
against Atlant a , Cincinnati , Los
Alleles, San Francisco and thc
expansion San Diego Padres.
With or without Clendenon.

Coleman s Curve Sets
Senators Foes On Ear

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Joe Coleman might have forgotten Ted Williams' theories on
the whys and wherefores of a
curve ball, but he's doing a
hangup job demonstrating its
effects.
Coleman, brightest young star
of Williams' Washington pitching staff , allowed two hits in six
innings Monday as the Senators
breezed to a 5-1 exhibition victory over the Atlanta Braves.

The 22-year-old right-hander
spent his early days at the Senators' Pompano Beach, Fla.,
training base trying to avoid Qie
skipper.
As a teen-ager, Coleman attended Williams' baseball camp
for boys in Massachusetts. Williams taught the youngster how
to throw Ihe curve ball, and why
it curved.
Coleman remembered the
how , but not the why, and when

Irwin Praxel became the
only Winona kegler in the top
ten of any of ihe divisions in
the Minnesota State bowling
championships last weekend.
Praxel smashed a 680 series
on games of 257-196-227 and
then added 38 pins handicap
for a 718 series that shot him
into third place in the singles
division. Several other big

scores were recorded by local
keglers in the tournament, but
none of them made the top
ten.

Praxel Slams
718; 3rd in
State Meet

North Stars'
Crowds Grow
Despite Skid

ST. PAUL Of) — The Minnesota North Stars play their last
home game ef the National
Hockey League season tonight.
The North Stars have been a
big box office success this season but have not matched that
success on the ice. The fifthplace Stars have been eliminated from the Stanley Cup playoffs.
Minnesota has drawn 479,368
fans in 37 games at the Metropolitan Sports Center, an average of 12,955 per game. They
drew 438,891 while finishing
fourth last season in their NHL
debut.
' This prompted Coach-General
Manager Wren Blair to call a
team meeting Monday.
"I think you have an obligation to these people," Blair told
the team, "to go out at home
with a winner. They've hacked
us tremendously well all season,
and this would be a good way
to show our appreciation."
The Stars play the last-place
Pittsburgh Penguins at 8:05
pm. They need one point in
their final three games to avert
a tie with Pittsburgh .
Minnesota winds up its season
at Oakland Saturday and Los
Angeles Sunday.
NEW ENGLAND FIGHT
NORTH ADAMS, Mass, (AP )
—Al Romano of North Adams,
the New England welterweight
champion and winner of his last
16 fights, will meet his top contender, Isidro Perez of Holyoke,
Mass., in a nontitle bout at
North Adams Armory April 5.

LEADING the local contingent in the doubles were Gene
Prenot and Joe Trimmer who
combined for a .'1,311 score.
Prenot shot a 586 and Trimmer a 593 to go with 132 pins
handicap.
Other top doubles scores
which were registered by the
Winona group included a 1,285
by Lee Besek (624 ) and Vic
Schewe (579); a 1,254 by Jim
Watkowski (570) aid Pete Polus ( 566) , and a 1,239 by Bob
fiogenson (599) and Bill Glowczewski (540).
Besek had the high series
in doubles, a 624, while high
single games in the doubles
event were recorded by Alfred
Cordes, 242; Marlin Bublitz,
237, and Bob Hogenspn, a 235,
In the team division The Wine
House, winner of the Winona
Athletic Club City Tournament
just recently completed, smashed a 3,058 which was just
short of the top ten.
ROCCO'S Pizza had a 3,049
and Hamerniks a 3,046. Bill
Glowczewski clipped a 225-615,
Duane Nelson 603, John Cierzan 602, and Lans Hamernik
a 602 for local honor counts
in the team category. High
single games included Ed Kohner's 225, Lans Hamernik's 225
and Cierzan's 224, John Bell
shot an errorless 193 triplicate
and Lee Besek an errorless
592. :
Behind Praxel's 718 singles
score, Duane Kosidowski registered a 223-211-208 — 642
scratch plus 43 pins handicap
for a 690. Other top doubles
scores were Mike Yahnke 667,
Marlow Kram 667, Roger Johnson 648 and Pete Polus 646.

Pro Basketball
NBA

Monday's Results
Regular Season Ends
Boston, 111, San Diego 107.
Cincinnati 115, Philadelphia lit.

ABA

Monday's Result
Houiton 121, Denver 115.
only game schedule*.
Today 's Games
Oakland at Dallas.
Denver at New Orlesns.
Indiana at Lot Angeles.
New York vs. Mlnntsota at Duluth.
Mliml it Kentucky,
Wednesday '! Games
Oakland al Houston.
Indiana at Los Angeles.
Only games schiduleH.

Cird of Thank*

Want Ads
Start Here

Williams arrived m Pompano
and greeted each Senator with a
NOTICB
barrage of questions, his former
This newspaper will be responsible
protege carefully skirted a con- for
only one Incorrect Insert ion of
any classified advertisement publishfrontation.
ed In the Went Ad section. Check
But he challenged the Braves your ad and call 3321 If a correction
.
Mfonday, and blanked them ex- must be made. .
cept for a fourth inning homer
ADS UNCALLED FOR—
by Hank Aaron before giving BLIND
A-M.
way to Dick Bosnian, who com- B-3, A. 12.
pleted a four-hitter. Mike Ep- KONTERand grateful thanks to all
stein and Tim Cullen led the Mythatsincere
showed me kindness while I was
Washington attack with two RBI sick at home and during my stay at
the hospital. A special thanks to Dr.
ajiece.
Herbert H«lse, the nurses, Rev. Paul
Rico Petrocelli hit a grand Nelson ind Msgr. Habiger.
Mrs. Art Konter
slam homer and delivered another run with a sacrifice fly- SPRINGER —
sincere and grateful thinks are exleading the Boston Red Sox past Our
tended to all our friends, nelshbors and
relatives
for all their various acts of
Pittsburgh 10-4. Ken Harrelson
kindness and messeges of sympathy
and George Scott also homered shown
ui during the loss of our FathWt especially thank Msgr. Klein,
for Boston; Al Oliver and Willie er.
Dr. Hughes, the Red Cross, the WatStargell for the Pirates.
kowski Funeral Home, those who senf
floral end mass offerings, the pallbearNate Oliver drove in three ers,
the Veterans of Foreign Wars and
runs with two doubles and a sin- those who sent food. God bless you all I
The Sprlncjer Family
gle and Bobby Murcer cracked
four singles, sending the New
In Memoriam
York Yankees to a 7-3 victory
over the New York Mets in a IN LOVING memory of my father. Rutben Bolde-rman, who passed away one
night game. Fritz Peterson year
ago today.
pitched five perfect innings for He Is gon>« but not forgotten.
Sa<tly missed ¦ by his Daughter ,
the Yanks before yielding one
. June "
run and three hits in the sixth.
The Yankees' B team bowed Personal j
7
to the Montreal Expos 6-1.
Two walks, third baseman CREDIT BUREAU of La Crosse-Winona
Inc, Is located at 100 Exchange Bldg.,
Mike Ferraro's error and Tony 51
E. 4th, Winona, Minn.
Horton's two-run single helped
DO YOU WANT a divorce . . . a diCleveland rally for five seventh vorce from a hum-drum life? Perk up
lite with an exciting color TV.
inning runs and a 5-3 victory your
Have the world's greatest entertainover Seattle.
ment at your fingertips with the aid of
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK PerSan Francisco cuffed San Die- 0sonal
Loan. See Dennis Cleveland for
go for three first-inning runs all pertinent details.
and coasted to a 5-3 victory over
your woolens now has a
¦the Padres , with' ' rookie Rich REPAIRINC
reason, they'll be ready to go come next
Robertson pitching six strong season, W. Betslnger, W E. 4th.
innings. Chicago's Ferguson BEST TASTE In town. CompareI Wed.
Barbecue ribs, potatoes, salJenkins also worked six innings Special:
ad, roll, butter , beverage. 90c. SIDEas the Cubs whipped Oakland 5- WALK CAFE, Miracle Mall.
2 on homers by Ernie Banks MEMO to Mo. 1 Daughter: Glad to see
you made Sun. St, Paul paper. Good
and Ron Santo.
luck to you In your new loblll Ray
Houston and Philadelphia Meyer,
I nnkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
played to a 2-2 deadlock washed SOMETHING NEW for your Saturday
out by rain after nine innings. night dancing at the Legion Club. It's
COUNTRY-WESTERN With Dick HanDoug Rader 's f o u r t h-inning son
and Country Walkers providing the
homer tied it for the Astros.
music . . . So make your plans,
Legionnaires,
for a good CountryThe Detroit-Chicago White Western Evening,
Sat. Night, March
Sox and St. Louis-Minnesota 29th. LEGION CLUB.
games were rained out.
FOR better cleaning, 1o keep colors

Exhibition Baseball

gleaming, use Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent electric shampooer SI. R. D.
Conn Co.

Monday's Results
EATING can be a bore, but never when
Washington I, Atlanta 1.
you are eating at RUTH'S RESTAUPhiladelphia 2, Houiton J, rain .
RANT, lifi E. 3rd St. From our dining
Boston 10, Pittsburgh 4.
room, looted In downtown Winona, you
SI. Louis vi, Minnesota/ rain.
can watch Interesting people pass by
Chicago, A, vs, Detro it, rsin.
as you enloy delicious tood, attractively
Montreal «, - New York, A, 1.
served ty our friendly staff . We art
New YorK, A, 7, Now York; N, .
I
conveniently close to shopping, bankSan Francisco 3, San Diego 1.
ing, business. Open 24 hou rs every day
Chicago, N, 5, Oakland 2.
except /Aon.
Cleveland 3, Seattle 3.
Wednesday 's Games
MOHAN TAX Service—State and Federal
Atlanta vs. Kansas City at west Palm
tax return
preparation.
Reasonable
Beach, Fla.
rotes, 306 Mankato. Evenings by apCincinnati vs. Mew York, N, it Tampa,
pointment. Tel. 6-2M7.
Fla. . .
Houston vs, Philadelphia al Clearwater, EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS? A lot of us
Fla. . . .
have them. Join us weekly. A self,
help group. Write Box 691.
Los Angeles vs. Minnesota at Vero
Beach, Fla.
. Wheelchairs — Trusses
Pittsburgh vs. Chicago, A, at B radonAbdominal & Back Supports
ton, Fla.
GOLT2 PHARMACY
St. Louis vs. Boston at St. Petersburg,
27J E Jrd
fel. 2J47
Fla.
Chicago, N, vs. Cleveland it ScottsDOES ONE ot your loved ones have a
dale, Arlr.
drinking problem? If so, contact tht
San Francisco vs. Seattle at Ttmpe,
Winona Alanon Family Croup. Write
Aril.
61M, W- 3rd.
Baltimora vs, Washington at Miami,
Fla.
California vs.
Oakland
at
Palm Transportation
8
Springs, Calif.
Detroit vs, Niw York, A, at LakeCAMPER COACH making expedition to
land, Fla.
Mexico. Need senior citizens or family
to share expense. Lodging furnished.
(First Pub, Tuesday, March ll, '1»9)
Tel. m7-<li7.
COUNTY
NOTICE
PROPOSALS SOLICITED
Auto Service, Repairing 10
Sealed bids will be received by the
County Auditor ot Winona Counly, Minnesota, In his office In the Court House
In the City ol Winona, Minnesota; up to
and Including the hour of 10:00 A.M. on
thc 8th day of April, 1969, tor the sale
of the following:
Lots 1, 2 and 3, Block 3, Burke's
Addition, Lewiston Village.
Bids must be accompanied by B certified check made payable lo Iho County
Auditor for 5". ol the amount ol tlie bid,
or a corporate bond In lavor of Winona
all makes
County In the amount ol l<;, ol the
amount of Iho bid.
The Counly Board reserves the right
to refect any par t or all bids presented,
/LOIS J. WICZEK,
Counly Auditor.

CyARK^g)

WE SERVICE
AUTO
AIR
CONDITIONING

C. PAUL VENABLES
110 Main St.

Tastewhat it does to a Sour.
A lot of people like Fleischmann's Preferred. For some,
,
it 's simply the smooth taste. For others,
*}
the 90 proof... and the value.
j -™^
For many people the important thing is
^Sm
l\^^HB
the Fleischmann name. (And that 's the kind
f watt^m
of confidence we've been building
ever since 1870.) ,
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Tel . 9200
MARK IV AUTO
Air Conditioning
SALES & SERVICE
Builnest Services

14

TREE TRIMMING and removal , also
stump removal. Insured for your protection. Earl's Tree Service , Rushlord.

Tel, tit-Utt.

TREE TRIMMING or treo removal, Expert work. Very cheap rales. Coll Douglas Moen. Tel. 8-5265 or write 523 Huff
St., Winona .
TREES, TREES, TR EES - trimming,
stump removal, spraying, etc. Free
estimates. Olong 's Tree Service, Winona. Tel. 8-3311
LENNOX HEATING SY STEMS
Oil - Gas -'Electric
Cseonlng - Rcpalrlna - Ports
QUALITY SHEET METAL WORKS
1151 E. «th
Tel . 6-44 W
STARK EXCAVATING «.
TIMBER DOZING
Rt, 3. Winona.
Tel , Witoka 2532

Painting, Decorating
WILL
free

DO Inside and outside
estimates. Tel. Jl 164.

20
painting,

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ROOFING AND roof repair, free estimates, Tel. Rolllngslono J6 .9-2733,
ARE YOU IN LOVE wilt, the bohyslltcr?
The permanent sitter Ihe kids call Mom?
Give her a hand wllh her lob by having us Install a convenient, durable.
fast, quiet, service-t ree stainless slcrl
In-Slrik.Erator Garbage Disposer . Moro
homemakers prefer In-Slnk-Erator than
any other disposer made .

Frank O'Laughlln

7(1

PLUMBING t, H f-A T I N G
E. .th
Tel. Wl

Jorxy 's Plumbing Service
en ». 4it»
rei VIM
WHY FIGHT IT? Replnco your tired
kllchen faucet .with a now easy-to-use
lino'e handle Moon, Tel, 2737 nowl

SANITARY

PLUMBING 8, HEATING
MS E. 3rd 81.
Tel. 373/

Telephone Your Want, Ads
to The Wlnonu Daily News
fJlENO-OWttlGKLY <801'llOOF • Mt*. GRAIN NEUTHM. tiPIIUTO • THC FLCIMHMANN OISTIIUNQ COUP.,N.Y.C.

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

fJL Winona Dally Nawi
W
Wlnono,Minn.
TUESDAY,MARCH 25, Wt

Male —Jobs of Inte rest— 27 Business Opportunities

SPECIAL AT CADY'S-4 easy chairs, 1 SHOP SHUMSKI'S for ceramic and elas- IP YOU ARE In th>» market for a farm K. NEW HOME In Buffalo City. Wis.,
or home, er are planning to sell real
close lo good huntlna anil fishing. Only
tic tile/ Cushion-Floor and vinyl linolesmall rocker, $5 ea.; large ^drawer
estate of any typo, contact NORTHERN
25-mlnute drlva to Wlnonj. Hera Is your
ums, fine Inlalds, scatter rugs, braid
double beds, 110 up. Locftesf, $25;
INVESTMENT COMPANY , Real Estate
opportunity Jo get a ttttne less than
ruei- Toom-Jlza nylon ru .s. floor wax,
cated on W. Sth.
WIS. AS.W Root Beer buslnesj on highly
formica,
Brokers,
Independence;
Wis.,
2 years -old at less then the cost to
counter
tops,
finoleum,
or
Eldon
wall
traveled Great River Road, acrosi from
carpet
remnanti,
W.
Berg,
Real
Estate
build. Contact us on this ' one before
carpet,
Salesman,
Aradheslves,
sectional;
busy park urea and near School. Ade- BEDROOM SET, 2-pc.; 2-PC
'/
¦
¦
¦,
-rel.
3rd,
cadia, Wis.
323-7350.
.
someone *u. s It. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
carpet runners. SHUMSKI'S, SS ¦W. ¦
refrigerator; gas stove; antique trunk;
quate parking, excellent building ond
' ¦ "'
1S9
Walnut St. T«t. B-43J5.
Tel.
8-3tt».
. .
coffee table; misc. Tel. 6221 Wed. and
equipment. Good volume. Terms by
_ _ _/
MODERN DAIRY FARM-Exeellent set ot
Thurs.
seller.
OWNER—(-bedroom
Colonial
farm
buildings,
Including
modern
BY
home,
65 *on 164 acres fertile , lend. Ava ilable horn, near schools,* WestDutch
Good Thing* to Eat
Central locaIF carpet beauty doesn't show, clean It
with
or
without/personal
l«rg»
living
room
tion. First floor,
property. Ownright and watch II glow. Use Blue RUSSET POTATOES, 20 lb.., Stci apples,
Durand, Wis.
er forced to sell because of health
with flr«iHc e, full dining re«>m, kitchLustre. Rent electric shampooer Jl.
Tel. (715) 4724224
JUS tu., oloba onion sets) flower and
Halverson Agency. Blair, Wis.
en, breakfast nook, sun room with carRobb Bros. Store.
vegetable seed. Winona Potato Market,
peting and drapes. Second floor, double40 AM MOVING-must sell all Studio Girl
bath, (arse walk-In closet, 3 bedrooms,
Money te Loan
135-ACRE dairy farm, 90 tillable, balance
center
h-all plan, carpeted. Full attic;
good
pasture;
Building
on
beautiful site
70
cosmetics on hand at loss but gain for Mutfea IMerchandise
among pines, on blacktop road. 4-bed- .aluminum windows, 2nd floor. Basement
you; also some apartment things. All
finished off. 1 bedroom, den, playroom,
room modern home. 5 minutes from
Ihls week, 224 W. 5th, Apt. 9.
Lewiston, 15 minutes from Winona.
laundry, tool room, 'A bath. Available
on any article ot value .
Price
$40,000,
410,000
July 1. *lel. &-2M1.
down.
Stettler
STORE
For All Makes
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN
ALMOST NEW Kenmore Classic top oven
Realtors,
Rt.
3.
¦ Rochester. Tel. 282Of Record Players
electric range, coppertone color, priced
403«. • ¦ . • - . . ¦
S.
IF YOU HAVE not looked at thli
42 to sell, owner transferred. Tel. 8-4988.
Dogs, Pets,Supplies
home don't waste any mora time. Just
160
ACRE
grade
A
dairy
call
us for an appointment to show you
farm,
heavy
soil
n. 111 E. 3rd
RUMMAGE 5ALE-4H Stubsn St. Clothand all modern buildings. Personal prothis 3-bedroom home. ABTS AGENCY,
PART GOLDEN Retriever puppies, J;
ing and dishes. All sizes, men's, womperty
available.
.
INC.,
SctinauLocated In Eleva-Strum
IS? Walnut St. T«l. S-4M5.
also purebred male miniature
en's and children's.
71 School District. Tel. 71S-287'4I6J.
Radios,Television
zer . Tel. .^003.
»
.
CHAISE LOUNGE, brass pull-down light,
FARM FOR SALE—320 acres, good set
JOHN'S RADIO & TV REPAIR
AKC REGISTERED Shetland sheep <10BJrecord player, magazine rack, sewing
of buildings, modern home, priced at
Service All Makes & Models
Trl-color »nd Sable, ready to ga. 3
machine, guitar, colthes dryer. 722
$18,000 for quick sate. Available ImmeTel,
La
Crescent
N5Installation
Complete Antenna
male, i females.
Wilson Sf.
diately. Halverson Agency, Blair, Wis.
Tel. 9732
4621.
7.1 E. 8th
RUMMAGE SALE-startlng Tues. afterFARMS - FARMS - FARMS
MASSIVE 31" champion sired IB mo.
noon and all day Wed. at 1442 W.
73
Sewing Machine*
MIDWEST REALTY CO,
Great Pyrenees dog (or practically nothBroadway. Clothing.
Tel.
4843
or
Osseo, Wis.
ing to excellent home.
Tel. Office 597-3659
write 406 E. Bellevlew .
30-GAL. gas hoi water healer, large oil BIG SELECTION of used machines, both
Res. 695-3157
heating stove, rollaway bed, cash regcabinet and portable, ill) & up. WINOWe buy, we sell, we trade.
43 ister, 3M copy machine. Tel. 7108 or NA SEWING CO., 913 W. .th St.
Horses, Cattle,Stock
8-2453.
PIGS, 100 Yorkshlre-Duroc cross, a very
99
77 Houses for Sale
Typewriter*
nlco lot. Also a John Deer* Model 40 PLANNIMG TO jBE married? We can save
you money! Floor samples snd used
with powtrtrol. Jack Fitzgerald, Waappliances greatly reduced. Come and TYPEWRITERS and adding machines tor EAST FIFTH — .. Modern 2-famlly . house
basha, Minn. 545-4144.
with large garage, 20x40. Rent terms
see them. FRANK LILLA *. SONS, 741
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
to reliable party, c. SHANK, 552 E. 3rd,
E. 8lh. Open evenings.
Stirn,
BOAR—Edwin
PUREBRED DUROC
delivery. See us for all your office sup
piles, desks, files or office chairs
Cochrane, Wis. Tel. _ 48-_370.
10' OF WALL and base Geneva metal
TWO
BEDROOMS, large living' room and
LUNB TYPEWRIT ER CO., Tel. 5253
kitchen cabinets with 60" stainless steef
kllchen.. Carpeted. 1205 W. 4th St. Tel.
SPRINGING HOLSTEIN hellers, 7. Norhome,
double
sink
.
Also
free
for
good
man Kopperud, Rushlord, Minn. Tel.
78 .2188 for appointment.
female Spaniel dog and puppy. Tel. Vacuum Cleaner*
. 864-9327.
8-1901. ..
U. HOW CAN YOU go Wrong when you
have someone helping you make your
BULLS FOR SALE—Serviceable age. ConWE REPAIR all makes and models. Disreal estate payments? See us abou t this
tact John Albrecht , Lamoille. Tel. 643- JUST ARRIVED! Upholstery fabric, 54"
posable bags for most cleaners. Hoover
•
wide,
wovens
and
prints.
$7.19
yd.
Income property recently put on fhe
vacuum cleaners. Sates and Service
2131.
$2.19 yd. Spurgeon's.
market. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 1J9 WalAREA SEWING MACHINE CO., 129 E.
nut St. Tel. 8-<365.
PUREBRED SPOTTED boars lor heavy
3rd. Tel. 6474.
service. Contact Gary Smlkrud al CARPETS 8 fright? Make them a beaulilul sight with Blue Lustre, Rent elecGalesville or Tel. 582-2455.
Wanted to Buy
81 ACTION REALTY—selling or buying a
tric shampooer $1. H. Choate A Co.
home? For courteous, helpful and efCHESTER WHITE crossbred stock hogs,
fective service, Tel. 4115.
RUMMAGE
SALE—Tues.
&
Wed.,
March
George Schleck & Sons, Altura, Winn,
TWO-TON TRUCK with flatbed wanted.
25-26, Used and some new. Make us an
Tel. Plainview 534-2293.
Tel. 4B7-7133 evenings. Fountain City, EAST LOCATION
— 4-room house. New
offer. We must clear our basement beWis. .
roof, furnace, basement, hoi water heatthe
flood.
Furniture;
tools
.
and
iore
litter
to
tar.
BROOD S0WS-2nd and 3rd
er. Full lot. Tel. 8-3429.
hardware ; hospital beds; sinks and BABY RABBITS wanted. Tel. 4353, 9 to
row soon. Herb McNamer, Houston,
< . stoolsi dishes and baby buggy; books
Minn. Tel. 896-3153.
i weekdays.
FOR SALE OR TRADE, good selection ol
and lamps; damaged dosser tops; rug
new homes In Pickwick, near the
pads and stair rugs; trunks and fans. WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
FEEDER PIGS, $16. Kermit¦ Oldre. Tel,
school; For appointment Tel. La Cres¦
"
.:
¦
•
¦
Lawrenz
Furniture
Basement,
..
Witoka 5310.
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
cent 895-2106 or for no toll charge from
metals and raw fur.
Winona
Tel.
Rollingstone 8689-2785
boxsprlng
and
mattress.
Westgate
TV's,
POLLED HEREFORD bulls, 2-year-olds
Closed Satu rday*
CORNFORTH REALTY.
¦Mold.
and yearlings. John Klnneberg. RushTel.
20»
222 W. 2nd
lord. Tel. S64-7128.
USED REFRIGERATORS, ranges, wash:
FOR PROMPT Real Estate sales contact :
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
ors, portable TVs art humidifiers. All
COMPLETE WESTERN STORE. Saddles,
for scrap Iron, metals, raos, hides,
guaranteed.
B
&
B
ELECTRIC,
155
E.
bridlesj
Western and English! halters)
raw furs and wooll
3rd.
bits; saddle blankets) collar pads, all
175 Lafayette
Tel. .5240 or 4400 after hours.
iliesr hoot oil) leather oil) cow halters.
BARGAIN
PRICES
.
.
Motorola
Color
training,
shoebreaking,
Also boerdtng,
INCORPORATED
TV In crate We service all makes:
ing and horses lor sale. Bob Przybylskl,
450 W. 3rd
Tel. 5847
SCHNEIDER SALES CO, Tel. 7354.
East Burns Valley Road Tel. 3857

PARTTIME WAITRESS, full-tlms during
summer monlhs. Apply S.S. Kresgs Co.
MATURE LADY for babysitting, Franklin St. area. 2:30 p.m. to 11. Tel. 3719
after 5:30.
WAITRESS-pert-tlme and full-time. Taylor's Truck Stop , Wabasha, Minn.
WAITRESS WANTED—Apply In person
alter A. Plus Hut, 1630 Service Crlve,
DAY WAITRESS-3 er 6 days a
Apply Steak Shop.

week

WANTED GIRLor woman to live In, light
housekeeping duties, board, room, pay
Tel. J622.
BEAUTICIANS ATTENTION We have
an opening. Top wages, paid., vacation.
Styling ability required for select clientele. Tel. 4381.

FIBERITE
CORPORATION
501 W. 3rd St.
Winona , Minn.

needs
WOMEN for general
production work,
3 p.m. to 11 p.m. shift open.
Steady year-around work.
Apply in person—
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

CAREER IN
GRAPHIC ARTS
-Fulltime WorkHere is an opportunity for
single or marned people to
work in the music field. We
will train inexperienced
people with a music background, to work in the Art
Department.

Experienced
Typist Needed

New Office, paid vacation,
group: Insurance, sick leave
plus other benefits.
Apply in Person to:
MR' . WAGNER

¦ "' " ¦
: ' ..( ' : /

"
. at

'

Hal Leonard /v\usic
or Tel. 8-2921 ext. 67

CAREER
WOMAN
Unlimited opportunity as
cosmetic assistant in expanding international cosmetic company. No travel.

QUALIFICATIONS
Cosmetic sales or cosmetology background. Typing.
Detail oriented . Writing and
speaking ability helpful.

__ © —

Excellent fringe benefit program. Write B-19 Daily
News.
Male —Jobs of Interest— 27
CUSTODIAN WANTED — married, day
work. Insurance, uniforms, other benefits. Write B-21 Dally News,
MARRIED MAN for farm work. Modern
house on separate term. Tel. Peterson,
Minn. 875-5715.
PULL-TIME EMPLOYEES wanted. Apply
Diamond Huller, 3rd & Hllbert.

• Liberal Pension Plan
• Life & Health Insurance
• Profit Sharing
• Paid Vacation
• Sick Leave
• Discounts
Good Starting Salary
All applications held in
strict confidence.

Quick Money . . .

Tfeiup©

LARGE LOT

MIRACLE MALL

PRESTIGF
SALES
Would you like a prestige
business of your own without capital investment? A
compact territory where
you wouldn't be nway from
home over night,
Wo are looking for an ambltloii o young man to counsel with and advise businessnnen on a mucli-needed
service. Guaranteed salary
plus commission, Excellent
trnlniiifi progra m -at large
Midwest university in company home office and on
the job . Generous benefits
and pension plan. Management opportunities .
Minimum earnings first
year $9,000 but average
earnings fi rst year much
higher than this, Possible
to earn over $M, nO0 first
yenr and then build up.
For a confidential interview
Phono Ron Croonc
Holiday Inn , Winonn
Tel. M M
Tues., Thurs,, Frl.
between 5-0 p.m .

lli :

UNITED BUILDING
CENTERS
IN WINONA

TR-IM AND NEAT

Two to three bedroom home
with garage. Newly carpeted living room with fireplace. Vh. baths. Good size
kitchen. Very nice full
basement . Ample closets.

WISHES TO EMPLOY A

MANAGER
TRAINEE

INCOME PROPERTY

IMMEDIATELY.
No experience necessary.
We will train. Applicants
should be high school graduates. A person in this
position is expected to develop and advance to the
position of MANAGER ,
somewhere in the UBC organization within a relatively short period of time . One
of the best fringe benefit
plans in the industry.
Contact:
E. H. PEARSON

Moderately priced , apartment building. Room for
three families. Two and
t h r ee bedrooms. Living
room, kitchen and bath in
each apartment. Double garage .

Sam Weisman & Sons

REGISTERED QUARTER horse stallion, MAYTAG DRYER-gas, electronic controls, like new condition. $150 value,
chestnut, excellent pedigree; also Palobest oiler. Tel. 8-5315 after 6 p.m. to
mino stallion, 4 while socks; also black
see.
mare bred to Arabian due In April.
All broke to ride; also Arabian and
Tennessee Walker stud service, Tel, PRE-SEASON Golf Special! MaeGregor
Ruth Jessen Irons, 8-pc. set, 3 thru 9,
B-1273 or write Daniel Brommerich, Rl.
plus fHllter. Regularly J79.95, now
1, Winona.
$49.95. FREE, 1 doz. golf balls with
Purchase BAMBENEK'S, 9lh & Mankato.
Help—Male or Female
28
¦ *
• .'
PRETTY "TUFF"
100CC
$8.95
TEEN-AGERS say "tuft" when they
EXPERIENCED FARM couple wanted on
mean terrific . . . and terrific Is the
modern ranch. Private living quarters,
word your teenager will be using whf.n
year around job. H. T. Becker), KillAnimal Heallh Center
she sees the lovely dress fabrics at
deer. North Dakota.
Downtown & Miracle Mall
the CINDERELLA SHOPPES, 9th &
Mankato or 62 W. 3rd.
GARDENING AND landscaping work. Inquire
Westgate
Gardens
afternoons.
No
Eggs,
Supplies
44
Poultry,
¦¦'
GIVE
YOUR HOME new heart, In one
phone calls.
operation.
Transfuse
sunshine
and
DEKALB CHICKS, Skyline Strain Cross,
wa rm breezes Into It with Elliott's
California White, white LeohornJ, dr
Super
Satin
Lalex
Paint,
the
superior
Meat Type Beefers baby chicks. Place
finish for walls and woodwork. You will
your order now and get the hatch date
be amazed how It covers most surfaces
you want. Our Winona ottlco will be
In one coat and Is so easy to apply.
open starting Mon., Feb. 17. SPELTZ
Rollers, brushes, pans and hands cleon
CHICK HATCHERY, Rollingstone, Minn.
up
with water . Pick a perky pastel at
Tel. 489-2311. No toll charge from Wiyour
nona or Witoka.

UNITED BUILDING
CENTERS
75 Kansas St.
Winona , Minn.

ARMIDEXAN
Iron For Pigs

TED MAIER DRUGS

Are You Looking
For Work With
a Prog ressive
Company?

Wanted—Livestock

Knitcraft
Corporation Is
Now Hiring

Farm Implements

Knitting Machine
Operators

TWO JOHN DEERE 40 494A planters; 1
John Deere 246 3-polnt, all hava fertilizers and robber press wheels. Ilka new.
IHC loader; want Ford loader- Wallace
Peterson, Rt. 3, New Ulm. Tel. 507'
246-4596. .
-

Maintenance Men
Looping Machine
Operators

DELAVAL MILKING equipment, wash
tanks, pipeline milkers, anything for
the milk house. Ray Speltz & Son, Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 2953 or 2112:

APPLY AT ONCE AT:

HOMELITE
Chain Saws 8. Yard Trac Mowers
Special Prices—Specialized Service
POWER MAINTENANCE 4 SUPPLY CO.
2nd 8, Johnson
Tel. 5455

Minnesota State
Employment Service
163 Walnut Street
Winona , Minnesota

Situations Wanted—Fem. 29
WILL DO BABYSITTING In my home.
Tel. 3093.

37

BOB

|w£tfo*fc
I li REALTOR r

§120 cenrER» Teu.2349 1
Well located neighborhood
grocery store , ideal spot for
family operation.
Village store with post office , established growing
trade. Three bedrooms, living quarters , nil in good
condition. Ask for particulars.
Building suitable for scr*vlce
business plus a very nice
three-bertroom homo next
door. Ask for details.
Downtown business location , corner on Third , good
traffic , excellent for car
wash or service business.
New comm ercial building
64x50 approximately, afiOO
square feet on large lot
200x175. Next to four-lane
highway,

AFTER HOURS CALL:
Laura risk
21 |B
Myles I'otcrnon
<O0?
Laura S/ilka
, ;<12_

BOB

w £«fo*fc
1 l! REALTOR

1120 CENTER-TCl.2349

MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intakes, hose
parts, storage cabinets.
Ed's Refrigeration 8. Dairy Supplies
555 E. «th
Tel. 5532

Hay, Grain, Feed

50

ABOUT 800 square bales of mixed hay,
35c per bale. If one party takes all will
sell tor 30c per bale. Levi Loesel, Rt. 1,
Alma, Wis. Tel. Gilmanton 946-3849.
HAY FOR SALE-quallty Alfalfa. Glen
Grolh, Witoka , Tel. 80-2232,
FIRST AND second crop hay, delivered )
also straw. Eugene Lehnertz; Kellogg
Tel. Plainview 534-1763 .
SEED OAT S—Portal grown Irom registered iced, Holden grown front certified
seed, Slate tested No. 4068 and 4069
for [termination. 98% on both varieties.
Bin run. Reasonable . Allen Peterson ,
Lewiston, Minn . Tel. 5764.

Seeds, Nursery Stock

SCARE-A-WAY

HAV E n few M3 L.P. guns on hand at
1968 price, be first bolore 1949 price
rise, Will bo here Fridays al I day. Coll
or wrlle Schnlfner's, 603 Grand St .,
Wlnono, Allnn. Tel. 5040.

Articles for Sola

147 Center St.

FOR PROFESSIONAL RESULTS
praiT A BISSELLELECTRIC
IRUG SHAMPOOER
- $100 . ¦:. . '¦
I PER DAY

REN

With Purchase of Bissell Rug Shampoo

eisselj

Freezers & Refrigerators

IT costs no more to own a Gibson, Come
In and oat our prices. WINONA FIRE
8. POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. T«l. 5065 .

BOLENS

Farm & Garden Equ ipment
Large display on the floor.
Hydrostatic and Gas Drive.
Tractors in 0 models and
sixes. Many attitclmcnts
available for
ALL MODELS

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
Hwy. 14-61 E . Winona

D A I L Y N EW S
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

to The Winona Du lly News
Dial .1321 for an A<1 Taker

Rooms Without Meals

86

CENTRALLY LOCATED-sleepIng room
for gentleman only, separate entrance,
close to WSC. Tel. 6479.
ROOfAS FOR MEN, with or without
housekeeping privileges. . No day sleep
ers. Tel. 4859.

Apartments, Flats

90

ONE-BEDROOM apartment .separate en^
trance, sfove, refrigerator and heat Included. $85. Tel. 6-2069 after 5.
HEATED 2-bedroom apartment, private
entrance, available soon, centrally located, close to town and schools. SI
W, 7th.
ONE-BEDROOM apartment at 103 W.
7th. $100 rent. Contact Albert Theis .
Tel. 8-5376.
SPACIOUS 3 bedrooms, carpeted living
arid dining rooms; utility area ano'
porch, heated, centrally located, available April 1. Tel. 7542.
SUGAR LOAF APARTMENTS—deluxe Ibedroom, on busline, available April 1
Tel. 8-3776.

Apartments, Furnished

91

VERY DESIRABLE spacious well furnished apt. 264 VV. Wabasha.
HEATED 3 rooms and bath, 2nd lloor,
downtown, private
entrance. Couple
preferred. Tel. Dakota 643-6829.
WORKING LADY preferred, 2 blocks to
downtown. Tel. 7633.
THREE ROOMS, with bath. Centrally located. Available Apr. 1; Tel. 3580.
FURNISHED ROOMS with kitchen privileges, for college or working girls. 221
E. 4th Tel. 7033.

HRENTtSAVE%
Batntuum ciwijgr

Business Places for Rent 92

KEN'S HARDWARE
Westgate

CONVENIENT downtown of/Ice and store
spaces.

Stirneman-Selover Co.
52'A E . 3rd
Tel. illii, 4ZAT or 2349

CONCERNED
ABOUT THE
FLOOD?

Farm* for Rent

See the complete line of
HOMELITE p u m p s and
generators at

93

BUILDINGS, good house, barn with stanchions, barn cleaner, milk house, pens,
silo, loafing shed, pasture for 70 head,
some hay ground. Curtis Persons, ' St.
Charles, Minn.

House* for Rent

95

LARGE 2-bedroom 12x60' mobile home
for rent. Tel. Winona 6970 or Fountain
Clly 8687-3666.

Earl's Tree Service ,
COZY BRICK home, sparkling new InInc.
side, Hi baths. Adults. Tel. 4007 weekRushford , Minn .
We carry most of these
units in stock . Pump sizes
Vfe in. - 3 in. High Volume
and diaphragm . Also submersible pumps.

63

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enloy
the comfort ol automatic personal care,
Keep full servlca - complete burner
care. Budget service. Order today
from JOSWICK FUEL & OIL CO, vol
E, 8lh. Tel. 33B9.

57 Furn., Rugs,Linoleum

Telephone Your Want Ads

I

PAINT DEPOT

53 Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
WILL OB TAKEM

Sales floor plus apartment
on East Broadway, good
location , good condition.

I I

48

JOHN DEERE 8* field cultivator, excellent condition. Myron Mueller, Alma,
Wis.

Knitting Machine
Mechanic Trainees

1 A

46

LEWISTO N LIVESTOCK MARKET
A REAL GOOD auction market for your
livestock . Dairy cattle on hand all
week. Livestock bought every day.
Trucks available. Sale, Thurs., 1 p.m.
Tel. Lewiston • 2467 or Winona 7814

WORK WANTED a* a handymen. LIkej
to tlx things. 23 yeora old, single; also
have radio and TV service diploma.
Paul Schultz, Rt, 2, Box 123A, Areadie, Wis. , 5«I2.

Montgomery Ward

Very fine , two-bedroom
home with garage. Excellent location . Lots of trees.
Carpeted living room and
dining room . Full bath.
Lovely kitchen.

MIRACLE MALL
Winona^ Minn .

Business Opportunities

Q

WhJmSMiml^lu i 'm

Department

40 hour week, paid vacations, paid holidays, profitsharing, retirement plan ,
employe discounts.

NEEDLES

W/J^^^^lwIfM^m

Apply

Situations Wanted—Male 30

Needed at Once

FINAL

Hardt's Music Store

Salesmen &
Manager Tra inees

Heit Realty, Inc.

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES

109

99 Uted Cin

98 Houses for SaU

eervlca »t«tlon.
FOR LEASE — 1-bay
¦
Tel. 47a.

SWEPCO DEALERS CHOOSE THEIR
OWN WORKING HOURS and earn substantial Incomes. No Investment required for mature man to contact customof
I
n
t
.
—
Female
—26 ers • In Winona area. Air ' .mall O. 5,
Job*
¦Olckerson, Pres., Southwestern Petroleum Corp., Ft. World, Texas 74101.
PART-TIME DENTAL assistant wanted,
; afternoons only. Send resume ol education and experience to B-23 Dally News .
MAIDS WANTED—Tel. 8-1518.

Farm*,Land for Sal*

37

64

USED FURNITURE clearance . Metal or
wood .-piece kitchen sets, SIS; wood
dlnolte tables, si . BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd 8, Franklin. Open
Wed, and Frl. eveni ngs . Park behind
the store.
ONE GROUP tablo lamps. Re .ularly
$11.95 to J10.95. Now, your choice, «.«.
I10RZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE ,
302
Mankato Ave.

days 'til 5:30.

Wanted to Rent

96

FOUR-BEDROOM modern farm houst or
will buy farm with modern home. Write
B-l4 Dally News.

Frank West Agency
¦. .The , . \

Gordon Agency, Inc.
REALTORS

MADISON SCHOOL
DISTRICT
Three or four bedroom
home. Large living room
with nice kitchen. Panelled
recreation room in basement. Den or bedroom on
1st floor . Three bedrooms
up with utility room . . Double garage. Realistically
priced.
' ¦',
WEST BROADWAY
Lovely draped living and
dining room. Outstanding
kitchen with eating bar and
built-in dishwasher; refrigerator pnd deep freeze . Den
or bedroom with full bath
on 1st floor. Three bedrooms up with bath. Summer picnic house. Double
garage. Truly a status home
under $23,000.00.
INCOME PROPERTY
Centrally located . Will net
you better than 10% on your
investment. C o m bination
living -' dining room with
fireplace. Two bedrooms
with Vt bath down . Upstairs
apartment has 3 or 4 bedrooms with full bath, Double
garage. Under $20,000.
ESTABLISHED
RESTAURANT
Grossing over. $40,000 yearly. Outstanding location . If
you want a going business
of your own don't pass this
one up. Call us for all of
the details.
HELP
We need two,
four bedroom
needy buyers.
property where
Is."

THE

WANTED TO RENT—about 250 to 350
square feel of first floor storage room
for poultry coops ond live poultry. Tel.

GORDON
AGENCY

-nnl

Bus Property for Sale

97
102-1O3

BUILDING
FOR SALE

Bldg.
® Exchange
V/lnona

1,000 square feet ot terrific building
Ideally suited for light monulocturlng
business. Beautiful olflcea. Good park
Ing and room for expansion , For do
tailed Informallon or lo Inspect, Tel
Jim Soderberg, 4115 or 6-1961.

Farm* , Land for Sale

three and
homes for
List your
the "Action

98

WISE INVESTMENT
With today's housing shortage, you would be wise to
investigate the possibilities
of turning this sturdy, brick
building into modern apartments for rent. Presently
has one very nice, twobedroom apartment with
living room, kitchen and
bath.

Residence Phores*. After 5
E. J. Hartert ..... 3973
Bill Ziebell ....... 4854
Mary Lauer ...... 4523
Charles E. Merkel — Realtor;

wF ^Mw ^milW ^M

UMmSiM^^^
Tel. 8-5141

601 Main

100

Lots for Sale

HOMESITE— % acre on Lohse Drive In
West Burns Valley. Tel. 8-3181.

Wanted—Real Estate

102

WANT TO BUY 3 or 4-bedroom house
by June, westend preferred. Write 8-22
Dally News.
LISTING WANfED of 2 or 3-bedroom
homes, also Income properly. See
Hank Olson, 900 E, 7th. Tel. 2017.

OLDER
3 or 4 "bedroom
home
that heeds remodeling.
Must be cheap !
Write B-20 Daily News.
Boaffs, Motors,Etc .

106

LAURAL FIBERGLASS 16' runeboul, 75
h.p. Johnson eledromatlc motor with
top and cover, complete with trailer.
Ray Bluske, Bluske's Super Market,
Blair, Wis. Tel. W-AIA1.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

S07

HONDA—l?o5 Trail 90, 2,000 miles. In
good runnlno condition. $175. Tel. RollInastone 689-2115 alter 3 p.m.

RUPP mlnl-blkes, new and used. Tel .
7114,
Motorcycles New «¦ Used
Complete Parts & Service
Winona — La Crosse — Eau Clair*
ROBB MOTORS, INC.

Trucks,Tract's Trailers 108
DODGE—1963 '.i-ton, V-8, A-spted, big
box, new paint, roal nice. Tel. 8687-6911.
CHEVR0LET-1969 Vj-lon pickup. Excellent camper truck, low mileage. Allen
Sylla. Tel. Arcadia 353-7233 daytime or
323-3P3J.
ONE-TON 1960 Chevrolet truck, dual
wheels, grain box. Kellogg Lumber
Company, K BJIODS, Allnn.

Used Cars

109

FORD—1963 Galaxie 500 4-door , V-6,
standard
transmission,
radio.
New
clutch, snow Ures and batlory. Tel.
70 DA.

We're NOT a Furniture Store!!
We 're a Music Store . . .

JI0-ACRE beef and hoo f<"Tn located close
to Winona . Contact ALVIN KOHNER,
Rt. 3, Wlnono. 7el. 4980.

and Interested FIRST in

THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE

SOUND REPRODUCTION

FREE

That is why wc sell only the finest sound! equipment
money can buy. Because of famous makes like

INCLUDING THE SERVICES OF THE
MINNESOTA STATE EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

FISHER
SONY
MARANTZ
SHERWOOD
GARRARD

f t WHARFEDALE
f t JBL
f t DUAL
f t DYNA
f t ELECTRO-VOICE

AND MANY OTHERS

Draftsman to $2.93/hr.
Manager Trainee to $9500/ycnr
Stenographer to $325
Tool Clerk
Key Punch Operator to $2I)5/montli
Lnborers to ^Whr.
Maintenance mon to $2.50/hr.
Laboratory Tester $2.17/hr.
Tiro repairman $l,90/lir.
Cooks
Kitchen Helpers
Assemblers to $2.00;hr .

We can custom assemble a component outfit for any
Acoustics, tastes or pockctbook.
HEAR IT ALL
AT

dial rimmahiLTMJUAIJL

Apply At Once At:
103 Walnut Street
Winona , Minnesota 55087
'
.

&
ft
ft
ft
ft

04 E. 2nd

Tel. 0-2021

Winona 's Complete Stereo Component Ilcudqunrtors
.

OWL
MOTOR
CO.
All Used
Cars
MUST BE
SOLD
Before Tousley
Ford
Takes Over

April 1st!

HURRY !
Get a Bargain
On a

GOOD USED
CAR

NOW!

r GRAFFITI

DENNIS THE MENACE

109

Used Cart

by Leary

Auction Sales

1

FORD-1969 V-8. 302 cubic Inch Mustang,
automatic tr««smlsslon, radio, heater,
buekit seats, hood scoop, dust iW* mirrors, whitewall tires, dark W«J». Reaion for lalllna, my employer la furnishing car. Jan Pearson, Alms, Wis. Ttl.
685-4857 altar 4:30 p.m.

'

MAR. 29—Sal. 11:30 a.m. VA miles W. ol
Douglas. Minn., on Olmsted Co, No.
14, Melvin & Albert Bickneei, owners ;
Brusk* & Oathli, aucllonienr Thorp
Salts Corp., clerk.

MAR. 2r—Sal. 1 p.m. 5 miles N. of Blac*
River Falls, Wis. on Hwy. 12. then 1
mlla W. Alex Roskcs, owner! Alvln1
Kodner. auct ioneer) Norihern Inv, Co.:

TRADE UP
NOW

Used Car*

, ' . .l!,

SELECTVALU-RATED
USED CARS

109

LEAVING FOR SERVICE-ISM
let Super Sport hardtop, lloor
327 motor put In this winter,
haust system. Tel , Teylor, Wis.

Chevroconsole,
new ex6M-3273.

MERCURY—1947 Cougar hardtop, auto,
malic, reasonable. Tal. Rushlord til
7617 or contact Allca Bakkum, Rush
ford.

;

Inspect these SHARP .
looking cars.
DO IT TODAY

CHEVROLET—1944 Bel Air, automatic, B,
power steering, power brakes. Hi
Chestnut.
.»

—

1965 PONTIAC
Tempest

STATION WAGON
Black in color with grey
cloth and vij iyl interior, V-8
engine, automatic transmission, radio, power steering.
This 6 passenger Wagon ia
LOCALLY OWNED

*k IVANTSro, mm IF n£,,AILT?I6HT K>
CM.///M 'PAPaME|^^

WALZ
¦

i

*%

J£_

I To be held at the Wehrenberg Farm in Cook's Valley I
i on County Road L8, 2 miles W. of Kellogg, Minn.¦¦ Watch
¦¦
|

I

Buick - Olds •- GMC
Open Friday Nights

Auction Sales

x . / - -} r ";fy

¦

Auction Sales

¦¦

'

¦

¦

' ¦ :¦

MAR. 57—Thurs. 11:30 a.m. 8 miles E. of MAR. 28-Frl. 11 a.m. 5 miles N.W. of
Lewiston. William Benck, owner; Alvin
Osseo. Dick Voss, owner; Zeck 8, Heike,
Kohner, auctioneer; Altura Stale Bank,
auctioneers; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
. clerk.
miles
E.
of
MAR. 27—Thurs. 12 noon. 3
West Salem, Wis. on U.S. U and 2
_
miles N. off U.S, 16 on County Trunk MAR. 28-Frl, 11:30 a.m. 4'/ miles S.W.
of Bloomer, Ora E. Hetchler, owner;
D, Adams Valley. Walter Melnklng,
Zeck
8,
Heike,
auctioneers;
Northern
owner; Schroeder t, Miller, auctioneers;
Inv. Co., clerk.
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

LIKE NEW

,. .

for arrows.

Jj .

Saturday^ MarcB. 29 ' j

MAR. 31-Mon. 10:30 a.m. 2 miles N. ot
Cadott on Hwy. 27, then 1/10 mile E.
Joe Brick, owner; Zeck, Heike, SzataMAR .«—Sat. 12 noon. 9 miles N.C. olI
lowlci, auctioneers; Northern Inv. Co.,
Rochester, Minn, on Olmsted County,
clerk.
Read. Burdelte & Helen Wohlfell, ownersi Loos & Montgomery, auctioneers;
A.t^u.u ^v«^l# rlar\*
MAR. 31-Mon. 11:30 a.m. » mile S. ol
City limits of Galesville off Hwy. 53.
Miles McKeoth, owner; Alvln Kohner,
MAR. jo-Sat. 12:30 p.m. 1 mile W . olI
Auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
Nodlna or 2 miles N,E. ol New Hartfori. Stanley Sperbeek, owner; Freddie
' APRIL 1-Tu«s. 12:30. 3'A miles S. and
Frlckson, Auctioneer)
Norihern Inv
IVi miles W, of Lewiston. Ralph Dreher,
Co,, dark.
owner;
Alvln
Kohner,
auctioneer;
Northern Inv. .Co., clerk.
MAR. 29-Set. 1 p.m. In Cook's Valley
on County Road 18, 2 miles W. ol Kel-• APRIL 1-Tues. 11 a.m. I'/J miles N. of
IOSB, Minn. Mrs. Paula Wehrenbero,
Peterson, Rudolph Boyum Estate; Boyowner; Peters & Miller, auctioneers;
um & Naber, auctioneers; Northerfl-lnv.
First Slate Bank, Wabasha, clerk.
Co., clerk.

35

H^SSsS^S^^'^n%<s^'.^K5itStf^5S^S^
V-/
C$McNiuiM Syndlcttt, Inc.

! AUCTION 1

J

MAR . 31-Mon. l p.m. 2 mils* N. of
Houston, on Hwy. 7_. Roland Oubbs,
owner; Freddla Frlckson, auctioneer;
Norihern Inv. Co., clsrk.

tlettt.

to One Of These
Late Model

^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^

Auction Sain '

: I

- FARM

I

MAR. 79—Sat. 11 a.m. 7 miles N. olI MAR. 79—Sat. V a .m. _ '/_ miles S.E. o(
La Cross* on Hwys. M & 61 and 1
Mabal, AAlnn., on Hwy. « then V. .
mile S. off 14 & <1 on Justin Road to
mil* W. ot Tawney School House, Herfarm.
Daniel Roesler, owner; Russell
bert D. Gunderson, owner; Knudsen 8,
Schroeder, auctioneer;. Nrothern Inv.
auctioneers; Thorp Sale;.
Erickson,
Co.,
clerk.
Corp., clerk.

CHEVROLET — 1«0, 301" cam, solids,
pistons, etc. Oreen with hood bubble,
custom paint, chroma wheals, wide
ovals, stock car tires, Hurst T-handle,
tach and gauges. Tal, iAtl alter s or
see al 751 W. *M>.

JKyWtSSf JMBIBI

Winona Dally Newt L
I
.
Winona, Minn.
'D
TUESDAY,MARCH 25, 1.69

.I
Beginning at 1¦ p;m. ¦ Sharp.
1
¦' ¦ • ¦' ¦' •
' ¦ ¦ ¦ '¦
I
i
|Sheep, 38 ewes, some with lambs at side. 3 yearling , P
, |
ewes, 2 bucks. 8 ft. McCormick Deering drill with grass |
i seeder on rubber . Mpls. Moline U-l seu propelled com- p
1 bine, 9 ft. cut in good condition ; Mpls. Moline U-l self #
I propelled combine, 9 ft. cut with picker-sheller for parts; §
I Mpls. Moline loader, fits almost any tractor. Brand new- i
I 5 section Lindsay drag on rubber transports with folding: i
i drawbar, like new. Cunningham hay conditioner. Minne- jf
apolis Moline manure spreader, rebuilt . John Deere croj> %
|
1 sprayer with booms. Like tnew. McCormick Deerlng |
|
i p3ow, 3-16 bottom, on rubber. Moorman's teed mixer, L M
I ton. Two wheel trailer ; set of tractor chains, new, to fit 1
mwmmmmmmms
¦
^^msM^^^^^m^^^^s^^^m^^s^^^
10-36 or 11-38 tires. 1500 to 2000 bales of hay. About half 1
w, I good
P ' ¦ ' '¦
horse hay. About 800 bu. of 1967 corn 100 bu. of i
p . Mr. McKeeth has sold his farm and livestock and offers m 1
1 *3 1S68 corn. 300 bn. of oats, more or less. Farm tools and; i
i a good line of up to date machinery at public
miscellaneous articles.
1
USUAL BANK TERMS:
|
MRS. PAULA WEHRENBERG, OWNER
|
I
I
^
iNVESTMEiff
Auctioneers: Harold Peters, Kellogg, Lie. 18,
i
cy
iI Jim NORTHERN
Charles Miller, Wabasha , Lie. 16
I
Clerk : First State Bank of Wabasha , Wabasha , Minn .
1
\
!
V. mile South of city limits of Galesville off Highway
j|
|
;
i

:
;

j

|
I
•

I
1

MoBda^ March 31
Sale starts at 11:30 A.M. SHARP.
Lunch will be served .

.
AUCTION
.
.
§

|

¦
. •

fsa • • ¦

¦ ¦

I
£

I § Location : 5 miles NW of Lewiston, 4& miles south oi i
1967 CHEVROLET
I Altura , 1 mile east of County Road 33, % mile west oi f
'
I Bethany. Follow the Auction Arrows.
Impala
MAR. 27—Thurs. IJ noon. 7 miles E. et
D.
730
tractor;
J.D.
I
MACHINERY
J
tractor
1
"B"
.
%
Golesvllla on 54 to Grant School, then MAR. 29-Sat. 12:30 p.m. 3 miles N, of i
SPECIAL 1$1295
with cultivator; A.C. WD-45 tractor with cultivator and jf
4 door Hardtop. Regular gas
Fairchild on H. John & George Stcgner, ;|
2 miles N. on blacktop road. William
Lyle Wampole, owners; Zek & Heike, ;I
Sagear, owner; Alvln Kohner,. auctionloader with snow scoop; A.C. WD tractor with cultivator I*
V-8 motor, automatic transi
"We service what we 'sell."
auctioneers; Norihern Inv. Co., clerk,
eer; Northern Inv, Co., clerk.
mission, power steering, raI and hyd. hoist for rear arms; J.D. No. 6 forage harvester fi
dio and whitewall' tires. wmmm^^mmmmmm^^^smmmmmmm^m^m^m^
\I with corn and hay heads ; J.D. forage blower and pipe; |1 g
11:00 A.M.
Lunch will be served.
Solid black finish with
A.C. forage blower and pipe; A.C. 4 bottom 16 inch spiner I
|
I|
so
owner
will
sell
all
personal
Farm has been sold
|
¦ .;
|
plow, mounted; J.D. 3 bottom 16 inch heavy duty plow |
j matching cloth and vinyl |
|
'
.
MACHINERY — 1966 504 International tractor with 1
property: at public
j|
|
interior.
|
on rubber ; J,D. 2 bottom 16 inch plow on rubber ; Oliver i |
pobt hitch; 1950 International M tractor with
|8Dow |
|
3 bottom 16 inch plow; J.D. 8 ft. wneel disc; two 3 section -p I 3
scoop
and
Farmall
loader;
1953
AC
tractor
with
mounted I
$1995
I Western rollers; J.D. field cultivator on rubber, 8 ft.; i
i__l___!vS
19J »J_BJ •®5Z£B_ffi«8____
2
row
corn
picker
and
cultivator;
IHC
2
row
corn
planter: I
a
g_^4-g^
I
_B_____«-a_B^8B
^
I Moline 8 ft . grain drill ; 2 J.D. 260 corn planters, one |
|
1968 New Holland baler- with bale thrower; New Holland I
with
rubber
packer
wheels;
rotary
hoe;
|
lime
spreader;
i
liay rake; Owatonna 10 ft. swather (newly overhauled I
1967 CHEVROLET fi JPl NOKintKN INVcb l/viclM . (-Cj ^^g||
A.C. tractor mounted mower; 3 hyd. cylinders; New Idea gf |
motor);
Case combine with motor; Kewaunee 10 ft. disc; i
I
Impala
I tractor rake on rubber; N.H. No. 56 side rake; J.D. hay %
Kewaunee elevator with electric motor or Wisconsin en- |
i
2 door Hardtop. Solid cream
I
fluffer;
Cunningham
heavy
duty
hay
conditioner
;
com|
'
gine; Allis Chalmers grain drill; tractor boom sprayer; jf
X i '¦
|
finish with black cloth and || ' • '" ' . . !
1 bination hay rack and corn box; 3 rubber tired wagons;
p |
|
Highway
27
then
one-tenth
3 Farmhand wagons on rubber (2 with chopper boxes 1
2
miles
North
of
Cadott
on
|
|
if
%
vinyl interior. Regular gas
|
16 ft. tractor trailers; N.H. No. 67 hay baler; Oliver $
V-8 motor, power steering, 1 mile East —OR— 12 miles West of Stanley on County i . 1I . No. 18 combine with auger head; Oliver 2 section rotary I ff with false end gates and 1. with grain box); International fo
S ft. cultivator; 13% ft. field cultivator; International |
automatic transmission, ra- f Trunk "O" -.OR— 12 miles East of Chippewa Falls on i i|
hoe; J.D. 8 ft. lime spreader ; J.D . 6 ft. flail chopper ; M I
PTO manure spreader; IHC stalk chopper ; Gehl blower; 1
County Trunk "O."
)% 2 Wood Bros. 1 row pickers; 2 gravity
|
dio and whitewall tires.
|
boxes; 40 ft . N.I. 1 i
i
IHC grass mower ; JD 32 ft. steel drag; New Idea manure p
1966 BUICK
elevator
with
electric
motor
and
cable;
|
i
barrel sprayer 1 I «preader.
$2095
|
SPORTS WAGON
i with boom and broad jets; large crop sprayer with I I
MILKING EQUIPMENT - 4 milking pails (2 seam- I
V-8, automatic, power steerfiberglass tank, new 1968.
I |
|
less); 8 can Star milk cooler ; Surge milker pump.
i
: ing, very clean . Save $34.
FEED — 3000 bu. ear corn.
|
I
CHICKENS - 300 laying hens.
I
Sale starts at 10:30.A.M. SHARP.
Jfi;I
1
now. We are selling this
HOG EQUIPMENT - Hog feeder ( 2 ton capacity); |
|
Lunch will be served.
!
| |MISC. ITEMS — Grinders; motors; 2: vises; welder; § I
unit for
I tools; table saw ; 2 good sets of harnesses; horse collars; i fi Back-saver elevator with motor; pressure pump; hog i
75 W, 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
1|
SELLING ORDER — 10:30 A.M.-Misc. and light |
$1650
2 slush scrapers; fence post; electric fencer and Insula- i
I
Open Friday Evening
|
shop tools. 11:00 A.M .—Heavy shop tools. 11:45 A.M.— I ;|
tors; tractor chains; iron; many other items too numerous |
I
GRAIN - 1,000 bu . oats *(more or less) ; 1,000 bn. 1
I Machinery. 1:45 P.M.—Feed, and Milker Equipment. 2:15 Jf jI: to mention.
1J corn (more or less).
M1967 FORD
Mobile Homes,TraiUrt 111
Cattle.
- .
MISCELLANEOUS - 3 brooder houses; 300 gallon I
|^ |SOME OLD AND ANTIQUE ITEMS - Horse cutter; 1 i
I P.M.-Dairy
COUNTRY SEDAN
gas tank with stands; steel fence posts; 2 electric fencer; f .
84 OUTSTANDING CATTLE (37 CHOICE COWS) - |
V-8, Cruisevo-matic, power SCHULTZ TRAILER-1965 model, 12' X I
\Wi double runner bob sled; gas engine with log saw; iron 1 1
I 3 sets tractor chains; egg , washer ; *A inch Black & i
56', gas furnace, water heater, sieves, I
|
tea kettle, etc.
|
f
i
close
springers;
12
Holstein
cows,
I
fresh
steering. Sharp. Reduced to
3
Holstein
cows,
carpeted. Tel. 7*34 attar 5.
Decker electric drill; power riding grass mower; pump i
NOTE: THE REMAINING ITEMS OF THE ALFRED I |
I 3 to 5 weeks; 12 Holsteift cows, fresh Nov. and Dec. and |§ II
$1995
1 jack; Johnson Skelgas tank heater; 40 ft. extension i
HOMETTE
LIBERTY
j
PI
ANDERSON
ESITATE
AUCTION
WILL
BE
SOLD
AT
and
Oct.
and
|
fresh
Sept
1
bred
back;
10
Holstein
cows,
.
I
MARSHFIELU
SCHULT
I ladder; hand corn sheller; heat houser for IH; cream §
Holstein |
!|
THIS SALE. THESE ITEMS ARE OF ANTIQUE VALUE. |
J.A.K'S MOBILE HOMES, INC.,
I bred back; 1 Black Angus cow, with 2 calves;16Whiteface
|
separator (in good working condition).
m
NELSON, WISCO NSIN
1966 FORD
j
yearlings;
i heifers, bred; 12 Holstein heifers,
|
TERMS : Under $10.00 cash; over that amount cash | HOUSEHOLD
1
GOODS — Westingbouse 30 inch 4- |.
|
§
j
I
|
heifer-cross, yearling; 3 Whiteface cross heifers, 8 months
COUNTRY SEDAN
or
Vt
down
and
balance
in
monthly
payments.
Many homes to choose from at
Your
credit
i
|
i burner electric stove; Phileo refrigera tor; Whirlpool 17 m
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
|
i|
I old; 5 Holstein heifers, 3 to 4 months old; 4 Holstein |
V-8, Cruise-o-matic, power
is always good with the Northern Investment Company. |
|
Hwy, 14-dl E., Winona.
Tel. «7e
cu. ft . freezer; Speed Queen washer; 3 woolen rugs; 1 1
|
j
3
to
5
I
;
2
Whiteface
cross
calves,
steering, Runs perfect. Not
I calves, 3 to 5 weeks old
1
MILES McKEETH, OWNER
1 pj bedroom set; radio; sausage stuffer, phonograph and 1
cleaned up.
I weeks old ; 5 Whiteface cross calves, 6 months old; 2 I ;
Auction Sales
p| other antiques .
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
jf l|
\I
I Holstein steers, ' 3 to 5 weeks old ; 4 Holstein steers, 8 |
$1195
Other Small Farm Personal Property and Household 1I
FREDDY FRICKSON
months
old.
I
Northern
Investment
|
Co
Lester
Senty,
Clerk
I
|
\
.,
Auctioneer
\- '
I Items Too Numerous To Mention.
Will handle all sizes and kinds ot
I
A young home raised herd of well uddered cows. This |
\| Rep. by Carroll Sacia, Galesville, Wisconsin
|
auctions.
Tel. Dakota 643-2943
1
USUAL
AUCTION
CREDIT
TERMS
WILL
APPLY.
1965 FORD
|
I herd represents 23 years of Purebred sires and Artificial
\'hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm% ^^
~~
I
WILLIAM BENCK
I
COUNTRY SEDAN
ALVIN KOHNER
1 breeding. All calfhpod vaccinated.
;
i
((censAUCTIONEER, City and Vale
V-8, standard shift, very
Altura State Bank, Clerk
i
I
DAIRY EQUIPMENT — McD. milker pump and l lm^mm^mm^^^m^m^mm^m^^^^^mmmm^m^m
ed and bonded, Rt. 3, Winona, Tal.
!
clean car . Only
4980.
1
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
I motor, 5 unit ; 3 Surge seamless buckets; Dari iKool 8 can I |
j
I j
i side opening milk cooler; double wash tank.
$1095
Minnesota Land &
mmm&M
m
^^^^m
^^m
^^^m
^ms
^^
^
m^
m&^^
mm^
m
1
FEED — 3500 bales mixed alfalfa hay; 1500 bales I \
Auction Service
mmmmzmmsz^i
m&m^
{ NORTHERN INVESTME IST W^ 1M|
Everett J. Kohner
i straw.
1965 Plymouth
IM
Winona, Tel. 7814
SA ton 4 speed pickup with rack.
1
j
PICKUP
—
1950
iB___^ lk___ft» ff l
.
Dakota,
Tel.
643-197
FURY III
Jim Papenfuss ,
M w^^m ^M i
$
Boyum
Agency,
Rushford,
Tel.
864-9381
b
lbs.;
wt.
UOO
8
years
old,
\
mare,
Roan
I
HORSE —
- maum *
V-8, power steering and
"MBI»
IBM
,s A ^VttH*'
Wm
HB Wl :<i
;
|
power brakes. Really a MAR. 26—Wed. 12 noon. 8 miles N.W. of II Western saddle and bridle; Child's Western saddle.
DANIEL ROESLER AUCTION
1 I lnl. ! NORTHERN INVESTMENT CO | l
Houston watch lor arrows oil Hwy. 76
!|
sharpie.
y i|
1
TRACTOR MACHINERY — 1956 J .D . 520 tractor with |
•
1
at Money Creek. Raymond Cordes, own/,
I
Located
:
6
miles
Southeast
of
La
Crosse
on
Hwys.
14
|*
3
pt
hitch,
new
1
;
steering,
hyd.,
power
live
.
|
live
power,
er;
Alvin
Kohner,
auctioneer!
Northern
$1495
Inv. Co., clerk.
I rubber; 1956 J.D. 50 tractor with live power, power I I and 61 and 1 mile South off 14 and 61 on Justin Road to i
I farm.
steering, live hyd., new rubber; McD. W-9 tractor with |
MAR. 26—Wed. 12 noon, Located former U
|
Arnold Gehrke farm, 11 miles S. of i
I
ELDOR HORSTMAN AUCTION
4 bottom 14 inch hyd. |
hyd.;
Ford
8N
tractor;
J.D.
live
|
Mondovi, Wis. Wayne Harmon, owner;
tractor plow on rubber ; J.D, 3 bottom 14 in. tractor plo*,v— I
Heike a Zeck, auctioneers; Gateway If
Located
:
3
miles
East
of
West
Salem
on
U.S 16 and 7% 1
I
Credit Inc, clerk.
£| throwaway shares ; J.D. 3 bottom 14 inch mounted tractor I
"Ford Dealer "
I miles North off U.S. 16 on County Trunk "D," or 4% |
cultivator;
N.I.
No.
1
field
8
ft
beams
;
J.D.
.
trip
plow,
St. Charles, Minn.
1
MAR. 27—Thurs. 1 p.m. S milt* S. of
Time: 11:00 A.M.
1 I miles East of Mindoro, Wis., on County Trunk "D," Bells |
;I
Rushlord Minn, on Hwy. 43 then 'A I
203 PTO manure spreader, flail type; Colby PTO ma- |
Open Mon . & Wed. Evenings
Coulee.
I
mlle W. Frank Thompson, owner; Berl
Lunch
by
St,
Mary
Guild
of
Coon
Valley
|
's
|
mower;
power
|
10
side
mount
nure spreader; J.D. No .
|
Boyum, auctioneer; Boyum Aoency f|
7 to 9 P.M.
Rushlord, clerk.
> J.D. No, 350A 4 bar side rake, 3 point hitch , PTO; N.H. jf • 1
36 HEAD OF HOLSTEIN CATTLE: 30 Holstein cows, |
ii 17 fresh
No. 65 hay baler ; J.D. No. 42 8 ft . combine with scour |
I
,
in last 60 days and open, 7 springers, 6 milking |
.,,/
T
A ^¦xmmmmmms ^^mmms^m^m^rf
conditioner;
J.D.
hay
.|l
;
Cunningham
0 kleen, 2 years old;
and
rebred;
6 Holstein heifers, 18 months, open . A %
P
chopper with corn and hay head; Kools blower, I ji GOOD QUALITY GOOD PRODUCING HOLSTEIN HERD
. & I Time: 11:00 A.M. Lunch by Bells Coulee Homemakers . 1
4 No. 739 inch pipe ; J .D. No. 5 tractor corn planter; J .D.
j
MOSTLY VACCINATES.
1
|
J 55 ft.127 corn picker ; Gehl silo filler and pipe ; tractor |
®
No .
|
| 34 HEAD OF CATTLE : 20 Guernsey cows, 5 fresh 1
|
|
HORSE
:
1
Shetland
pony,
pony
saddle,
lik
new.
|
e
" saw rig for J.D. 50 or 520; 32x38 tractor chains; heat |
§ and open, 2 springers, 13 milking good and rebred ; 2 |
|" houser for 520; 2 J.D. cylinders and hoses; J.D. quick f |GRAIN AND FEED: 350 bu. oats; 475 bu. corn; 1200 |
s? Holstein cows, milking good and rebred; 2 Guernsey |
* tatch cultivator; 50 ft . N.H. elevator with drag, PTO and |
ii bales 1st cut hay, on home farm; 2000 bales 1st cut and i| I heifers, bred for fall; 3 Guernsey heifers, 12 to 14 months, |
|:i Located 9 miles N,E. of Rochester, Minn., on Olmsted A
1500 bales 2nd cut hay located on Fisher farm , on N. § I open; 5 Guernsey heifers, 4 to 6 months; 2 Whiteface |
motor mounts; 10x28 tractor chains; Ford heat houser. |
j i Chipmunk
|1 Co. Road 2 or 3 miles West of Viola, Minn., on Co. Road i
Ridge; 300 bales straw.
I II heifers, 18 months open. A HERD OF GOOD MILKY I
If
t
i 2. Watch for arrows. Lunch will be served .
3
TRACTORS
AND
EQUIP.:
Farmall
70«
Diesel
|
1
1 TYPE GUERNSEYS. MOSTLY VACCINATES.
1
I
J I
McCULLOCH 150 CHAIN SAW,
|
|tractor , bought new in '65, new rear tires in last 30 days, 1 | HORSE: Sorrel stud colt, coming 2 years old,
SATURDAY , MARCH 29
I
1
\\ t1 I
I
—
just over 600 hours ; Allis Chalmers D17 series three §. | GRAIN AND FEED: 100 bu. oats ; 200 bu. corn; 600 i
i
*P
NO SMALL ITEMS - BE ON TIME AT 12:00 NOON
|
l<
OTHER MACHINERY — J.D. 963 rubber tired wagon 1 % tractor , power steering, live PTO, bought new In '64, § I bales hay ; 100 bales straw.
I
58 Head of Dairy Cattle: 42 Holstein Cows; 5 Guern- |< J and rack ; Electric Wheel rubber tired wagon and rack; i |
If
just over 1000 hours ; Allis Chalmers "C" tractor with |
|
2 TRACTORS AND EQUIP. : 1055 Ferguson 35 Deluxe I
|S sey Cows; 1 Bred Holstein Heifer ; 9 Open Holstein '\
I
|] cultivator and mounted 16 inch, 2 way plow; Paulson |j m tractor , 2 speed transmission, live PTO, live hydraulic, |
^( home made rubber tired wagon and rack; 2 wheel |
|
Heifers, approximately 850 lbs.; 1 Reg. Holstein Bull,
trailer; McD. 16 ft. tool carrier spring tooth harrow ; % % front end loader, now used on "D17"; McD. No. 540, 4-16 1
good condition; 1953 Ferguson 30 tractor ; Ferguson culti- |
ll (from Jan Schwantz herd , this herd has been tested for Jj ' Brillion 10 ft. cultipacker; 10 ft. lime spreader; J.D. 10 |* |
inch plow , new in '67; A.C. 2-16 inch snap coupler plow; j | I
|
vator ; Dearborn and Ferguson 2-14 inch plows; J.D 1-16 I
I
§ pregnancy.) Several of these cows are springing, some j
grain drill with grass seed and fert.; bale fork ; burr pf I* A.C. rear mounted power mower; 5 front end weights and |inch plow on rubber, good condition; Ferguson 7 ft.. lift |
ft.
d
I
If just fresh , balance milking. This herd is tested for |
mill; rubber ti red wheelbarrow; pump jack ; 3 electric |
Is box for "706" Diesel; front wheel weights for "D17"; i %
type tandem disc; Blackhawk rear mount scraper; Fer- |
* y! fencers; platform scale; ensilage cart ; extension ladder; |
i inter-state shipment.
i|
tractor
chains
;
A.C.
|
|
front
end
weights
for
"C";
for
"D17"
guson saw rig; Ferguson pulley ; New Holland 7 ft . semi- 1
1
p
(fi
reins);
years
neck
1
Horses:
1
Palomino
Gelding
,
J
;:|
few electric motors ; 50 ft , endless belt ; steel
|tank ; 2 |\% tractor umbrella; heat cab for "D17."
m
I
a
mount power mower; Newton 7 ft. power mower ; Dear- 1
U J Stewart clippers ; sprayer; snow fence; 340 ft. lumber; (|
II
I Bridle; 1 Youth size Saddle.
J born woeder; Dearborn 4 section, 3 point, hookup drag.
>,
|TILLING, FERT. AND GRAIN EQUIP. : 3 section |
Is
Truck: 1949 Chevrolet "A T. pick-up with 4 sp.- trans. |
4 Hudson steel hog feeders.
[
|
TILLING
AND
FERT
|
?
EQUIP
:
Cultipacker
|
|
|
|
steel
drag
with
folding
steel
drawbar;
New
Idea
No.
.
with
I
.
I
Milking
System;
Glass
Chore-Boy
Dairy
Equipment
:
'
I
BLACKSMITH TOOLS - Antique shop smith , com- ;$ §, 20R , PTO, manure spreader; Oliver 8 ft . all steel, tractor U fej grass seed attachment; Judson seeder type lime spread- |
i Pipeline for (5 cows, with washer; Milker Units for 5 < ! plcte;
emery stand and motor; nir compressor; Forney [I 3 type grain drill with grass seed attachment , on rubber; f o [fi er; M-F, PTO, manure spreader.
i
pi cows; Chore-Boy 6-Unit Pump wilh 2 HP motor ; 300 f \
|;l
CORN AND HAY EQUIP.: J.D . 25)0 corn planter, on 1
A 180 amp. welder, complete ; wcldinj* table; 30 lb. welding § , y A.C . fid , PTO, combine. ;
'
Bulk
Tank;
3
Sears
Perfection
Milker
>
gallon
Jamesway
%
$
assorted & il
CORN AND HAY EQUIP.: McD. No. 25I)A, corn % y rubber; D .B, silo filler , on rubber; M-F model 84 chop- 1
1 i rod; drill press with electric motor; 3lb,dozen
0. Units; Dairy Wash Sink .
trip
hammer;
anvil;
2
log
vises;
50
chucks;
drills
nnd
|
|
|
|
,| planter , disc openers, good condition ; McD , No. 234, 2 (i ih per , new in '66; Cunningham hay conditioner; M-F 6. bar |
|;
FARM MACHINERY : "M" International , just over- f lj |
arbor
stand
for
motor;
and
1%
HP
electric
bench
vise
;
I? side delivery rake; M-F No. 3 hay bnler; Hay O Vator $
A
fi row mounted corn picker, new in '67; Gehl anger type |
with
standard
speed
PTO
Diesel
Ford
Major
ti hauled;
| |i| grinder and rip saw; power thread cutter with motor, %
II 32 ft. bale conveyor.
\
%
1
,
}:
McD
hay
conditioner;
M-F
No
blower
and
pipes;
10
(I
i and three point hitch ; Ford 8N with Davis Industrial |
.
MOTIVE EQUIP .: New Idea rubber tired wagort; 1
j*
% to % cutter; power hack saw with motor; 22 ft. track ii;;_ |
hay bnler; Gehl Shred All green chopper; New Idea 40 |
pj Loader , manure fork and snow bucket; Decker self un- |
|f for chain hoist ; shop furnace; forage and electric blower
|;
| ft., wide type elevator , with spout , bale chute and heavy (( | 6x10 corn box with metal side; false end gate chopper 1
I! loading wagon box on heavy duty wagon. 9.50 tires; |
M
pump;
hammer,
tongs
and
misc.
bolts,
shallow
well
j::
jet
=§
|
|duty carriage , new in '67.
/. f - \ box.
head
li No, 15 International Forage Harvester with corn
p
| DAIRY EQUIP. : 2 Surge seamless and 1 Surge seam |
p. and hay attach.; A,C . Blower with new apron , 50 ft. pipe; i I nuts, washers; thread cutter , V\ to % inch ; bolt cutter; m 1
EQUIP.:
,
MOTIVE
10-lfi
Ford
6
cylinder
%
ton
truck
|
units; Ritcwny milker pump nnd motor ; 3 Condo 1
?i| jacks; Airco torch , complete; Edwards No. 10 hand i(
Mixer-grinder , 3 years old ; 7G0 M.M. Baler; |
f-i Lorenz Hay
7x8 platform ami stock rack ; 6 ton Electric Wheel, ?| |3 milker
hanging type milker units; Conde milker pump and m
shears; pipe ; rod; some now blacksmith iron and some i; £ with
q
Mower and Conditioner; M.M . Parallel Bar fl |
Meyers
Win Power, Lindsay and McD. rubber tired wagons; J \i motor ; 0 can milk cooler; single rinse tank ; Stewart
^II Hay Hake; Now Holland Green Chopper; Kewanee 14 ft. f . if used iron ; several Cant Hooks; several log chains; t: p 25 ton
i
Bushncll
boxes, 105 bu , sixe; 7x14 false end gate m r clipper.
$
m
several axes; crowbars; assorted wood and steel tools j: ,| chopper boxgravity
|
$ Wheel Disc; 10 ft. Field Cultivator; 4-14 inch International §. |
;
8x14
flat
rack;
8x10
com
box
with
sides;
|
;
MISCELLANEOUS
EQUIP.
surf
ace
:
J.D.
10
it.,
PTO,
wrenches;
8x2.
inch
single
lumber
planer;
and
;
ham1
j
|
|
with
folding
ovenDrag
M
!| Plow, hydraulic ; 4 section Steel
,
h A mermill; 2 Homelite ono man chain saws; platform |
¦ U er; Graham-Homo R ft. Plow; 10 ft , International Grain fi l| steam Jennie; Black & Decker V_ inch drill with stand; / i| 3 speed wagon unloading jack
|
EQUIP.
|
DAIRY
:
4
Surge
seamless
milker
units;
!fj
[ scnlc; 8 ft . stock tank ; 36 ft . extension ladder; 4ft ft. |1
cement mixer; 2 steel water tanks; box new plow points; j>
D Drill with grass Kcedcr; International 240 Com Planter jjj |
|plow shares for A ,C. and Ford plow ; 32 ft. extension Ind- I* >| Surge SP22 milker pump and motor; IM inch pipline for ;} !' endless drive belt; % HP electric motor; slip scraper ; i
Ij wilh fert. attach,; J.D . 2-row Corn Cultivator; McDeering Ij |
\(i if Monark 110V fencer; small tools and equipment.
. 1
§
der ; 12 ft . straight ladder ; block, tackle nnd line; Cole- t; ti 26 cows; metal can rack ; Stewart clipper.
?! 2-row Corn Cultivator ; J.D . Blower with pipe; 10 ft. Limo $
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIP, : New Idea tobacco plant- % H
HOUSEHOLD GOODS: Round extension table; May. i
$ Sprender ; Bell City one-row Corn Picker; 40 ft . Decker 1 i man fins lantern and lamp ; lantern ; forks, shovels, post / fl
:« \ er; 300 tobacco lath ; 75 electric fence stakes; 3 hay feed i [ 1 tag wringer type washer; electric egR washer; and other ^
tij Elevator; two Rubber Tired H.D. wagons; AG Combine M % hole digger; bars ; misc , items,
'
n
['< with motor; Minn. 4-bar Side Rake; J .D. No . 43 Corn 1 $
THIS IS A VERV CLEAN LINE OF MACHINERY , H |1 bunks; 4 steel stanchions, new in '60; 2 non-siphoning i '. ]¦ items.
U
TERMS: Under $10.00 cash ; over Ihnt amount cash 1
drinking
'60;
round
steel
hog
watercr;
small
cups,
new
in
%
p
n ALL OF IT IN EXCEPTIONAL CONDITION.
S| Sheller on Truck with PTO; 2-Wheol Flatbed H.D. Trail- * |
%
rubber tired feed cart ; three 110V fence rs; Jungcrs largo jj M or V. down and balance in monthly payments. Your credit fa
\i er; 20 inch Tires; Front End Unloading Jack ; % HP Air j \
TERMS: Under $10.00 cash ; over that amount cash f. |
n Is always good with the Northern Investment Co.
E
ii Compressor; Bale Fork: two Steel Hog Feeders ; Iron. H \ or V\ down and balance in monthly payments. Your credit % j ; l size oil burner; Presto humidifier ; small tools and equip- "
|sl
(,, *¦«
|
|ment.
tt
TERMS; Regular Finance Co. Terms.
{* 4 is always good with the Northern Investment Company. |
Darol
Linse
and
Alvin
Miller, Auctioneers
jl
f|
i;;
[| TERMS: Under $10.00 cash ; over that amount ensh . \j.
i
I.UHDETTE & HELEN WOHLFEIL, OWNERS
Marvin Miller, Repr., Northern Investment Co., CLcrk
|
|
JOE BRICK , OWNER
§ \'i or V\ down nnd balance in monthly payments. Your credit |
Clerk: Gateway Credit Co.
ft [ \
$
¦"*: AAA
$^m:®mzmz:t^:vz;?rmTT:}A
(l k is nlwnya good with tho Northern Investment Co.
* ^ :A >:.:-.. - ¦... ?A;:AA -saiaa
I Rep. hy licit Realty, Durand ; Marcou Realty, Wabasha ' ! Wall. Zeck , Jim Heike & Dr. Szatnlowicz , Auctioneers
|
¦(( A¦
L'| Auctioneers: Morey Loos, Elgin No . 21 ; Roy Montgomery, y, 1
Northern Invest ment Co., L«stcr Senly, Clerk
Russell Schroeder , Auctioneer
h
IN Plainview , No. 23.
Rep. by Lyma n Duller and Robert Bockus
Marvin Miller , Repr,, Norihern Investment Co., Clerk |
*] '
U
| SHOP THE EASY WAY — Rl .AD THE ADS b'IRST
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Friday, . . March . 28 . ¦ 1:

liiili^^S
Station Wagon
SALE

|
|: : MoMay r: Mar A : 31 :; ¦ |

VENABLES
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I

0 St J MOTOR

I

FARM

| AUCTION

| Saturday, March 29

I

I

;

fc

:v

¦I

Wednesday, April 2

I
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By Roy Crant

BUZZ SAWYER

m
i
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w inona,.w inn.

Bv Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

'

BEETLE BAILEY

By Chick Young

BLONDIE
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STEVE CANYON
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By Hanna-Barbera
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By Milton Canniff
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By Fred Lassv/ell

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH
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By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
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THE FLINTSTONES

|
$% .

By Mort Walker

"

Clothes ca-pture the fashion headl'nes 'Ms Easter . . . and some of
the most dramatic are right hero
at Jordan's. Beautiful new Coats,
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FABULOUS INFLATABLES!
KIJ^^B

!______________[

circled in white braid that trims

tho

Hi"'

ff|

Colorful, Lovable 19"
High "Freddy the
Farmer" BUNNY

Jffifffijjp^ ^
^

FREE WITH INCOMING
DRY CLEANING
ORDER OF $4.50—

^|
1

Tordan
vi
'
/ n #
60

West Third Street

In

Downtown Winona

pi
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SUPPLY LIMITED

Jr*vT
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/^C^
HM-Tgl
Frero Parking In Roar

Phone 2301

A
VA/7
<J§fe^-

164 Main Stroot

